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Preface

The inspiration for this work, presented as a two-volume companion set, was
den% ed. initially from a period of study leave in 1985 and again in 199(1
requiring protracted periods of residence in the USA and UK and resulting in
our close In% oh molt with academics, administrators and schools people in

different education systems and at many levels. Contacts made then have been
maintained and strengthened. and, for both of us, as we compared notes and
experiences from attending a number of national, regional and international
conferences, it became evident that educators appeared to be saying essentially
similar things about the implementation of change policies, programmes
and practices seemingly driven by external forces which had taken over the
agenda from the profession. Somewhere in all this ferment was the exercise
of the political will to govern in a directly interventionist fashion in education.

It was an intriguing thing to witness as we moved around the world, for
example, gubernatorial elections being run on essentially education platforms
especially after the publication of A Nation at Risk, the direct involvement of
the Thatcher government in developing and imposing a National Curriculum
in Britain. with the Education Portfolio becoming one of the hottest in Cab-
inet; a similar phenomenon in New Zealand and parallels in Australia. where
numerous inquiries into education across the States and Territories. followed
by radical revisions to curricula and organization took place throughout the
1980s continuing to the present. Those who believed in domino theory as this
applied to education in Western society could have had a 'field day'. There
appeared to be a set of forces at work which could only be worked out
through the radical reform, restructuring, and/or transformation of education
systems at all levels, although the work of schools was singled out for particu-
lar attention. The latter was motivated by a general dissatisfaction with the
deficiencies in the perceived performance of schools and their failure to deliver
value for money in terms of the dollar spent; the need to align schools more
closely with economic reforms; and a view, prevalent at the time, of educa-
tion in terms of human capital. In all the countries mentioned above, we were
v ery aware that there was a common conception. at least by those outside of
education (and some within it) that the transformation of schools and the
reform of school systems would enable each country concerned to recapture
its rightful share of the global market-place. It seemed rather bizarre to us that
education, with its underlying moral imperative, was to be a major player I'm

Vii



Preface

the exercise of market forces in realizing socio-economic goals in which the
'size of the global cake' was fixed.

In this volume, a number of educators and academics, selected because
they were in a good position to bring their insights to the study of the histor-
ical, social and economic forces at work in the formulation and implementa-
tion of educational policy, try to understand the nature of a new educational
reform era. Similarly in Volume 2 they were selected to represent the voices
of people, teachers, administrators, academics and consultants who are im-
mersed in. and keen observers of, the change process at work. The material
they present is significant in its own right and should resonate with the experi-
ences of many who have sought to manage and direct the process, and/or
have been immersed in it themselves.

The perspectives offered are designed to capture different cross-cultural
experiences of educational change and policy implementation; to contemplate
and compare the collective experience represented in the following pages and
thereby to enhance our understanding of the processes and forces involved.
The various contribi...ors to this volume have brought their unique insights
into focus, in order to analyse and exemplify the change process at work, for
we would argue that there is such a thing, which is identifiable, has an air of
predi.ability about it. and once recognized and understood can be directed
and managed. That we have failed to do so on any grand scale to date is
probably why the voluminous literature on change and the collective recorded
experience of four decades of change management, on the whole, makes such
dismal, yet fascinating, reading. We hope that the collective experience re-
flected in this and the companion volume will cause the serious reader to
pause and reflect on this in some detail, for while we understand better the
nature and complexity of implementation, as but one phase of the change
process, we are perhaps a little less certain about the nature of change itself
than we once were. It has become more highly differentiated from the tidal
wave which tends to overwhelm us in its human dimensions, to the steady
surf, and the ripples and currents all of which variously interplay to reinforce
or work against human intents and agency in a given setting, at a given level
and at a given scale.

In the chapters of this volume the various contributions have been grouped
into three sections. Part I examines relationships between politics and educa-
tional reform, in which the myth that education is apolitical is exploded.
Politics into policy and policy implementation is the main focus in Part 2, and
in Part 3 selected education-reform phenomena addressed in the preceding
sections are returned to, but examined from, quite specific and different per-
spectives. Finally, the Epilogue draws a number of themes together, locates
them in chronological context and maps out an implementation research agenda
for those interested in following up some much needed and potentially fruit-
ful lines of inquiry.

Although the texts have been constructed as companion volumes, and
should provide a more comprehensive reading if taken together, they are not

viii
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Prelate

mutually dependent. Each volume has been compiled to offer interesting com-
parative readings of similar education phenomena in different nation:Al set-
tings.

We wish to thank the many people who have contributed to this volume,
knowingly or unknowingly, in their interactions with us and with the con-
tributors and for the many insightful comments about what we were trying
to do. In particular we would like to thank Jane Piscioneri and Sheena Carter.

at the University of Notre Dame Australia for their valuable secretarial and
administrative support and encouragement in bringing this manuscript to-
gether. If the various studies presented in this volume present a mirror to
others in similar settings facing the same sorts of challenges and in so doing
helps them avoid the pitfalls inherent in Santayana's dictum, 'Those who
ignore the lessons of history are condemned to repeat them', this project will
have achieved its purpose.

David S.G. Carter Marnie H. O'Neill
17w University ' Notre Dame Australia Tin' University ef Western Australia
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Introduction

Mamie O'Neill

After death and taxes the only constant is change! .,'he latter is a naturally
occurring process reflected in the statement by the Greek Heraclitus that,
'everything is in a state of becoming'. This view of change is taken as a
backdrop to the work reported in these pages. It is not, however, its focus and
neither should it be equated with improvement, although the two appear to
be used interchangeably if not synonymously in both theoretical dis-
course and practical endeavour.

An optimistic view of human nature subscribes to the position that it is
possible to take control of change and direct it in order to realize an alternative
future, such that when we actually arrive there it is not too different from the
scenario which was originally envisioned. from this perspective we are deal-
ing with planned or directed change which is the focus tin the work under-
taken in this project.

As is frequently the case in education, the concept of refitrm is not so
clear as it once was and now subsumes other concepts such as school restruc-
turing, transformation and systemic reform. frequently these become meta-
phors or slogans for change and, over time, come to mean different things to
different people and groups. The collective experience of reform in education
is replete with examples of this phenomenon and it is selectively captured in
the various chapters of this book and its companion volume.

In a similar vein, the complexities inherent in implementation have be-

come more highly differentiated as our understanding of this phenomenon
has increased especially over the course of the last two decades. Apart from
it becoming a major research focus fin policy implementation and curriculum
reform, it has become 'sloganized' as a banner for school and curriculum
improvement having a life of its own.

Stenhouse (1975) in discussing curriculum development and reform, dis-
tinguishes between social movements and social trends, Drawing on Heberle
(1951) and Gusfield (1%8), he argues that a movement has a doctrine, and an
educational movement has convictions or beliefs about an educational doc-
trine which it attempts to put into place, using any available evidence to
support it, rather than to modify it. A trend, on the other hand is the result



Mamie O'Neill

of similar but uncoordinated actions of many individuals. The distinction may
offer a useful point of reference in reading the various contributions presented
in these two volumes.

Sources of Curriculum

Sources of curriculum policy and content are drawn from what it is thought
desirable or necessary to be learned from the available body of knowledge
the cultural content and the perceived needs of the learner and the society.
The nature of the decisions taken inevitably depends a good deal on who is
doing the perceiving, and what ends will be served. Although there is a
tendency for educators to write as if curriculum change (whether movement
or trend) is 'pure', it is not, and there will be positions that arc residual,
emergent or resistant, in relation to the dominant trend.

An 'academic rationalist' orientation to curriculum design emphasized
scholastic rigour in science and mathematics and transmission and preserva-
tion of the cultural heritage in literary arts and humanities, partly because this
nigh culture knowledge was regarded as being of intrinsic worth, and partly
for its virtues in providing intellectual training, albeit to an intellectual elite,
in the English Grammar School tradition. In the instrumentalist values of the
modern world, a 'knowledge for itself' approach can be defended if the recipi-
ents are likely to have any use for it subsequent to schooling. 'Education as
intellectual training' might be worthy if that training were approp -iate to the
abilities of the learners and the vocations to be pursued. The logic of these
defences became strained by the impact of comprehensive compulsory educa-
tion policies.

An emergent trend of giving more weight to the perceived needs, inter-
ests and characteristics of the learner informed the British version of child-
centred education, prevalent in the 1960s and 1970s. Documents such as The
l'ImA.den Report and The Bullock Report, originating in Britain but exerting
a pervasive influence elsewhere, became key influences in educational change
in Australian and New Zealand curriculum developments in the 1970s. What
is now sometimes regarded as a romantic view of the child as an eager par-
ticipant in education tailored to suit the specific needs and interests of the
individual and relevant to the lived experience !brined the basis for school-
and even classroom-based curriculum development.

Client-centred approaches to psychology transferred to education (Rogers,
1969) on the theory that self-actualization and maximum fulfilment of indi-
vidual potential would have a pay-off for society at large by producing happy,
fulfilled, productive individuals with the desire, initiative and capacity to
achieve. Such an individualized approach to curriculum is not compatible
with meeting societal needs for some kind of comparable assessment system
for among other things, the selection of students for further education, train-
ing or employment. Neither is it easy, from this perspective, to hold schools

2
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Introduction

or systems accountable for financial expenditure involved in terms of the
quality or quantity of educational outcomes actually achieved.

Shifting Values

From the mid-1980s, there was a shift away from cherishing the needs and
desires of the individual to addressing the needs of society. Although Hirsch
(1988) and Bloom (1987) are occasionally referenced as the catalysts for this
change, residual criticism of cilild-centred approaches had been evident in the
Black Papers in the United Kingdom (Cox and Boyson, 1975) and in various
back-to-basics lobbies in Australia. Kerry Kennedy, in his chapter analysing
the policy contexts of curriculum reform in Australia, Great Britain and the
United States identifies an a common element, a crisis of confidence in edu-
cation itself. As is illustrated in several cases in the companion volume, exist-
ing curricula and the ways in which they were operationalized in schools had
been perceived, at one level or another, to be inadequate. Education was
reclaimed by various governments as an instrument to advance the national
(economic) good, rather than as a means of realizing personal development
and fostering individual achievement that could be claimed, only in the aggre-

gate and then indirectly, to contribute to national advancement.
The conceptualization of societal needs changed as well. Earlier analyses,

such as that advanced by Berger and Luckman in 1967, for example, em-
phasized the production of cultural cohesion through promotion of a cultural
canon viz. every child had to be told the same story, whether literary or
historical. According to Reynolds and Skilbeck (1976), however, simple re-
production is insufficient, even if it were possible: instead, the curriculum
should offer students the opportunity to interpret and reinterpret culture,
viewed dynai.iically, in order to develop the necessary intellectual and social
skills to resolve broad cultural problems. In the context of the early 1990s, the
cultural cohesion components of societal needs are being replaced. Contem-
porary societal needs have been redefined within the framework of monetarist
policy, with education being regarded as an instrument for the correction of
economic ills and governments assuming new market-orientated corporate
identities. The effects of this phenomenon on emerging curriculum trends is
discussed by David Carter in Chapter 2 with specific reference to the Austral-

ian scene. in this discourse, societal needs are increasingly accepted as:

production of greater economic good, promoting national interest
through more favourable participation in international trade;
tailoring outcomes of schooling more directly to employer needs to
reduce costs and improve productivity; and
establishing more overt, direct links between structure and outcomes
of schooling and employment competencies to improve rates of youth

employment.

3
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Mamie O'Neill

An alternative construction of these goals, however, to be inferred from
the economics of the post-October 1987 stock-market crash read as:

reducing educational costs by streamlining curricula and reducing
options;
reducing drain on social welfare by keeping young people off the dole
and in education and training programmes; and
improving standing on OECD tables for retention in post-compulsory
schooling.

Kennedy's comparative analysis of reforms in the US, the UK and Aus-
tralia considers them, at source, all to be politically driven. In the UK, unlike
Australia or the US, reforms were nationally legislated, whereas in the US
and Australia, they required something of a consensus between federal and
state levels of government. Even so, in both countries there is an evident
strengthening of the hand of central government in areas of education that
traditionally were the preserve of the states.

With respect to the United Kingdom, in his chapter in this volume,
Richard Aldrich asserts that the government made a unilateral attempt to
regain control over an education system that had developed a momentum of
its own, and in so doing set the agenda for the reorganization of comprehens-
ive secondary schools according to its own priorities and values. In part, the
Education Act of 1988 was expected to restore control of the system to the
government in a highly direct and visible manner, and to ieallocate control
over the delivery of education away from producers to consumers. Ideologic-
ally, this was to he achieved by harnessing free-market forces in the operation
of which parental choice was regarded as a primary mechanism for stimulat-
ing schools to perform. When allied to national assessment and the publica-
tion of 'league tables' positioning schools against each other on publicly
verifiable criteria that could be understood by all but particularly parents

educational standards would be raised. The difficulties and pitfalls attend-
ant on this are addressed by both Denis Lawton and Richard Aldrich and
analysed in detail by Caroline Gipps.

In a parallel situation in New Zealand, outlined by Michael Peters, where
teachers have been accused of capturing the curriculum and constructing it to
serve their own interests, the role of politicians was to reclaim the curriculum
for those who are 'end-users' of the product, by applying public-choice theory
to the delivery of education and the provision of educational services.

Peters' analysis of the politics of educational reform in New Zealand
frames it in terms of a deliberate and sustained attempt at cultural reconstruc-
tion, in which the now cliched objective is to deliver the necessary research,
skills and attitudes required for New Zealanders to compete in an increasingly
competitive international economy. According to Peters, the message under-
lying school reforms in his country is that in the past there was too much
emphasis on social and cultural objectives and insufficient attention paid by

4
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educators to economic goals and realities. This theme is exemplified in Vol-
ume 2 where Roger Peddie illustrates the shift away from cultural inclusion
and affirmation for language study to an instrumentalist position designed
among other things to serve the economic interests of New Zealar,d in dealing
with its trading partners. To realize this objective, space on the timetable,
previously allocated to Maori language and culture as well as predominantly
European languages other than English, was re-allocated to develop in stu-
dents the languages of countries likely to be significant trading partners on the
AsiaPacific rim both now and in the future.

The Powerbrokers of Reform

In a number of the countries, the reform initiatives were seen by their respec-
tive governments to be so important to national policy interests that the pre-
vailing strategies for bringing about educational change were by-passed or
simply ignored. In England and Wales, the results appeared to be evidently
draconian because of the high visibility with which policy decisions were put
into effect, such as the abolition of the Inner London Education Authority
(ILEA) accompanied by political wrangling conducted under the glare of the
media. In virtually all of the countries represented in this book and its com-
panion volume, business and commercial interests were consulted and repres-
ented in strategic forums more extensively than were those of educators and
the lay public. In the UK, wresting control from the producers (teachers and
LEAs) and placing it in the hands of consumers (parents and employers) was
regarded as a prerequisite to promoting national efficiency and competitiveness.

Under the Australian Constitution, education remains a residual power
of the states. A negotiated consensus at the Australian Education Council
(AEC), an intergovernmental body (before its demise) consisting of federal
and state education ministers, was used to arrive at a national approach to the
development of policy for Australian schooling, and thereby to bypass the
constitutional and financial constraints of Australian federalism. The Hobart
Declaration of 1987, articulating, among other things, a common set of na-
tional goals for schooling in Australia, was part of a nationally negotiated
agenda manifesting through its centrepiece the development of a national
curriculum in eight areas of study. A series of national reports compiled by
committees which notably eschewed educators set out employment-related
competencies (Finn, 1991), a set of key competencies (Mayer, 1992) and a
national framework for competency-based vocational training (Carmichael,
1992).

The desire for improved quality of student outcomes was compounded
by demands to make school systems more accountable and more cost-efficient.
Administration of education was restructured as an enterprise along corporate
management lines described by David Carter in Chapter 2. Devolutionary
procedures were initially packaged in the language of participatory democracy

5
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in the Australian states as well as New Zealand. Peters reports, however, that
of the organizational innovations be set in place in New Zealand Parent
Advocacy Council, Board of Trustees, Community Education Forums and
the National Policy Council only the Boards remain. Devolution of functions
previously administered centrally offered some cost savings in New Zealand
the local boards comprised of volunteers inherited much of it devolved a
lot of central administrative responsibilities to the periphery, but without any
significant increase of personnel (see both Angus and O'Neill, in Volume 2
in this regard). The centre also retained responsibilities for staffing, and left
in place various budget and curriculum constraints which effectively prevented
schools from any radical change. Hall (Chapter 7), also notes this tendency to
leave in place many of the rules and regulations which constrain local decision-
making when site-based management reforms are set in train.

Most of the instances of, and political arguments for, reform presented in
these two volumes entailed cost reduction as at least part of the agenda. Steffy
and English in Volume 2 report on one of the few cases in which per capita
funding to education was actually increased. As a result of a class action equity
suit, educational provision in Kentucky was found to be in violation of the
Constitution, leading to the largest tax increase ever experienced in the state.
The resulting Kentucky Education Reform Act (K ERA) put in place an inte-
grated comprehensive programme to produce change in curriculum, finance
and governance. In spite of the comprehensivutess of the programme, and the
support for schools built into the reform agenda, Steffy and English suggest
that the retbrm is wobbly. Three years after the reform was initiated, less than
kill of the schools had established school councils; the teachers were unhappy
about the additional workload imposed by the councils, and, at the elemen-
tary level, were frustrated and anxious about the mandated requirements to
initiate multi-age and multi-ability grouped classes. At the macro level when
a well-funded, carefully developed, comprehensive and integrated reform is at
risk it is usually due to a complex of relationships and other interrelated
factors which are likely to be conditioned at source by the interplay of both
structural and human factors. These are carefully considered by Shirley Hord
in Chapter 6.

Politics to Policy

Kingdon (1984), cited by Jim Lowham in Volume 2, argued that there are
occasions when policy changes can be made readily, and others when the
resistive factors will be too great. He identified three currents 'political',
'problem' and 'alternative' that must he moving in the same direction in
order to create a 'window of opportunity' optimizing the implementation of
policy in a given setting. Such windows tend to open rarely, and remain open
for relatively short periods of time. On that basis, it would appear that policy
reformers have to sit around waiting for such a window to open, but evidence

6
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Introduction

offered by contributors in these two volumes indicate that some of the factors
can be manipulated. Thus, in the context of national-curriculum reform in
Britain, it is speculated that the open window resulted from a 'break-arid-
enter' action. The political will and the problem were both apparent to policy
makers; and, in this instance the alternative or resistive current was simply
neutralized by the Education Reform Act of 1988.

In Australia, the policy window was open between 1987 and 1992. when
state and federal governments reached consensus on educational reform through
the Australian Educational Council. By 1993, the window had closed. At the
state level of government, changes in the ascendancy of political parties and
ideological conflicts concerning the content of the emerging national-curriculum
statements and profiles resulted in withdrawal of consensus. As a result, the
national curriculum in Australia has not been taken up in the form originally
envisaged by the AEC, but has been variously interpreted and modified to suit
the needs of the states and territories and their prevailing political orthodoxies
with respect to the provision of education services.

A retrospective account of a more successful exploitation of a 'window
of opportunity' is given by Miriam Ben- Pcretz in Volume 2. Working from
.1 related notion of the need for synergy to accomplish major educational
change, Ben-Peretz describes the ways in which intermediate school reform
in Israel was accomplished. In so doing, she identifies three broad groups
involved in effecting the restructuring of the system which had to be persuaded
to act in concert to generate the synergy to produce a successful reform:

central and local authorities (Ministry of Education, Parliament and
local municipal authorities);
stakeholders (teacher organizations, principals, teachers and parents);
and
external factors (political parties, Supreme Court, scientists, institutes
of teacher education).

The Gap between Policy and Implementation

Symptomatic of many of the reforms reported by the contributors in these
two companion volumes is a design-implementation gap between policy for-
mulation and implementation of the proposed reform in its setting. Policy
makers arc frequently (even usually) a different group at a different level of
governmental decision-making than those who will be responsible for imple-
menting proposed changes. According to Gene Hall in this volume and jim
Lowham's case study in Volume 2, policy makers rarely develop a process for
the implementation of their policy formulations the people on the receiving
end of the policy are simply expected to make it work in practice. Hall and
I-lord in their respective chapters in this volume suggest that this gap exists
because, in spite of the experiences of the 1970s and 1980s policy makers still
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tend to act on the assumption that change is an event, not a process. Hall
argues that for a . ora to have a chance of successful institutionalization,
implementation, like design, has to be planned and budgeted for over an
extended period of time. Rather than the short-term expectations of many
American innovations, Hall cites European e;.emplars with both longer time
frames and more comprehensive support systems for maintenance of innova-
tions to hold them in place until they become institutionalized. Both Hall and
Hord make cases for multi-level involvement in implementation, so that
participants at all levels of the system contribute to the day to day process of
changing practices whatever form these may take (i.e., administrative or
pedagogical). Although Hord advocates a more collegial approach to imple-
mentation than the model of the 'hero principal', leadership is obviously a
critical factor in managing change, as is evidenced in the instances presented
by Carter and Walsh in Volume 2.

What does seem inescapable is that teachers who will be required to make
changes to their classroom practices have to understand the proposed changes
both at the ideational and the programmatic level, and to be convinced that
both the human and material costs of the proposed change will be worthwhile
in terms of improved outcomes for their students, however these may be
conceived and measured. J.

Lawton, in Chapter 3, suggests that when Kenneth Baker announced his
intention, in 1987. of introducing a national curriculum, there was a good deal
of public support for it in principle, although there were some doubts ex-
pressed about the details of implementation. This assertion is subjected to
further scrutiny, from an historian's perspective, by Richard Aldrich, who
points out that assumptions surrounding control by the British government
demonstrated how ill-equipped it was to implement its reforms. The quangos
and working parties involved necessarily included large numbers of profes-
sional educators, (previously identified as being among the parties who had
captured the curriculum!). Their attempts to turn legislation into curriculum
were frequently rejected by the government which viewed them as being
deliberately subversive. Aldrich is of the opinion that the likely outcome of
the impasses is that professionals will be replaced by party apparatchiks.

In the UK the resistance by a majority of the teaching profession to
national-assessment protocols (both their nature and form) became most
evident during the early implementation phases of the national curriculum.
Caroline Gipps examines the issues and practices of assessment attendant on
the operation of the four key stages of the national curriculum, and their
impact on teachers and schools. Some of the issues she deals with, from
technical alid political perspectives, include validity and reliability, manage-
ability in relation to consumption of time and practicality. Teacher dissatisfac-
tion with assessment procedures for 14-year-olds led to a boycott of the formal
tests because of the extra workload; the boycott was upheld in court, and only
5 per cent of Key Stage 3 schools sent in their results. Difficulties with assess-
ment procedures have had different effects at different levels. Gipps' indicates
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that the assessment procedures for 7-year-olds have had a positive effect on
teaching and assessment practices, and contributed in a positive way to teacher
development. This is supported by the findings of the study reported by
Neville Bennett and Clive Carre in Volume 2.

In the event, assessment at Key Stage 4 proved to be unworkable, and has
led to changes in the structure of national curriculum. Instead of a full enti-
tlement curriculum to the age of 16 years as intended, the 10-level scale was
revised to finish at age 14 to allow opportunity for vocational options at ages
14 to 16. There are now in effect three national curricula at 16+: academic and
general, vocational and occupational.

The New Orthodoxy

Evidence presented in these two volumes, albeit selective and necessarily con-
strained, indicates that a shift is taking place in the relationship between pol-
itics, government and education in complex Westernized post-industrialized
countries at least. Government interventions appear to have been driven by a
range of motives including:

improving national economics by tightening a connection between
schooling, employment, productivity and trade;
enhancing student outcomes in employment related skills and
competencies;
attaining more direct control over curriculum content and assessment;
reducing the costs to government of education; and
increasing community input to education by more direct involvement
in school decision-making and pressure of market choice.

There have been some seeming contradictions in attempts to decentralize
power to schools which paradoxically require some centralized locus of con-
trol to accomplish and maintain the shift (see the exemplar provided by Betty
Steffy and Fenwick English in Volume 2). Without deregulating at the same
time, the capacity of schools to act on their supposed new powers may be
inhibited by residual rules and regulations put in place under the old egime
hut. still left in place under the new (Hall, Chapter 7). Reforms that centre on
governance may have little to do with educational outcomes (Steffy and
English). Devolution of responsibility to schools may apparently result in cost
savings at the centre, but actually represent a transfer of costs to the periph-
ery, where the burden has to be carried in terms of additional workload by
teaching and administrative staff, or otherwise absorbed by voluntary com-
munity service such as is found on school boards. (Further exemplars are
comprehensively documented by Peters, Chapter 4 in this volume, and by

Angus, and O'Neill in Volume 2.)

9
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The combined effects on curriculum policy-making appear to have been
,both instrumental and conservative. Aldrich, Kennedy and Lawton argue that,
in the UK, conventional subject structures have been left in place, reinforcing
old hierarchies and a 'back-to-the-future' mentality. In contrast, with respect
to New Zealand, Peters argues that recasting knowledge and values as 'skills
and competencies', not only circumscribes education in instrumental terms,
but also contributes to the 'commodification' of education, and, because it is
more readily related to trade competencies, makes it inherently more vocational.

Gipps' critique of the development and implementation of assessment
procedures for national curriculum in the UK indicates that the trend is to-
wards a narrower, more conservative, simplistic (and cheaper!) assessment
framework. The continuing and seemingly heavy-handed political interven-
tion in curriculum and assessment matters at an everyday level; has exacer-
bated teacher frustration because the changes have been so con..tant and
pervasive, and conducted on such an impossibly short time scale, that there
has never been an opportunity to stabilize .1 set of practices and then to evalu-
ate them properly in terms of their efficacy in bringing about the desired
learning in the students for which teachers arc primarily responsible.

In spite of a voluminous literature on the subject, problems of imple-
menting change and innovation continue to be intractable and recurrent in
both problem-finding and problem-solving with respect to implementation.
In both the UK and Australia, as elsewhere, the experience to date has been
that governments expect and rely on professionals to translate proposed changes
at the policy level into curriculum while excluding them from both policy-
making bodies and curriculum design. In Australia, the combination of con-
stitutional constraints, and lack of a coherent, coordinated and long-term
implementation plan suggests that implementation of national curriculum will
be at best piecemeal. Even where state governments are prepared to support
it, its effects will be diluted, because it will be used alongside existing state
curricuum document ..and adapted in a variety of ways. Ivan Snook, in New
Zealand, where the reforms to date have been structural and concerned pri-
marily with the administration of schools, is of the opinion that the battle of
curriculum content is yet to come.

Chapters by Shirley Hord and by Gene Hall and David Carter argue that
although there is a body of data available to guide and inform implementation
strategies and attendant interventions, there are still research questions to be
addressed and they provide suggestions for some research dimensions for the
remainder of the 1990s. More worrying is the evidence that the information
that is available is not being used effectively, by other researchers and prac-
titioners. In part this appears to be because, at the levels of policy formulation
and planning. the notion that change is a process which must he planned,
budgeted for and supported over an appropriate time span has been given
only tacit recognition, and is generally lacking in tangible support on the scale
needed at the point of implementation. An evident gulf remains between what
we know and what we do in this regard.
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This chapter began with the question of whether what has been perceived
in political terms as a shift to the right was a movement or a trend. In some
contexts, such as the UK, New Zealand and Australia, the national curricu-
lum initiatives might be seen as a movement ideologically based, directed
and organized by vested interests and powerful lobby groups armed with
specific agendas, formal leadership and well-articulated objectives. In other
settings, such as the US. it may have been more of a trend; or simply the
result of muddling through on a large scale on the basis of the power plays
of Realpolitik (see James Cibulka in Chapter 1 for an exposé of this). Despite
the fact that some reforms have been enacted into law with the clear intent of
improving the outcomes of schooling. the explicit intention for restructuring
national culture and economic interests does not appear to have occupied the
forefront of the initiatives undertaken to give them coherence on a systemic
scale. Both movement and trend styles of reform tend to founder on a com-
mon rock the seeming failure of change managers, broadly defined, to
incorporate appropriately, funded, detailed coherent and internally consistent
implementation procedures at all levels of the system. While we now have a
much greater understanding of implementation and the change process per se
than even a decade ago, the human tendency to reinvent the wheel still per-
tains in this area of endeavour. It is captured in all its rich complexity in the
writings of eminent scholars and educational leaders who have contributed to
these companion volumes.
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Chapter 1

The Evolution of Education Reform
in the United States: Policy Ideals
or Realpolitik?

James Cibulka

Educational reform in the United States has been under way officially since
roughly the early 1980s. During this time it has evolved in a number of ways
from the . onceptions of reform which were prevalent at that time. The gen-
eral direction of this evolution has been commented on widely from
programme-specific mandates to 'restructuring' and from largely a state role
to a stronger role for the federal government.

This evolution, however, has been characterized by anything but a uni-
form much less coherent, set of developments. After more than a decade of
activity, many reform nostrums continue to compete. Accordingly, it is by
no means clear in which direction education reform is headed in the United
States. Clune (1993) poses the choice in this way: What is the best path to
systemic education policy, a standard/centralized model of policy or a differ-
entiated/decentralized one? Boyd (1987) describes the confusion with the term
'schizophrenia'. As usual, many Americans are convinced that they can have
it both ways!

In this chapter, I discuss a number of competing perspectives on education
reform in the United States and examine the reasons for the incoherent, ka-
leidoscopic nature of reform activity ir this country. The chapter begins with
a brief discussion of the role of ideals in policy development versus policy
based on power.

Education Reform Policy: Ideals or Realpolitik

To frame the analysis which follows it is useful to begin by sketching two
quite different conceptions of public (governmental) policy which have wide
following among academics and the general public: policy as ideals and policy
as Realpolitik.

25
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Policy as Ideals

When viewed as a set of ideals, policy is the attempt to specify the nature and
cause of a social problem and the appropriate responses to that problem. This
model of policy is often referred to as a rational model striving toward some
optimal end. In fact, however, those who design the policy may be bounded
in their understanding of the problem being addressed and the available re-
sponses to it. Indeed, they may frame the policy recognizing a host of con-
straints. Nonetheless, they strive for the best available policy under these
circumstances. In this sense policy can be viewed as an analysis and discussion
among policy analysts and policy makers concerning the best approach to a
problem. Finding that ideal approach is the central problem in shaping public
policy. The task is very much an intellectual one, and our approaches to policy
reflect the evolution of our best thinking on the matter.

An example of this conception of education policy as a matter of striving
for the ideal can be found in the debate over school-district consolidation and
local control. In the 1930s and 1940s concern about the small size of many
school districts and high schools in the United States led education reformers
to advocate school-district consolidation. It was argued that larger districts
and larger high schools would equalize educational opportunities through
finding reforms and improved economies of scale, resulting in a wider range
of courses from which students could choose, improved facilities, and other
benefits. But in the 1960s this conception of reform began to be questioned.
Critics charged that large schools and school districts had become too
bureaucratic and removed from local community ties, including the influence
of the family. Later, in a widely read book Powell et al. (1985) decried the
'shopping-mall high school' with its panoply of course offerings, while
Coleman et al. (1982) argued that the achievement advantage of Catholic high
schools could be explained by their narrower set of course offerings compared
with those in a typical comprehensive public high school. The conception of
the problem in other words, changed dramatically in the intervening period,
and with it the policy prescriptions. Our ideas and thinking not only underwent
an evolution; they came full circle.

Much educational policy can be understood as a search for the best ap-
proach to funding schools, helping students read better, making them more
culturally literate, reducing inequality of educational opportunity, and a host
of other 'policy problems'. What is recognized as a problem in one period of*
history may be totall ignored in another, or as in the example above, the
same problem may be interpreted as requiring the opposite response. Some
analysts (Guthrie et al., 1987) have argued that policy reflects an attempt to
choose among competing values such as choice, equality, and efficiency.

16
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Policy as Realpolitik

Policy also manifests itself in another light. Many observers see policy as little
more than an exercise in power among individuals and groups. According to
this view, the content of policy more or less reflects the degree to which those
with power are able to influence or coerce others to accept their view. In
seeking to understand the driving force behind a policy, these analysts point
to power relationships rather than ideals. (This view has been widely applied
in analysis of foreign policy, (e.g., Kissinger, 1994; Morgenthau, 1956) but is
less common as an approach to understanding domestic policy, at least in the
United States). They argue that conceptions of problems and ideas about
preferred solutions to those problems are at most handmaidens to this under-
lying concern for advancing or preserving power. Therefore, a policy cannot
be understood solely according to its technical provisions embodied in stat-
utes, regulations, and guidelines. Indeed, this palpable content may be mis-
leading without an appreciation of the larger political context. shaping the
policy's enactment and implementation.

An example of this view of policy as power is the passage of the Elemen-
tary and Secondary Etic-glop Act (ESEA) of 1965, which greatly expaneed
the federal government's role in this domain (Bailey, 1970; Munger and Fenno,
1962). The new law was the successfid culmination of decades of effort by
various proponents of a more activist federal role in education. Three road-
blocks had stood in the way race, religion, and 'reds'. The race issue had
been disposed of or at least neutraliied by the passage (lthe Civil Rights Act
of 1964. The religious issue stood in the way because the ( Church had
long insisted that federal aid should benefit religious schools, a position that
in turn attracted a great deal of opposition from various groups. Another
obstacle was disagreement over whether federal aid wimld lead to federal
control of schools, an anathema to many who saw local control of schools as
essential to maintenance of American democray and protecting it from the
Soviet threat. Some proponents of federal aid argued for special provisions for
cities, which had experienced a large influx of blacks from the rural South,
while others insisted on aid which would benefit virtually all state and local
jurisdictions. What resulted was a grand compromise. Each of the law's five
titles was crafted to carefully placate groups with concerns on one or another
of these issues. For instance, Title I of the law (known today as 'Chapter 1')
was directed at the 'educationally disadvantaged' but broadly targeted so that
it became in effect, general aid. Within low-income target areas, all children,
not just the educationally disadvantaged, would he served, Eligibility criteria
were written to ensure many jurisdictions would receive help. At the same
time the pretext was maintained that Title I numey was special aid to meet a
particular need, not ongoing general aid. This was accomplished by insisting
that federal aid was to supplement rather than supplant existing fimding from
state and local sources. As for the religious issue, religious schools within the
eligible areas could receive services, A number of provisions were added to
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assure those worried about federal control that the new law would not intrude
on state-local prerogatives. In other words, the new law of the land' was an
elaborate labyrinth of skilfully crafted compromises meant to satisfy enough
political interests to assure its passage. Anyone reading the law who lacked an
understanding of these issues behind its passage might well dramatically
misinterpret the provisions it contained or pass over the significance of its
omissions. Like many laws, the successful passage of the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act of 1965 was Realpolitik at work.

It bears mention that any policy is inevitably a mix of ideals and power
considerations. To argue that policy is entirely one or the other would mis-
state what the models in fact are intended to convey, namely, that ideals of
power drive the policy while the other is secondary in significance.

In the next section, these two models will be used to analyse American
educational reform.

American Educational Reform as an Evolution of Ideals

In an important sense, education reform did not begin in 1984 or even the
years immediately preceding the passage of the now well-known report A
Nation at Risk. Reform has been a continuous process over many decades
(Cuban, 1990) because American public-school officials have long viewed
themselves as social reformers, at the same time that various segments of the
American public have consistently sought to impose one or another reform on
the public schools. Thus, the current period of reliwin is only the most recent
in a long succession of efforts to remake the pubic schools in someone's
image.

Moreover, until very recently those who have advocated reform of
American public schools usually have embraced the view that the system's
supposed problems could be remedied through the straightforward inclusion
or exclusion of sonic component, such as vocational education, life adjust-
ment, character education, special attention for the disadvantaged or gifted,
and so on, The idea that the system should be radically transformed from top
to bottom has been the exception. John I )ewey's progressive education model
may well he that exception, since it was to include a fundamental reorgan-
isation of curriculum and teaching methods, which also implied new teacher-
training programmes, student assessment, and so on. In that respect progressive
education was a precursor to the current efforts to 'restructure' American
public schools.

The first-wave of educational reform in the 1980s began from simpler
assumptions about the requirements for transforming the ailments of American
public schools. Standards had fallen, it was alleged, to a dangerously low level
of mediocrity. Hence, these standards could be raised by increasing graduation
requirements, expanding the number of years of required subjects, lengthening
the school day, mandating a specific number of minutes of instruction, etc.
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Some business leaders and their allies also advocated paying teachers for
performance (the long controversial concept of merit pay), rewarding successful
schools, and punishing failing schools or school districts. A majority of states
passed education-reform bills that included some combination of these as well
as many other specific elements. An example is South Carolina, which included
state-curriculum development, student-performance assessments, financial
rewards to schools for improved performance, merit pay for teachers, state
intervention in failing schools, and many other features (Cibulka, 1990).

In most states. the logic linking these particular elements together into a
coherent, logically consistent strategy of reform was almost non-existent.
One can, of course, cite exceptions like South Carolina, whose more-or-less
comprehensive package of reforms was designed by the state's governor at the
time, Richard Riley. For the most part, however, reform was envisioned as
a series of specific changes in the operation of the educational system, which,
when added together, would have a cumulative impact sufficient to reverse the
decline of standards. Various interests pushed for their particular magic wand
and frequently won its inclusion in the state's reform bill. This 'grab-bag'
approach seldom troubled anyone, because of the widely shared premise that
if enough 'fix-its' were applied, the system would undergo a transformation.

Where then, did the idea come from that the system should be 'restruc-
tured', not merely fixed? The idea came front several quite different sources,
all of which embraced restructuring language, but in truth envisioned drastic-
ally different things by the terminology. First, there was the Reagan admin-
istration and its conservative allies, which continued to raise concerns about
standards. Second, there was the growing concern from the nation's business
community about child poverty and its implications for national productivity.
Third, there were efforts from within the education establishment, particu-
larly policy analysts in universities, to redefine the parameters of reform.

All three groups could point with alarm to the test results of the first-
wave reform efforts. While many cautioned that drawing conclusions about
success or failure of reform was premature, given that it was just being im-
plemented and that the measures of reform often were flawed, there was
nonetheless an irresistible tendency for the media and elected political officials
to do so. Not surprisingly, these early indicators showed for the most part
very little improvement in the performance of American schools. For exam-
ple, scores on the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) and its counterpart the ACT
continued to decline or remain stable. Dropout and graduation rates showed
little improvement. School officials occasionally could point to some prom-
ising development, but the overall news was quite bleak.

Thus, the idea that this incremental strategy of reform was not working
gradually won acceptance in the late 1980s. However, the specific diagnosis of
the system's ailments and its necessary remedy remained a matter of dispute

as it does today.
There were first of all the critics outside the school system who voiced

the view that the American public-school system remained fundamentally
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unaccountable, that its spending continued to increase while its performance
declined. The champion for this view was Ronald Reagan, whose popularity
as President helped give this line of criticism legitimacy, even if the American
public was not willing to buy entirely Reagan's prescriptions. Reagan advoc-
ated school choice as an example of restructuring which would work, and also
championed such controversial nostrums as school prayer. He blamed some
of the system's problems on excessive federal involvement, and he sought to
reduce federal education spending as well as federal influence. During Reagan's
second administration (1984-8) hiF controversial Secretary of Education William
Bennett used the 'bully-pulpit' strategy of verbally criticizing public-school
officials, particularly teachers' unions, for impeding reform. Reagan did not
believe that government could or should be viewed as part of the solution;
instead, government was, he was fond of saying, part of the problem.

While Reagan was viewed as a strongly pro-business president, his dia-
gnosis was too simplistic for many business leaders. Reagan rarely was criti-
cized directly by the business establishment, but the difference of direction
became apparent by 1987. The Committee on Economic Development, whose
members include the 'Fortune 500' business establishment of large companies,
published a report entitled Children in Need (1987). The report cited the declin-
ing status of children in American society and argued for a human capital
investment in children, particularly those in poverty. It was now evident to
American business leaders that the decade of labour surpluses was coining to
an end with the aging of the American population, a development which
meant that American public schools could no longer afford to tolerate a large
dropout rate.

Although the 'school-to-work' concept was only in the early stages of
development at that time, within a matter of years this retiirm nostrum
would provide the national business leadership with another important 're-
structuring' strategy for addressing their concerns, By P)93 federal legislation
intended to reorient the nation's schools to train more literate workers was
passed.

According to one formulation of the school-to-work precepts, the major-
ity of students who arc not college-bound should be provided with work-
related experiences as an integral component of their education. (Others sec
the school-to-work idea as equally applicable to students who wish to pursue
higher education, on the premise that everyone will change careers with greater
frequency in the future and will need a different set of skills from those
provided to youth by the American schools in the past.) School-to-work
advocates are quick to point out that their reform would be radically different
from the old vocational education model and would touch virtually every
school, every grade level, and every teacher.

This initial concern fo7 children in poverty, and related concern about the
decline of the American family, also led many in the business establishment
(as well as a diverse group of other advocates) to embrace the idea that chil-
dren's services should be better coordinated and more comprehensive. hi the
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late 1980s prominent foundations began to find projects to promote experi-
mentation, which included closer linkages between public schools and other
private and public human-service providers. While not a new social-reform
idea in American history (Crowson and Boyd, 1993), the concept of coordin-
ated services for children is viewed once again by many as a key strategy for
restructuring America's public schools and making them more accountable
and effective. Like the school-to-work idea, the reform is seen as an appro-
priate response to a changing set of external circumstances to which schools
should respond more effectively, in the first case to a changing economy and
in the second, to a changing world of childrearing.

During the late 1980s, partly in reaction to the apparent failure of 'first-
wave' reforms, and partly as a function of their own ideology, American
academics began to question whether the appropriate policy response had
been made. Actually, much of the academic establishment had been extremely
critical of A Nation at Risk soon after its publication. Only two years earlier
James Coleman and colleagues (1982) had withstood a blistering academic
attack on their study of pubic, private and Catholic high schools, for having
concluded that Catholic high schools produce on average higher achievement
for low-income youth than public comprehensive high schools. The attacks
on Coleman's work were endless, as were ad hominem assaults. Thus, profes-
sors in university schools of education had shown themselves to be quite
defensive in protecting the legitimacy of the public schools, almost as assidu-
ously as public-school teachers and administrators.

The initial attacks on A Nation at Risk by the academic establishment
pointed to its alleged elitism (it denied that underachievers need special treat-
ment) and its ostensible misplacement of blame on schools for problems of
the economy.

Within a matter of years, however, some of the most perceptive aca-
demic analyses of reform (e.g.. Timar and Kirp. 1988; McDonnell and Elmore,
1987) discarded this defensive posture in favour of a new conception of the
problem: the initial reforms had not gone far enough to alter the system. The
notion that reform must be systemic (Smith and O'Day, 1990) eventually
emerged from this analysis. Initially the critiques of first-wave reforms fo-
cused on the need for greater attention to the conditions of work in schools.
Teacher professionalism was said to suffer because of poor salaries, little
opportunity for advancement, low entry standards, and little control by teachers
Over their work. Accordingly, a variety of reforms were advocated, e.g.,
career ladders, national licensure, and not least, site-based management.

The latter idea in particular, site-based management, was embraced quickly
by academics, and especially school practitioners, in response to another allega-
tion about round-one reforms: they had made the system more centralized
and bureaucratic and actually reduced discretion for professional decision-
making. It was alleged, mor,over, that they had reduced the incentives for
more than minimal complian, with the mandates imposed by state legisla-
tures and local school boards. Some even saw in site-based management a
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way to borrow the best of private-school attributes without conceding ground
to the advocates of privatization.

Smith and O'Day (1990) reframed the restructuring discussion, arguing
that systemic reform required greater coherence in the policy system as a whole,
thus state policies for curriculum assessment, teacher training and develop-
ment, accountability, and employer hiring had to he dovetailed. Moreover,
as the idea evolved, its achievement came to depend nut solely on the states,
but also on the federal government.

By the end of the 1980s this idea that reform required more federal in-
volvement was winning acceptance among the nation's governors, not merely
within the academic world. However, the exact nature of the federal role
continued to be controversial, both within the academy and among gover-
nors. George Bush provided a new impetus for centralization of education
policy when he convened the nation's governors in a highly symbolic 'Edu-
cation Summit' in 1989. While it was ridiculed at the time as a public-relations
gesture by the President, in retrospect the summit led to the development of
national education goals and subsequently. efforts to establish standards for
those goals. Thus, unlike his predecessor Reagan. Bush came to see federal
involvement as a key to leveraging reform. While supporting public-school
choice and the concept of federal assistance to 'merit schools', Bush also pushed
for a national research and development effort, largely privately financed
through a National School Development Corporation (NASI)C). A National
Education Goals Panel and a National Council for Education Standards and
Testing were created by Congress at the President's urging. His 'Goals 2000'
programme contained elements which were anathema to the Democratically -
controlled Congress, but some of its precepts were adopted by his successor
Bill Clinton and subsequently were passed by Congress in 1993. To be sure,
Clinton adopted the specific label 'systemic reform', and brought into his
administration some of its architects such as Marshall Smith. Still a Repub-
lican president had endorsed a stronger federal role prior to Clinton and had
helped to make systemic return an idea which was acceptable in the political
mainstream not merely in the academy.

Thus it came to be that by 1994, fully a decade after the education-reform
movement had been officially launched, most informed opinion acknowledged
the need fiw the restructuring of American public schools. Even many school
officials, while rejecting the 'education bashing' of their critics, acknowledged
in general terms the need tin. restructuring, adopting this terminology loosely.

Despite the rhetorical symbiosis, however, consensus on restructuring
disguised enese several meanings of the idea just discussed. Is restructuring
something as radical as a voucher system extending government aid to pri-
vate schools, and should it permit other kinds of 'privatization' such as charter
schools, wherein school boards can contract with private firms to operate
schools? Alternatively, does restructuring amount to a shift in orientation
toward some fiwal group (children in poverty) or programmatic focus (school
to -work, coordin.ted services)? Still further, does restructuring require, as
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some claim, systemic reform with its greater coherence at state and national
levels?

Even these three conceptions of restructuring oversimplify the choices as
various advocates see them. Some claim, for example, that the charter-school
idea is too radical while others see it as too timid a response to the need for
comprehensive structural reform. Some see privatization as the answer, while
others argue that 'only for-profit' private schools would yield the necessary
changes in schools. Therefore, while there has emerged a consensus that schools
need to be restructured to respond to a problem, what this problem is one will
find little consensus about, and even less commonality of opinion on how to
remedy it.

To those nut accustomed to observing American politics, this shallow
consensus may well seem to be a curious, if not paradoxical, phenomenon.
Behind a seneer of consensus, Americans march in an apparently common
direction lacking ,my common roadmap, much less itinerary. And they are in
fact walking in many directions at once, not unduly bothered that they will
eventually arrive in the same place.

Part of the explanation for this confusion of ideals must well exist outside
the ideas themselves. In fact, the explanation for a lack of clarity in the nation
about which reform ideals to pursue may be discovered within the other
conception of educational policy discussed earlier, 'policy as Realpolitik% which
is discussed below.

Policy as Realpolirik: A Second Perspective on
Education Reform

There are at least two rival political explanations for the confusing state of
thinking about how to reform American schools, both of which are rooted in
some alternative conception of power, and which both carry some plausibil-
ity, depending on which 'facts' you care to tccognize and to which you are
willing to give greatest credence. The first conception of policy as a manifes-
tation of power is 'ideological hegemony', the second is 'pluralist and ideo-
logical bargaining'.

i-leszemony

This occurs when one set of political actors is able to control the debate about
policy alternatives, by proffering a dominant conception of a problem which
requires attention, shaping the language of discourse within which people
frame the problem, influencing the data they employ to understand the nature
of the problem and setting forth a solution with a rationale for its preferabil-
ity. The key actors need not be all of one political party, institutional affili-
ation, or even philosophy. A convergence of interests at the top of the system
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is sufficient to provide the necessary ideological rationale, incentives, and
controls in the remainder of the political system so that a convergence of ideas
will occur. The convergence may gloss over inconsistencies and contradic-
tions within the policy and conflicts of interest.

This hegemonic perspective on policy is sometimes called elite theory
)ye, l992), but in fact has a wide number of variants such as critical theory,

Iwo- Marxist and so on. While the distinctions among these views is poten-
tially important, we shall not attempt a full exposition and exegesis here, apart
from offering some examples of the utility of this approach.

The arguments supporting this interpretation of education-reform de, el-
opments in the United States go something like the following: the dominant
theme of reform has been the declining competitiveness of the American
economy. While this decline arguably is rooted in factors well outside the
nation's school system such as the emergence of a global economy, and com-
peting centres of wealth in other parts of the world, nonetheless the American
school system undoubtedly is one piece in the puzzle of how to restore
American competitiveness. For example, the flow of economic capital across
national borders, as a function of the global tradC and investment, mandates
the need for a mobile, flexible workforce. This, in turn, dictates that schools
should produce workers who are willing and able to be retrained and rede-
ployed. Efforts to restructure schools so that they have strong early childhood
programmes to remediate poverty or to coordinate services for children arc
consistent with the need for an activist state which supports economic devel-
opment. While greater equality of educational opportunity is not an end in
itself, it is instrumental to America's hegemony as a national economy, be-
cause it resolves potential labour shortages and reduces the risk of social un-
rest. In particular, the decline of manufacturing and the concomitant rise in
the importance and complexity of technical jobs, requires a shift in the orien-
tation of the nation's school system away from primary attention to the college-
educated. Insofar as any hope of a new middle class is likely to emerge from
within the ranks of this new technically literate and flexible part oldie work-
force, restructured schools are a vital institution for maintaining social mobility
and the American dream of a better future.

Still working within this analytical frame, it can be said that restructuring
is an idea which is flexible enough to nm e government in any number of
directions as changing needs dictate, just as the same concept has been em-
ployed to make private firms more responsive to pressures from competitors
in the market-place.

Accordingly, restructuring can encompass a mix of eclectic strategies,
whatever works in particular circumstances. Just as restructuring in private
firms is capable of including both decentralizing management strategies like
site-based management alongside increasingly centralized ownership and con-
trol, the same pragmatism can he tolerated in school reform under a broad
umbrella of restructuring.

A hegemonic model of policy development thus frames policy not so
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much as a contest of ideas as a reflection of efforts by elites to solve a common
underlying problem. In America that problem remains one of economic de-
velopment and the need to realign the system of schooling to serve a changing
capitalist economy. It is in this sense that ideological hegemony can be said to
occur, because once everyone accepts this conception of the problem a variety
of solutions can be entertained and even tolerated.

A hegemonic model is capable of conceptualizing policy as an evolving
phenomenon. A variety of factors such as unforeseen events, the complexity
of schooling as an institution, and so on make it impossible for elites to
anticipate or plan fully for,the future. What merely is critical to the mainten-
ance of a hegemonic perspective is that public opinion and policy initiatives
remain focused on the need to reshape schools according to an economic

imperative.

Pluralist and Ideological Bargaining

This is another way of explaining the inconsistent ideas within the education
reform. This cacophony of voices advancing reform, and the resulting con-
fusion, is little more than a reflection of interest-group liberalism at work
warts and all. In this system of governance, the public interest is seen as the
by-product of competition among elites and interest groups, as well as polit-
ical parties. Policies are amalgams and compromises, a blending of ideas in-
tended to garner support. According to pluralist theory, the players in this

game vary from issue to issue, depending on what interests them and what is
at stake. Furthermore, the coalitions 1.::(1 cleavages are fluid, as are the winners
and losers in a policy settlement. In such a system, policy will seldom meet
any stringent test of substantive or instrumental rationality; its raison ntre is

the maintenance of social and political consensus.
At the same time, pluralist bargaining works only insofar as the interests

of the political players are widely shared and acknowledged. Where there are
deeply rooted conflicts, such as class, race, ethnic, and gender strife, ideolo-
gical bargaining tends to replace pluralist bargaining (Peterson, "Pli). l'ace-
to-face negotiation frequently is replaced by third-party negotiation through
the media, in order to bolster public support for each position and to avoid
personal friction among the players. As the number of nuthilized interests
expands, along with their claims to special treatment or privilege, it becomes
harder to achieve compromise through relatively covert bargaining processes.
The setting of policy becomes both more public and conflict-ridden.

In recent decades, educational governance in the United States has moved
increasingly toward ideological bargaining, even though elements of the old

pluralist system still prevail. What has emerged is an unstable system of edu-
cation governance which mixes pluralist and ideological policy processes. This
mixed system is apparent in many other areas of policy besides education,
such as welfare policy, health policy, and even foreign policy. Nonetheless,
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its emergence in education policy carries a special irony, since the progressive
tradition of reform which left such an indelible impact on American education
established an ideology which eschewed political partisanship in favour of
'non-political' professional expertise. A system of pluralist bargaining, as long
as it endured, did little to openly challenge this ideology, however far from
the truth it swayed. But the increasingly acrimonious politics of the 1980s and
1990s has laid bare the pretence that education is apolitical. To remedy such
defects, some critics such as Chubb and Moe (1990) call for market choices
which allegedly bypass politics altogether.

There is much in the American education-reform movement which is
consistent with the thesis that reform policies reflect pluralist and ideological
bargaining. The relatively widespread adoption of site-based management by
school districts, in the face of surprisingly sporadic opposition from teachers'
unions, can be interpreted as pluralist bargaining at work, wherein school
boards and teachers have agreed to make marginal changes in governance. So
far there is little solid evidence that such reforms do lead to achievement
improvements (Malen and Ogawa, 1988), although some experiments which
combine site-management with public-school choice make this claim. Even
the more ambitious experiment in Chicago with school-based councils, which
has mixed elements of site-management and political decentralization, argu-
ably is a pluralist compromise. It did not eliminate the central office and was
incomplete in its delegation of enumerated powers to principals and local
school councils. Not surprisingly, the reform likewise has failed to demon-
strate solid achievement gains across the school system. Thus far, therefore,
such experiments in site-based management and governance have led to sym-
bolic gains for school authorities. They restore, for the short-term at least, a
modicum of public confidence that American school officials are responding
to the need for change.

At a national level, the emergence of a bipartisan consensus around na-
tional goals and standards also exemplifies that pluralist bargaining is possible.
When George Bush advanced his 'Goals 2000' platform for refimn, it was
ridiculed by I )emocrats in Congress and pun)t jelled by the educational estab-
lishment, including many professors. Yet shortly thereafter when Bill ( :lint on
modestly changed the programme by dropping choice and merit schools and
adding a few other provisions, 'Goals 2000' won accolades and was passed
into law. Perhaps its most controversial feature, opportunity-to-learn stand-
ards for schools, was retained but made voluntary and left open to definition
later. National standards and stronger national testing were likewise made
voluntary for the states, dleviating old fears about federal control.

The Clinton administration's school-to-work and 'tech-prep' initiatives
won even easier Congressional approval. Why is this so? Is it evidence that
school officials and teachers' unions, which have been so defensive about
much reform, have been converted? This js possible, but more likely they see
an initiative like school-to-work as a kind of restructuring which is no bask
threat to jobs and will bring much federal aid without the prospect of radical
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change. The long-term consequences of retooling the American school sys-
tem to reflect career needs and shifts in the economy can only be speculated
on at this time, but the politics separating this reform from other more radical
versions of restructuring are self-evident.

Few attempts at restructuring have met such widespread opposition from
providers of education as choice. Teachers' unions led well-financed cam-
paigns to defeat state-wide voucher initiatives in Oregon, Colorado, and
California, which took on the characteristics of ideological bargaining aimed
at shaping voter opinion. (Because of controversial features in these various
proposals, unions also garnered opposition from diverse other groups.) As a
result, only a relatively small voucher programme exists in Milwaukee, Wis-
consin, achieved despite strident opposition by the state's otherwise powerful
teachers union, the Wisconsin Education Association Council (WEAC). Unions
have been less adamant in opposing other forms of choice such as open enrol-
ment, post-secondary options, and charter schools, but generally they have
accepted such reforms only reluctantly in the face of insurmountable support
from proponents of these reforms and have bargained to make such reforms
as weak as possible.

What has emerged then, is a highly variegated and complex picture of
restructuring reform as one moves among the nation's schools, school dis-
tricts, and states. This uneven landscape of reform reflects, from one angle,
what one can expect in a system of decentralized governance where states are
the sovereigns responsible for public education, where local school districts
were once delegated substantial local control, and where the federal govern-
ment must exercise its authority and power within prescribed limits and often
through monetary inducement. Such a system was designed by the nation's
founders to facilitate pluralist bargaining. Accordingly. the fact that Ameri-
cans have no one idea of restructuring but a number of competing concep-
tions. is a reflection of governance by bargaining.

Perhaps the only potential challenge to an economic imperative as a driv-
ing force to education restructuring (apart from political decentralization such
as that in Chicago) is the call for coordinated services tbr children. Still its
raison Vire is unclear (Cibulka and Kritek, in press). Should children's serv-
ices be improed to bring the urban underclass into the economic mainstream
or to save tax dollars (both economic considerations) or as a matter of fairness
and equity in the distribution of societal benefits (a judicial, ethical considera-
tion)? Supporters of coordinated services use both lines of logic, and the
movement's allies are diverse. This is a pluralist conception of reform par

excellence, but its staying power as a mandate for restructuring remains un-
clear. By 19')4 some of the major foundation support for the reform had been
withdrawn. Expanding children's services with new tax revenue in a period
of fiscal conservatism will not prove easy, and simultaneously the problems
of reorganizing government from Congress at the top through layers of
bureaucracy in a federal system will be a formidable challenge. The gradualist
ideas inherent in the coordinated services movement built on the premise
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that the welfare state needs to be rethought and retooled arc the products
of pluralist politics, but it is not clear that the implementation of the move-
ment's ideas will be easily achieved within the constraints of the mixed system
of pluralist-ideological governance characterizing the United States at this
time. Moreover, even if coordinated services gain momentum as a major
restructuring theme, it is by no means certain whether it will open the polit-
ical system to the voices of parents and community who have felt excluded
by the system or whether it will be merely another means for consolidating
professional dominance of schooling.

Conclusion

In the mid-I990s, there is little serious debate in the United States over whether
the American school system should be restructured. Even most 'diehard'
defimders of the status quo have learned to adopt, at least rhetorically, the
language of re:,:ructuring. As pointed out here, however, such convergence of
language disguises deep fractures within the nation as to the precise kind of
surgical procedure restructuring will require.

At one level, as has been shown, educational reform policies can be viewed
as a problem of generating sound ideas about what and how to restructure
America's schools. Such ideas have evolved in the most recent decade of
frenzied reform efforts. But the evolution has been in the direction of embrac-
ing more alternatives, not fewer, despite efforts to bring it all together under
a label like 'systemic reform'. Hence, political decentralization occurs at the
same time that further centralization is envisioned through national goals,
national standards, and national assessment. Many different conceptions of
choice are offered, but few are adopted. School-to-work initiatives are widely
discussed. The list goes on and is likely to grow more lengthy in the years
ahead.

Some of this apparent confusion can be explained, it has been argued, by
shifting our conception of education policy reform to RealpoUtik. However,
two very ditThrent political power interpretations of restructuring are pos-
sible. A hegenionic view stresses the common ideology of reform rooted in
problems of the American capitalist economy. Using this perspective, the
apparent contradictions within the restructuring movement become less sig-
nificant because restructuring itself is an ideology the widespread acceptance
of which signals a victory for the elites who have advanced it and stand to
benefit most from its implementation.

The other interpretation of policy as realpolitik portrays the present mo-
ment of confusion as the logical upshot of the nation's system of pluralist and
ideological bargaining. While less than fully rational by some objective stand-
ards of logic or theory, governance by incremental bargaining achieves a
momentary consensus which can be expected to evolve still further over time
as new developments dictate. This system of bargaining becomes problematic
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only to the extent that ideological bargaining rather than pluralist bargaining
becomes so dominant that the nation's educational system is politically grid-
locked among contending opponents.

If they were asked which of these competing models of policy is th,_ most

accurate, most Americans probably would not know which one to choose.
Nor probably would most be willing to discard the American faith that with
the right combination of ideals, politics aside, the nation's schools can be
fixed. Faith in education as a route to social mobility remains a central feature
of American culture, and government (read 'politics') as an instrument of
social progress has been an enduring object of scepticism.

The gravity of the challenges facing the American people in the last
decade of the twentieth century cannot be underestimated. The glue that has
held the American polity together across many challenges has been a widely
shared faith in the future and the hope of economic betterment for oneself and
one's children. For the first time since the Great Depression of the 1930s,
which posed the most recent major threat to the nation's political stability.
Americans have cause to be deeply pessimistic about their economic future.
As Robert Reich (1994), the Secretary of Labor acknowledged, the nation has
divided itself into three economic classes a well-educated middle (and upper)
class which remains very secure; a sizeable urban underclass, primarily but not
exclusively consisting of people of colour; and a marginal and shrinking mid-
dle class which is greatly insecure. While the Clinton administration and many
others are intent on reversing this trend, the outcome of this economic trans-
formation is fir from clear. For one, the politics of centralism have all but
ruled out any major attention to the urban underclass, including the appalling

condition of urban public schools.
How to generate a set of strategies to create a new middle class is perhaps

the central economic and political problem confronting the Clinton adminis-
tration, an agenda which almost totally escaped the attention of the President's
two Republican predecessors. In this grand scheme, education reform, while
it is important, is not the central pivot (Fowler, in press).

This larger policy problem is so formidable that it will summon the most
creative thinking of the nation's intellectual and political leaders. The necessity
for this national debate is only slowly occurring to the American people as the
severity of their situation dawns more clearly upon them. The role of govern-
ment in addressing this economic challenge will be at the centre of the debate.
'Those advocating a more activist political system in responding to the na-
tion's economic challenges will have to overcome the legacy of Watergate,
which reduced trust in government to an all-time low in modern American

history.
Americans arc accustomed to groping through their problems with little

long-term foresight. The question they must ask themselves is whether this
strategy of equivocation and denial, which has turned on remarkably good
luck in the past, is a sufficient orientation for controlling their future. How-
ever, Americans are also a remarkably self-critical people. It is this resource,
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if it can be directed toward generating new policy ideals rather than more of
the self-destructive politics of recent years, which will help them reshape their
key institutions, among them the nation's schools.

Note

I The nation has had a national testing programme since the 1970s known as the
National Assessment of Educational Progress (NA EP). It has been strengthened to
permit comparisons of state-by state performance. There has bee.. much debate
about whether to use NAM' or sonic other assessment as a national test, and if so
in what way.
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Chapter 2

Curriculum Reform and the
Neo-corporatist State in Australia

David S.G. Carter

The economy of Australia, reflecting current difficulties evident in the opera-
tion of the global economy, is slowly and painfully moving Out of recession

a trend for which the current Keating federal Labor government assumes
full credit. Populist claims have been made in the media by the current Prime
Minister that. in his previous role as 'Treasurer, recent economic improve-
ments can be 'sheeted home' to the success of his economic restructuring
policies of the 1980s. Basic to the latter has been a centralist and pervasive
micro-economic reform agenda covering many areas of the economy includ-
ing transport and 'the Waterkont', tiir example. and encompassing areas of
schooling and workplace reform for teachers.

In the 1980s 'The I tick y Ltitintry' became 'The Unlucky Country'. or so
our politicians had us believe as they then sought to locate the origins of the
country's econiume malaise on global tOrces substantially outside the control
of politicians and poll( y makeis and their stewardship oldie national economy.
In endeavouring to address seemingly intractable economic difficulties a new
form of federalism emerw d, which was based on the principles of corporate
management and known as 'corporate federalism' (Lingard, O'Brien and
Knight. 1993). I ingard I PPM 'mates the rise of corporate federalism in the
early beginnings of the pt es loth I lawke Labor government, which first came
to office in Ius2 and cspet tally during us post P)17 term, in which the states
became inure %ulnerable to national policy developments by the federal gov-
ernment's ability increasingly to resuict state access to central sources of fund-
ing under the mini( of a national agenda for micro-economic reform. This
policy continues to be asserted by Pinny Minister Keating in the current term
of Labor. In this regatd, I ingard, O'Brien and Knight observe:

It appears that, tinder corporate lederalisin, the Commonwealth
Government wants to pull to the (elute all those aspects of policy
central to microeconomic feint nn and to devolve as far as possible
other functions to the states. t file result of this tendency has been the
creation of national policies geared to the creation of a national ern
nomic infrastructure, (I.ingartl, and Knight, 193, p. 233)
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Further, according to these scholars, what might be called a neo-
corporatist, efficient state strategy has engendered a corporate managerialist
reformation of the public service as well as a reformation of commonwealth-
state relations in terms of corporate federalism. This internal restructuring of
the agencies of the state are a tangible political manifestation of the need to
solve Australia's current round of economic problems.

Notwithstanding a new found economic optimism, the natural resource
endowments of Australia fuel the popular belief held by its citizenry that we
should be doing a lot better with respect to the reduction of a large balance
of payments deficit; reducing structural inefficiencies; becoming more com-
petitive with our Asian neighbours; reversing trends in falling productivity
and, until recently, arresting rising unemployment. The dilemma of fulfilling
public expectations for the maintenance of high standards of living and ad-
equate social-service provision, while concurrently reducing costs, places
politicians and their economic ads isers in a 'no win' position with the public
at large. The largest budget allocations for pros ision of health, education and
social-welfare services have evidently taken the brunt of the push for cost
efficiencies and the pruning back of public expenditure under an economic
reform agenda seeking 'more for less'. In vigorous pursuit of' this agenda by
the federal government, an efficiency imperati e based on economic rational-
ist arguments, narrowly and nakely interpreted with respect to the nature of
education, has dominated national debate and the public-policy agenda. An
offshoot of the redistribution of resources, in line with revamped federal
policies, has been that associated responses in the contemporary social and
economic climate have encouraged education to he redefined in essentialist
and instrumental terms inter alia to better serN e the needs of the labour market.

Following the exploration of some philosophical and conceptual issues
surrounding the socio-political context oldie work of schools in general, and
associated curriculum issues in particular, the discussion moves to a considera-
tion of recent changes in the Australian states and territories imolving unprec-
edented collaboration between the federal and state governments in education.
While certain collaborative aspects of a national-curriculum initiative are being
maintained this, and cognate issues, are now interpreted and mediated differ-
ently by the states. The specific form it takes substantially depends on state-
level political persuasions, affecting in turn the ideological response to
developing further the emerging national - curriculum statements and prtilik.s
across eight learning areas.

Instrumentalist versus Liberal Perspectives on the
Curriculum

The wholesale adoption of instrumentalist views by some (01111M !vatic's,
notably politicians, economic rationalists, corporate managers and trams,
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has generally precipitated negative responses from educators. Skilbeck (1987),
for example, has suggested that the liberal-humanistic tradition is being set
aside in favour of technicist solutions to problems focused on matching the
curriculum essentially to the needs of society as it now exists. The ascendancy
of 'life adjustment' models of the curriculum, emphasizing practically ori-
ented and personally relevant curricula for everyday living, are far removed
from the reconstructionist ideals underpinning a core curriculum of common
!earnings fir all the nation's children and youth. This, it was argued, would
provide students with access to a common culture, viewed dynamically, and
a common set of values within the traditions of mainstream society.

Social reconstructionist ideology was clearly articulated in a benchmark
document under the auspices of the (then) national Curriculum Development
Centre (C1)C), in 1980, entitled Core Curriculumflu Australian Schools. Signifi-

cant within the prevailing political orthodoxy was the demise of the CDC and
its resurrection as the Curriculum Corporation of Australia. The CDC docu-
ment provoked widespread public discussion, as was its intention, but little
apparent 'take up' of its ideas and ideology by the states and territories fol-
lowed its publication and dissemination. it did, however, indirectly have an
influence on subsequent curriculum activity via the actions of policy makers
who incorporated aspects of the document into the reports and policy state-
ments of a plethora of contemporary reviews and Committees of Inquiry.
The latter have been relatively commonplace over the last decade in all state
and territory education systems in turn, and were primarily concerned with
structural reforms and curriculum revision. This has been a feature of the
high-profile education and training received in Australia, as elsewhere, over
the last decade.

Taking culture as the starting point for curriculum building stands in
stark contrast to that which takes its inspiration and direction from the views
of experts in the fields of science and technology, economics and manage-
ment. The latter are of course more amenable to a public-policy agenda which
views education as one means of revitalizing the economy and creating wealth
for Australia. At an ideological level, the real issues centre around goal clari-

fication involving values conflict and the nature and purpose(s) of education
in a post-industrial state moving into an increasingly complex and uncertain
future. A consideration of alternative futures in education requires informed
public debate by a wide community of interest within a democratic frame-

work that is truly participatory.
At a practical level there are also problems to he encountered in oper-

ationalizing the efficiency criterion. According to Beare (198(i), wherever the

efficiency approach has been tried in education, '. it has run up against an
intractable problem, namely that some of the most highly valued outcomes of
schooling are not measurable in this way.' It follows that there is always the

danger lurking that only those outcomes which are measurable will come to
be valued, thus, 'The problem has always been that economically driven
objectives will overwhelm the delicate sensitively educational ones' (pp. 6-7),
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National Concerns and Policy Initiatives

As mentioned earlier, the main tlature of the Australian government's
superordinate socio-economic reform policy has been to treat education over-
whelmingly as a mechanism for economic development at the expense of
something to be intrinsically valued for its own sake. In seeking to achieve
national goals, the government has emphasized a number of priority areas
including:

increasing participation in education;
an emphasis on skills training:
involving the private sector and trade-union representatives in skills
education;
increasing school retention rates; and
improving the overall quality of education.

The achievement of these goals places a heavy emphasis on secondary
education, particularly in the later years of schooling, to counter national and
personal disadvantage and give credence to educational outcomes now linked
to national productivity in an explicit and direct manner.

Under the Australian federal system of government, education, constitu-
tionally, is a residual power of the states and, as such, must be administered
by the states. Notwithstanding this hitherto mutually understood arrange-
ment, recently increased incursions into education at all levels by the federal
government, in addition to forging closer links between education, the busi-
ness sector, employment and training have become both a conspicuous and
high-profile activity. Federal government intentions were signalled by the
fewmation of a 'megaministry', The Department of Employment, Education
and Training (I )FET). in 1987, headed at that time by the federal Minister of
Education, the lion. j.S. I )awkins. On assuming office he quickly made his
overall intention clear, which, starkly put, was to use the education system to
create wealth for Australia. This he planned to achieve by intervening in
education matters directly in a situation where central government would no
longer simply he the states' banker, but would seek to give educational lead-
ership, justified in terms of a central government role necessary to promote
the national interest and requiring the effective allocation and use of national
resources to meet national goals,

Skills for Atottalia (1987). whir It was the first of several policy documents
to emerge in quick succession mulct his signature, made explicit his policy
agenda for 1)1: FT with respee I to national education and training policies. In
this document the Federal Minister for Education Asserted that:

.34

A high-quality basil rdua,ttton is an essential prerequisite for a
wcationally skilled and adaptable labour force, More needs to he
known about the levels of competence achieved by our students at
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school, especially in the core disciplines of language, mathematics and
science ... We also need to examine new ways to impart less meas-
urable skills on which future prosperity depends life-time learning,
enterprise and initiative, pursuit of excellence, communication skills,
teamwork and responsibility. In other words, we need to lay the
foundations of a productive culture. (Dawkins, 1987, pp. 8-9)

In a subsequent publication he focused more clearly on his objectives for
schools in which education was couched in terms of economic rationalist
values, framed by notions of a skilled workforce to make Australia 'The
Clever Country', and countenanced by a view of education as human capital
in which government should invest now in order to realize a return at a later
date. This was expressed in the following terms:

Schools are the starting point of an integrated education and training
structure in the economy. They provide the foundation on which a
well-informed, compassionate and cohesive society is built. They also
form the basis of a more highly skilled, adaptive and productive
workforce. As skill upgrading and retraining of adults becomes more
necessary, so will the quality and nature of schooling received by
individuals need to change. It will need to be more adaptable and
prepare for lifelong education. (Dawkins, 19H8, p. 2)

The success of this policy during his term of office can be measured in
terms of a more direct role for, and involvement by, central government in
what had previously been essentially a states' and territories' responsibility
under the Australian Constitution. It was realized. in no small part because of
the extant political climate of the late 1980s in which the federal Labor gov-
ernment shared its social democratic aspirations with a majority of Labor
governments at the state level. Recent electoral changes have witnessed a
backlash to what is seen as encroaching centralism by several conservative
states in a number of policy areas, and especially in moves towards a national
curriculum for schools.

The .zeiNist for schools and the school curriculum has to be understood
developmentally. As a multiplicity of new policies and new directions were
being charted for schools over the decade of the 1980s, the curriculum was
earmarked for special attention especially by politicians, bureaucrats, eco-
nomists and trainers. Proti.ssional educators in any significant numbers were
largely excluded from the debates about 'ends'. Early in the decade there was
a marked 'luck to basics' movement in evidence. It was widely believed by
vested interests in academia and business that increasing the rigour of curricula
would arrest a much publicized seeming decline in academic standards, al-
though the Quality of Education Review Committee (QUERC) (1)85) was

at pains to point out that in fact there was no evidence to show that cognitive
outcomes had either unproved or declined in the preceding fifteen years prior

1
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to the Committee's formation. Nevertheless education, and its critics, en-
joyed a high public profile throughout the 1980s and beyond, manifesting
a number of concerns and public disquiet regarding, in particular, its poor
articulation with the world of work in a period of record high youth unem-
ployment, and lack of value for its returns on the tax dollar spent.

Curriculurn Concerns

Since the advent of the first Hawke Labor Ministry in 1982, the curriculum
has been used increasingly to play a central role in furthering key social as well
as economic policy objectives. In keeping with Labor's social policy, making the
curriculum more sensitive to individual needs and more inclusive in its nature
and scope was likely to provide a greater degree of equity for the socially
disadvantaged and educationally deprived, while a inure socially relevant cur-
riculum would enhance national economic perlhrmance. New ways of thinking
about the curriculum, paralleling similar social and economic trends in Britain,
have been substantially brought about by increased student retention rates and
fostered by lack of employment opportunities especially for youth. Between
1980 and 1987 the school retention rate went up dramatically from around 30
per cent to just over 50 per cent (see Commonwealth Schools Commission,
1987, p. 57). In Skills flu Australia (1987) by the 1990s, a retention rate of 65
per cent in the post-compulsory years of schooling, was publicly reaffirmed.

In order to meet the needs of a broader range of students now completing
the full six years of secondary education, a number of options have been
provided. One effect of this was that choice in education has nowadays taken
on a new meaning. It has become 'particularized' insofar as it is regarded as
being specific to particular students choosing particular schools with a particu-
lar curriculum. In Western Australia. for example. a unit curriculum has been
in place since 1986. marking one response to the accommodation of student
choice (Carter, 1993a). At the senior secondary level, the solution in Tasmania
was to provide for a range of courses and pathways leading to post-secondary
vocational courses. tertiary studies or entry to the labour market. Similar
trends in post-compulsory education occurred in Western Australia over the
same time frame. Other state systems, where attempts have been made to
match curricula to a wider range of ability, due to a more diverse population
staying on at school in the later years, have addressed the problem through
provision of broad groups of subjects. This allows for increased student
choice of subject selection within the framework of a core of studies (McGaw,
1984; Andrich, 1989). The problem for curriculum directors has been to re-
solve the tensions between balance and coherence on the one hand and choice
and diversity on the other. This is not readily achieved and seemingly has
been accommodated via system adjustments rather than accomplished by
trade -offs, thus, in effect, masking the underlying conflict of choice versus
prescriptivit y.
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Curriculum Frameworks

Throughout the decade of the 1980s and culminating in the work undertaken
under the auspices of the Australian Education Council (AEC) since 19861
collaborative effort between the federal government and the states to frame
national curriculum statements as frameworks has become pervasive across
the various states and territories.

As a curriculum device, a framework can be conceived of as a structure
employing principles of curriculum design, resulting in a particular pattern of
curricular organization. The structure broadly circumscribes curriculum ele-

ments such as purposes, content outlines, learning activities and assessment,
states relationships between them and gives criteria for their selection. Frame-
works are usually accompanied by guidelines for the selection and sequence of
elements, together with strategies for implementation. Provision is made for

the incorporation of externally developed syllabus statements and curriculum
packages within the structure, accompanied by details of course and instruc-
tional planning completed by teachers, within a school, to meet the needs of
students in a specific local context. This structure allows for flexibility and
choice while maintaining the integrity of the overarching design. To be effec-
tive these criteria do presuppose a good clear design at the system level allow-
ing for, and facilitatingt range of legitimate interpretations in schools and

classrooms. It also goes some way to ameliorating the tensions between
prescriltistty for accountability, and choice for meeting individual needs and

aspirations.
Among their other ads antages, curriculum frameworks have been instru-

mental in allowing for more flexibility on the part of schools and teachers in

their use ( )f a range of diffilent syllabuses and content areas, especially at the

sec indary les el of schooling, to aclue%e certain types of student outcomes.
I hese have emerged at the system level and their introduction, supported by

centrally developed policy statements such as that incorporated on the 1985

Victo:ian Ministerial Review, has allowed for choice and localized decision-

making, but within clearly defined and commonly understood boundaries.
The move towards system- level curriculum frameworks should, how-

er, be seen within the overall trend towards core curricula at both state and
national levels which has occurred over the course of the last decade. This

movement in part can be referenced to the more subtle influences of the
irre%iuusly mentioned discussion document Core Currioilum Jriiotralian
Silhioh. While the notion of 'core' and 'electives' has been Variously inter-
preted, the concept has been associated with moves to school-based decision-

making and the devolution to schools of numbers of functions previously the
concern of central (Itice staff in a number of state and territory education
systems. The move away from centrally determined largely prescriptive syl-
labuses to frameworks, with responsibility for the development of courses
devolved to regions and schools, is now well established in states such as

Queensland, Victoria and Western Australia. Intro -state harmonization of
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system-level frameworks converging with the AEC's thinking following The
Hobart Declaration on Schooling: Common and Agreed Goals for Schooling in Aus-
tralia, and AEC intentions (then) to move towards a national curriculum,
facilitated a massive collaborative agenda between state and commonwealth
governments crystallized by a nationally engineered curriculum mapping
exercise (Australian Education Council, 1988).

Inclusive Curriculum

In addition to those common core and national curriculum concerns that
acquired a prominent position in policymaking at both the federal and state
levels of politics, there have been increased etThrts to raise public conscious-
ness regarding inclusne curriculum and in attempts to make curricula more
inclusive of gender, ethnicity and disadvantaged groups generally. According
to Kalantzis and Cope (1987)i crucial to of social enablement is one of
success in fiirmal schooling. Multi-culturalism and non-sexism should not be
soft options for building the self-esteem of the disadvantaged, but matters of
intellectual salidity and educational rigour for all students. As such they should
be common inclusive processes supporting related objectives that are of prime
importance.

The interaction especially of gender and ethnicity with SES, however,
raises a number of complex issues and questions. To date the results has e been
rather mixed where practical attempts have been made to rework curriculum
to make it more inclusive. Although the underlying principles of inclusivity
have achieved wide acceptance in Australia much still remains to be done
regarding their implementation to achieve system-wide impacts and national
policy objectives (see Carter and I3ednall, 1986, for example).

Under corporate federalism the micro-economic reform agenda has once
again reasserted its dominance, thus diluting the impact of inclusivity by equat-
ing equity and efficiency in the readjustment of social policy as a response to
economic imperatives. Even a cursory reading of a significant policy docu-
ment such as The National Policy .for the Education of Girls in Australian Schools
(1987) focuses on what are at source essentially social-justice concerns but
with their moral overtones reduced by couching them in terms of labour pro-
ductivity and efficiency.

Assessent issues

Another major shift in policy, nationally, has been in the areas of testing.
public examinations and credentialling. In general, external summative assess-
ment leading to certification in most, but not all, states, was applicable only to
those students completing the full twelve years of schooling. This has included
the final post-compulsory years of secondary education at the conclusion of

.4X
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which students graduate at about the age of 17 years. An internally assessed
credential has been awarded to students completing their compulsory education,
normally after ten years of schooling. There are no formal assessment criteria
in the public-education sector for entry to primary (elementary) school, or for
transition from primary to secondary school. .

Differences occur both inter- and intra-state, serving to highlight some of
the inadequacies of curriculum provision for the post-compulsory years. A
consequence of higher retention rates and increased expectations for access to
tertiary and/or further education has been to place enormous pressure on
tertiary institutions to provide extra places fir students when they are not
adequately resourced to do so a further consequence of a number of policy
initiatives by the federal minister at other levels of the education system.
Consequently, the innate conflict between Australian societal concerns for
egalitarianism and the avoidance, or denigration, of elitism the 'tall poppy'
syndrome is likely to be exposed it', based on the British experience of
national curriculum implementation, national testing or simplistic assessment
models for credentialling purposes are ever put in place in the middle school
years (Bennett et al., N92). While pressure is being exerted in certain quarters
of the education community to avoid standardised tests at all costs, their
possibility is not lost on those swayed by market forces and a league table
mind-set who wish to compare students and schools against nationally deter-
mined standards. These and cognate issues are taken up by Caroline Gipps
and 1)enis I awton, in the British context, in later chapters of this volume. In
Australia, irguably, this i latform simply complements the logic of moves
towards a 11.1ti(ma I curriculum -- or at least the achievement of common and
agreed national goals for education.

Initiatives for National Curriculum Reform

What is most remarkable about the policy initiatives that occurred from the
federal minister's office, or otherwise under his aegis. was that he was able to
have them taken up and implemented on a wide scale in an area for which he
had no mandate or constitutional responsibility. In achieving large scale and
pervasive structural and curricular reforms at just about every level of the
education system Minister Dawkins engaged in a strategy which was itself
essentially corporate in its modus operandi. Under the aegis of an intergovern-
mental committee in education, known (then) as the Australian Education
Council (AEC), in which the Federal Minister for Education has only been a
full member since 1972, he has met regularly with ministers and their advisers
from each of the Australian states and territories as well as New Zealand. It is
noteworthy that Spill] (1987), suggests that, increasingly the AEC, had become
a forum in which the states responded to a federally driven education agenda.
Under the Dawkins regime from 1987 to PM its hand was strengthened
so that the power and influence of the AEC grew to make It an important
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policy-making instrument under the direction of the federal minister acting in
consultation with his ministerial colleagues in the states. From 1988, until he
became federal treasurer in 1991, John Dawkins used this forum to secure
ministerial agreement with respect to the curriculum agenda he had outlined
in his main policy blueprint for educational reform which was outlined in
Strengthening Australia's Schools.

The role of the AEC in setting the policy framework for collaboration
with the states in moving towards a national curriculum is summarized by
Macpherson as follows:

The AEC .. . took charge of national curriculum development, ini-
tially by identifying five learning areas (later eight) across the curric-
ulum of the primary and secondary schools. They also agreed to
develop, using an inter-state process, national curriculum framework
statements and profiles in each area to guide planning by teachers and
schools. The major vehicle for this process was the AEC's Curric-
ulum and Assessment Committee (CURASS). (Macpherson, 1993,
p. 32)

As an outcome of The Hobart Declaration, and in subsequent AEC delib-
eration and consultation with the states., John 1)awkins was able to secure the
agreement of his ministerial colleagues in the pursuit of a set of Common and
Agreed National Goals for Schooling in Australia. This was mediated to the states
and territories by the AEC as an agreement to develop in all students:

the skills of English literacy;
skills of numeracy, and other mathematical skills;
skills of analysis and problem-solving;
skills of information processing and computing;
an understanding of the role of society and technology, together with
scientific and technological skills;
a knowledge of Australia's historical and geographic context;
a knowledge of languages other than English;
an appreciation and understanding of, and confidence to participate in,
the creative arts;
an understanding of, and concern for, balanced development and the
global environment; and
a capacity to exercise judgment in matters of morality, ethics and
social justice.

The list is rather conservative in the curriculum policy that it portrays,
but what is significant in the statement of Common and Agreed National Goals
for Schooling in Australia (i.e., The Hobart Declaration), of which the listing
above is but a part, is that mutual agreement was obtained between the federal
Minister for Education and eight state and territory ministers for education in
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an area previously guarded jealously by them. It needs to be remembered
though that the declaration was more a symbolic statement rather than con-
stituting a blueprint for action.

A central feature of this activity at the policy level was, over a number
of years and via a substantially enlarged educational bureaucracy, to evolve a
national curriculum framework. In its documented form this consisted of two
parts a national statement for each of eight learning areas comprising Eng-
lish, mathematics, health and physical education, technology, studies of soci-
ety and environment, national languages other than English (1.0TE), science
and the arts as well as a subject profile for each area. The latter provided an
assessment framework in an 'outcomes-based education' environment (013E)
for the eight agreed areas each of which represent national curriculum prior-
ities. The national profiles, and the behavioural pointers embedded in them
which arc indicators of student achievement retCrenced to prescribed educa-
tional outcomes. provide the mechanism for a more common approach to
assessment acms state borders than has been the case in Australia hitherto.

Embedded ,n the national curriculum statements and profiles are a number
of employment-related key competencies (Finn, 1991; The Mayer Commit-
tee, 1992) responses to which have resulted in a most overt attempt to
vocationalize the school curriculum and polarize debate in Australia concern-
ing vocational versus liberal forms of education. At an eventful meeting of the
AEC in Perth, Western Australia, in early July 1993, much of the develop-
mental work leading to the formulation of the national curriculum statements
and profiles came to an abrupt halt with the decision to put the concept of a
national curriculum on hold, but to 'return the fruits of the collaborative
activity, the student outcome statements, to the states and territories for fur-
ther development' (McCreddin, 1993, p. 30).

Whether this was a major catastrophe in the light of subsequent collab-
orative activity or a blessing in disguise seems to be a matter of perspective.
Prior to the meeting there was some apparent concern about the scale and
pace of the intended reforms, and pressures being exerted by the federal minister
without due regard to the sensitivities of 'states rights'. The latter were voiced
especially by some of the newly elected conservative state governments appar-
ently suspicious of, and opposed to, the centralist tendencies emerging from
the exercise of federal power in Canberra. It may be premature to think that
the intensive intra-state consultative and collaborative activity in evidence prior
to the July meeting of the AEC had become habituated, but many of the states
have continued with the further development of the national profiles across
the eight learning areas in a mutually cooperative way transcending state bor-
ders in the process. This is a remarkable departure from the status quo in the
Australian education context. Cooperative activity is occurring a form in
which the national agenda for curriculum and structural reform of education
systems is held in view while being interpreted and mediated to schools through
a process of trialling, review and further refinement conducted at state level.
With twenty-twenty hindsight vision on the part of the states and territories
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implementation is now occurring on a time scale that is more acceptable to
teachers and schools, and a marked departure from that originally envisaged.
by the AEC and its constituent committees. If this intensity of activity can be
maintained it is still likely to yield many of the results intended by the signa-
tories to The Hobart 1)edaration, but customized to the needs of individual
states and territories.

Conclusion

What we have witnessed to date in a number of Australian state education
systems as well as at the national level is what Broadfoot (1985) refers to as
the ascendancy of a technicist administrative ideology which finds its expres-
sion in corporate management techniques. The move to corporate models of
management in many spheres of public life has featured widely in contempor-
ary Australia.

In the entrenched firm of educational reform policy, that has been in
'place since the latter part of the 1980s. is the convergence of corporate feder-
alism with economic rationalism allied with a view of students as human
capital. Latterly this has occurred within an agenda of micro-economic reform
which has tended to confine discussions about educational and curriculum
reform at the ideological level to a restricted range of interest groups and
power brokers. These are readily identifiable through statements made by
high-profile public figures mainly in the fields of commerce, industry and the
trade-union movement. At the federal level of politics it is noteworthy that
originality in thought and action by a broadly based community of interest
has been singularly lacking. According to Birch and Smart,

Recent turbulence in the education policy-making area seems likely to
accelerate as its professional ranks become increasingly influenced and
infiltrated by 'outsiders' such as politicians employers and concerned
community groups. In short, the politicisation of education policy
seems likely to grow rather than diminish so long as widespread
anxiety about the quality and direction of education persists in the
community. (Birch and Smart, 1)90, p. 150)

The interlocution of the lay public has been accompanied by a marked
lack of sophistication in educational thinking. With this has come require-
ments for the widespread use of explicit benchmarks such as performance
indicators, and measurable outcome statements. Skilling and multi-skilling
are now by-words in the language of productivity, training and education.
These trends are also likely to continue as long as a federal Labor government
remains in office.

At the opposite end of a continuum starting with policy is that of practice
(see Gene I Ian's chapter in this volume and Jim Lowham's in Volume 2).
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Those countries featured in these companion volumes have been faced with
similar labour-market problems and stagnating industrial complexes and it is
all too easy to blame the schools when things go wrong. In this vein, Carre
and Carter (1990) document some of the difficulties encountered by teachers
charged with implementing the British National Curriculum on an impossibly
short time scale. In the Australian context, prior to the July 1993 meeting of
the AEC, a similar power-coercive pattern of implementation was beginning
to emerge. The backlash this provoked, particularly by the conservative states,
resulted in polarizing opposing viewpoints in the Committee resulting in a
backing away from the agenda for a national curriculum in the form which
it had developmentally assumed.

Kennedy clearly points out that unless policy makers can convince teachers
that the reforms they propose are in the best interests of students there will
be little positive action and even positive resistance on the part of teachers and
school administrators (1988, p. 372). A similar finding is also reported by
Carter and I lacker (1988). There has been a radical and massive shift in think-
ing about the curriculum with huge policy implications also evident in many
other parts of the world. For curriculum policies to translate into practice it
takes teachers to make them work. If the Western Australian experience to
date is taken as being representative of moves towards the implementation of
national profiles, they have to be shown that they will work for the benefit
of students if teachers are to be convinced of their value.

The present continuing activity of the states and territories, leading to the
further refinement of national curriculum profiles and statements according to
their perceived needs, appears to be geared towards this end. It is to be hoped
that the collaborative and shared experiences that have occurred since 1986
will not founder on a narrow and parochial interpretation of states rights as
the states and territories pursue their own agendas, but as Kevin Piper dryly
notes, 'The colonial legacy dies hard in Australian education, and it does not
roll over and expire gracefully. Not, at least, while there arc empires to pro-
tect' (1989, p. 10).
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Chapter 3

The National Curriculum in
England Since 1988

Denis La wton

I ha% e been asked to discuss the national curriculum in England, which, I
suggest, can only be understood in the context of the whole Education Re-
form Act (ERA), 1988 a highly political document. The intention of the
Act was to change the nature of the English education system by moving
away from planning and cooperation between central and local government
towards a market in which parents were promised the right to choose schools.

Education, ind therefore the curriculum, is essentially a political matter
for several reasons. Education, which has almost unlimited capacity for

spending money, has to contend with other claims on the Exchequer, md
such decision-making is essentially political. In addition, education is a legit-
imate political concern because what is taught and other questions such as
'to whom?' are inevitably expressions of political values. For some years after
the 1944 Act there was an assumption that education could he non-political,
but by the end of the 1960s this was clearly seen to be a false assumption.

Even so, it is undesirable for education to be used for party political
purposes. There is a difference between legitimate political concern and party
political manipulation. The line may be a thin one, but educationists should
guard the distinction carefidly. Since 1979 and especially since 1988
think politicians have crossed over the border between legitimate concern and
political interference, motivated by political ideology specifically by the
activities of right-wing extremists whose influence is out of proportion to
their numbers.

It may he helpful to describe very briefly the events which led up to the
dramatic changes in 1988. The 1944 Education Act was a major landmark in
English history: for the first time secondary education was free and compul-
sory l'or all. UnfOrtunately, the Act said nothing about the curriculum 5-16,
and blur sonic years after World War II the attention of planners was focused
on the question of the organization of secondary schools (should there be one.
comprehensive, school for all, or should there be three different kinds of
school for supposed different types of ability?). Schools were generally left to
their own devices in planning curricula, except that for the 21) per cent or so
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'academic' students the school-leasing examinations (General Certificate of
Education (GCE), Ordinary mul Ads mice(' Levels) provided syllabuses for
examinations to be taken at age 16 and 18. The other 80 per cent were thought
not to need examinations, which sonic educationists kit had a distorting effect
on the curriculum.

Parents and employers, however, wanted to have some kind of school-
leasing certificate, and in the 1 %Ds official action was belatedly taken when
a new examination the Certificate of Secondary Education (CSE) was
established (fiir the 4 per cent below the top 20 per cent). This examination
was a modes ate success: it was snore 'teacher-friendly', involving coursework
and projects. Throughout the 1970s and 1980s there was a demand for a 'single
examination at 16+' which, from the teachers' point of view would be more
like CSE than GCE (Ordinary Level). Eventually, a new common format was
invented the General Certificate of Secondary Education (GCSE) and the
first examinations took place, coincidentally, in 188. It was generally regarded
as a success, despite sonic right-wing mutterings about lower standards.

l'hat brings us to another strand in the story 1944-88: standards. The
1944 Act was passed during World War 11, as .I11 .111-party consensus measure

part of the general wish air a better post-war world with improved health
services, housing and education for .111. fiat by the 1960s ti I e consensus was
wearing thin: the cost of the education service was increasing, and doubts
were voiced about 'value for money'. Worse still, in the late 1%O s, there was
a group of right-wingers within the Conservatise Party consistently criticiz-
ing education policies, not only on grounds of cost, but also for social and
moral reasons: progressive education was allegedly encouraging undesirable
atthudes in the young. such as lack of respect for authority, bad manners, and
indiscipline, as well as sloppy standards in English, maths and other subjects.
The events of 1968 in England and elsewhere seemed to confirm right-wing
prejudices. The Black Papers, edited by Professor Brian :six and I )r,on,
1969a; 1%9b) articulated all that was wrong with modern education in a series
%%Inch began in 1 %') and continued until 1975 (Knight, PPP)).

Throughout the 19711s there were Conservative demands for a return to
selective secondary schools (grammar schools), traditional teaching methods,
and the kind of curriculum content which would encourage greater regard list
our cultural heritage and traditional values.

A third strand was the growing demand within the Consers an% e Party
for parents to have greater influence user their cluldren's schooling, including
choice of school. This kind of consumerism in education was at first exem-
plified by various voucher schemes which were put forward, but when an
experimental scheme was clearly unsuccesslid, mote general attacks on the
state system, and the local education authorities (1 I' As) that ran it, were
mounted. By the time that a new Education Act ss as being discussed in 1988,
the right-wing demand included ending the state monopoly in education,
opening up education to market forces and creating new kinds of schools,
which although receiving government finance, would he more independent
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than the maintained schools controlled by I.EAs. In some respects a central-

ized national curriculum ran counter to these ideas, but as we shall see, one

powerful reason for a national curriculum was closely connected with market

ideology.
Elsewhere (Lawton, 1'1'12) I have argued that given ideological differ-

ences between the parties, it is still important to find as much consensus as

possible on a number of issues, including education. The national curriculum

(1988) is a good example of an issue which began as a legitimate political

concern, with the possibility olconsensus, but the opportunity for consensus

was lost when successive politicians allowed the national curriculum to be

distorted for short-term political reasons.
When Kenneth Baker, in 1987, announced his intention of introducing a

national curriculum, there was a good deal of support for the idea in principle,

although some doubts were expressed about details of implementation.

The national curriculum has four components:

subjects (three core plus seven other foundation subjects);

attainment targets (objectives specified at ten levels of achievement);

programmes of study (the subject syllabuses); and

an assessment scheme (see below TGAI').

Baker's interpretation ola national curriculum based on subjects was in

itself political, but conflict might have been avoided had the rest of the model

been allowed to survive.
Planning the assessment scheme for the curriculum was entrusted to the

Task Group for Assessment and Testing (TG AT) under the Chairmanship of

Professor Paul Black. The niain achievements of the TGAT Report were to

shift the emphasis of discussion:

from summatise testing to fOrmative assessment (incorporating a major

rule for teacher assessment);
from 'absolute standards' to criterion-referencing; and

from fixed minimum standards (age-related benchmarks) to the

flexibility of broadly defined attainment targets with ten levels (not

rigidly age-related).

Professor Black's Al; model was greeted by most educationists with

sonic enthusiasm. It was the redeeming feature ()fan otherwise disappointing.

backward-looking national curriculum. Unfortunately, since then the story of

TGAT has been one of gradual dilution largely as a result of political

attacks and criticisms from reactionaries. In his Presidential Address to the

Education Section of the British Association in August 02, Paul Black

complained about the 'demise of TGAT' (Black, 1992). A promising pro-

fessional model has become inure and more bureauciatic and political. Since

then a number of other erstwhile supporters of the national curriculum have
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complained about the damaging increase in political interference (see Chitty
and Simon, 1993).

Why was there this regression to ideology? I have elsewhere (Lawson,
1989) suggested that there are four (overlapping) ideological positions on
education which are important fin curriculum planning, at least three of which
could be found in the Conservative Party during the period of the national
curriculum debate:

Prig atisers (who would prefer to abolish state schools and let
people pay tiir what they want and can afford);
Minimalists (who accept the need for state schooling but choose not
to use it for their own children, and prefer the State to provide some-
thing less expensive they tend to talk about 'the basics' and see
schooling in terms of training for work rather than general education);
Pluralists (who would like state education to be so good that there
would be no motive for having private schools nevertheless they
argue in favour of the continued existence of independent schools on
grounds of social diversity, freedom of choice and academic differen-
tiation); and
Comprehensive Planners (who would like to plan for a single system
catering for all social and intellectual types of children). If there were
any 'comprehensive planners' in the Conservative Party in the Thatcher
years they kept very quiet.

The kind of national curriculum that Conservative politicians would have
supported in 1988 depended mainly on their ideological position. Privatisers
would have preferred no national curriculum (Sexton, 1988); minimalists
wanted a concentration on basics (the three core subjects); pluralists preferred
something like the HMI (Her Majesty's Inspectorate) Entitlement Curric-
ulum for all. A compromise was needed, but compromises run the risk of
incoherence.

The national curriculum in 1988 resembled an entitlement curriculum in
some respects; but the unnecessary concept of 'core' was introduced presum-
ably as a sop to the minimalists; and the idea of a national curriculum was
made acceptable to some privatisers as an essential framework for the assess-
ment figures which would be published in league-table form and used by
parents to choose schools. Bad schools would close; the market would solve
all problems of quality.

Since 1988 there have been several further moves to the right. For exam-
ple, the innovatory Standard Assessment Tasks (SATs) have been replaced by
unreliable short written tests; an entitlement curriculum has been diluted to a
new hierarchy of Core- I' xtended Core-Options.

Moreover the national curriculum has to he seen in the light of other
ERA (1988) changes, especially the policy of open enrolment and sonic as-
pects of Local Management of Schools (I.MS). By attaching a cash value to
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each student and encouraging schools to compete for those students, in effect
a voucher system has been created. What was the justification for sacrificing
a planned system on the altar of market choice? The answer is to be found
partly in powerful transatlantic right-wing links, and partly in the neo-liberal
views of Hayek whose thinking dominated the Thatcher years.

On the particular issue of the market, a book by John Chubb and Terry
Moe has been very influential. The two American authors have paid several
visits to England to spread the gospel, and were invited by the Sunday Times
to prescribe a solution for the English system. Their long article was pub-
lished in the Sunday Thnes Colour Supplement (February 9, 1992). Their book

Makeb and America's Schools (1990) was based on the belief that re-
placing democratic control by parental choice would automatically solve in-
stitutional problems in US schools. On p. 217 they say '... we think retbriners
would do well to entertain the notion that choice is a panacea.' After a brief
visit they came to the conclusion that the same magic formula would work
in England: free all schools from Local Education Authorities (I,EAs) and
allow anyone to set up new schools to be paid for by the State. Unencumbered
by 'democratic control' and pushed on by parental choice, schools will just
improve! The hidden hand of the market sorts everything out planning is
completely unnecessary. Research shows, however, that the issue of choice is
very complex, and unfortunately Chubb and Moe did not deal with some of
the hard questions. For example, if choice is a panacea, why are there still
some very bad private schools?

The influence of Chubb and Moe does not, however, explain why such
dramatic changes took place in the education system. For that we need to look
much deeper into the English social structure. There has long been a minority
view which expresses dislike of government planning and a preference for
laissez--fizire. 'l'hatcherisni represented a revival of those values in a form de-
scribed by Andrew Gamble as 'free economy and strong state' (Gamble, 1988).
The 1979 Election was an opportunity to translate Hayekian ideas into policy

including education policy. The surprising feature of the education debate
was that even those moderate Conservatives I have described above as plural-
ists seemed to have been converted to the language and ideas of the market-
place: they talk of the education system being dominated by 'the producers'
rather than by 'consumers'. Parents must be allowed to choose because it

is alleged they know better than the educational theorists and es en better
than good teachers. Not all Conservatives have succumbed to these Iwo-
liberal doctrines: see, filr example, tan Gilmour's book Daniink, With /)oRtna
(1992).

In any system there will be some schools more attractive than others, but
if you excite parents' interest in 'choosing' (and give them the impression they
will get what they want), then the result is inevitably a number of disap-
pointed parents. Where there are more applications than places, it is the schools
that do the choosing by selecting students with fewest problems, It is surpris-
ing that politicians, hard-headed in other respects, were willing to put all their
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trust in such utopian dreams as the hidden hand of the market the panacea
of parental choice.

Chubb and Moe should have looked at the evidence about choice in
Scotland. By chance, earlier legislation gave Scottish parents very similar rights
of choice in 1982 to those English parents received after the Education Act
(1988). The effects of much increased parental choice have been carefully
studied by Adler, Petch and 'Fweedie in Parental Choice and Edmational
(1989). The results cast doubt on choice as a panacea.

For example. Adler and his colleagues found that many schools attracting
more students as a result of 'open enrolments' t'ound it difficult to cope with
the increased numbers. (Eton could in the 19811s have expanded to meet tre-
mendous demand, but chose not to. Why? Well-established schools know
only too well that such changes alter the character of the school and ultimately
its quality.) Good schools did not improve as a result of choice, but some
schools certainly deteriorated they lost students and staff and found it
difficult to keep up standard,.. No school had closed as a result of market
forces, but those schools losing students found it impossible to respond pos-
itively to some kinds of complaint there was little they could do, for
example, about making access to the school safer. And once in decline, it was
%cry difficult for schools to recover, however hard the teachers liied. The idea
that competition makes teachers work harder and thus improve standards is
not borne out by the evidence. There were, however, signs of increasing in-
equalities, widening of the gap between schools, and the danger of a 'two-tier'
system developing. There was a growing problem of disappointed choosers.
including some who were refused a place in the nearest comprehensive school.
Another kind of disappointment also began to appear: having chosen a school
because it had good. uncrowded facilities and plentiful resources, parents found
that it was now packed to capacity and no longer so attractive. One of the
fallacies of choice is that you usually have to make a choice without knowing
Iniw many others are going to make the same choice (Hirsch. 1977). The
result of aggregating individual rational choices is a situation which is no
longer rational: parents choose a school for certain qualities which cease to
exist when many other parents choose the same school and thereby reduce the
quality of its service for example by making the school overcrowded.

Choice. although desirable in principle, ind having sonic benefits in
practice, is not a panacea. Market competition does not automatically Noise
problems of school organization or raise standards. But the White Paper Choice
and Diverity Mil:July. 1992), which became law in 1993, collies very close
to putting the Chubb and Moe doctrines into operation. We now ha e a
possible scenario of more emphasis on the market: more Grant Maintained
Schools ((CMS) (that is, those schools Much base opted out of local education
authority control); less national coordination from I her Majesty's Inspectorate
(HMI); and a real danger of the de% elopment of a three-tiered or multi-tiered
system of schools,

Adler (19)3) in a paper for the National Commission on Education, drew
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on the Scottish experience in an attempt to evaluate how parental choice
would work in England. As well as those of Munn (1991), the Scottish Office
Education department (1992), and Willms and Echols (1992). The evidence
indicates that parents tend to choose schools in 'better' social areas with su-
perior (unadjusted) examination results, but contrary to much right-wing
propaganda, parents found it difficult to make adjustments of a value-added
kind (that is, to distinguish between apparent and real quality). Schools in
poorer areas tended to lose students and then face problems of viability. Social
segregation tended to increase. Adler concludes that on balance parental choice
had resulted in less effective use of resources. In cities, two-tier systems were
beginning to emerge, and the existence of a number of 'sink' schools was a
serious cause of concern. Those who had gained from choice had done so at
the expense of 'losers', the community as a whole had not benefited. At the
end of his paper, Adler sets out an interesting alternative plan for preserving
some choice without the disadvantages of destructive competition.

In the Summer of 1993, teachers in primary and secondary schools decided
to take action. In an unprecedented demonstration of unity, the six professional
associations (teacher unions) representing teachers and principals, produced
a joint document protesting against the tests which were proposed for 7 and
14-year-old pupils. For legal reasons, the protest concentrated on the additional
workload of teachers, but underlying that complaint were objections to the
kind of tests and the use of the results of assessment being published in league-
table fbrm. More than 90 per cent of schools either refused to administer the
tests or to report the results. The assessment programme for 1993 collapsed.
and a working party was set up to make recommendations about the national
curriculum and its assessment in order to make it more workable.

The whole episode is an interesting example of the failure of politicians
and bureaucrats to consult the prokssionals especially the teachers them-
sek es about a radical programme of 'reform'. A top- down model has been
rejected and the government will have to start again after many millions of
pounds Sterling have been wasted, as well as many hours of teacher and
student time has been lost. There are several lessons to be learned from the
events of 1988-93.

Conclusion

No era' broad observations can be drawn from this. Politicians should be
carefid to distinguish between areas of legitimate concern, and direct interfer-
ence in areas where they lack competence. Where obvious political transgres-
sions or incursions occur, they should be challenged to avoid long-term pain.
I he national curriculum innovation can be regarded as a case study of trans-

gression beyond the competence of government, in which an opportunity lor
planning a good curriculum has been lost Ind the desirable TGAT assessment
nuidel has been seriously distorted.
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Application of market models to education is very misleading. Although
there is evidence that most people want some choice in education, they would
prefer good local schools to a market in education. Establishing a market in
education is a poor substitute for planning. Further, the use of national cur-
riculum and examination assessment data to provide market information is
dangerously misleading, masking as it does many of the other factors in the
education equation.
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Chapter 4

Educational Reform and the Politics
of the Curriculum in New Zealand

Michael Peters

There has been a massive restructuring of the education system in New Zea-
land since the late 1980s. Reforms have been advanced at all levels, from early
childhood to tertiary education, and instituted at an unprecedented pace by
two successive governments. Th: Fourth Labour Government (1984-90),
beginning in 197. undertook the reform of educational administration. The
reforms, based on neo-liberal principles of individualism and strategies of
deregulation, corporatism and privatization, represent a commitment to the
market distribution of public goods and services. Those reforms were dressed
up in the language of devolution, community empowerment and democrat-
ization yet, in effect, they served to commodity education and culture, to
deprolessionalize teachers, and ultimately to disempower communities. The
structural reforms instituted by the Labour Government also served as the
context within which, subsequently, the National Government has focused
on 'reforming' the curriculum and qualifications systems. In essence, the
National Government has introduced the national curriculum of New Zea-
land. which is an attempt to build a national culture of enterprise and com-
petition. This chapter reviews these developments, arguing that there is an
essential continuity in ideology and approaches to reforms adopted by the
Labour and National Governments.

The Fourth Labour Government and the Reform of
Educational Administration

The Poliths of Refoun

The Fourth Labour t. imernment's strategy was first to form committees to
report on each of the areas of preschool. primary. secondary and tertiary
education; second. in response to these reports. to produce a government
policy dot ument in each of these areas; and finally, to establish working par-
ties to restructure the sectors and implement changes according to their policy
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decisions. is an indication of the speed of these changes, the committee on
secondary education was established on 21 July 1987; it reported in April 1988
in a publication entitled Administethwfin- Extelience (known as the Picot Report.
11)87); the policy decisions were announced in August 1988 in Toorrow's
Schools (Ministry of Education, 1988); and the reforms were put in place on
1 October P)89, only to be reviewed and further refiirmed a mere six months
later (Ministry of Education, 1990).

'the rapidity with which the reforms were carried out is primarily due to
two factors. First, these reforms were based on neo-liberal ideology, the or-
ganizing principles of which had been operationalized and instituted much
earlier in the restructuring of the 'core' public sector. There is great political
significance in the sequencing of reforms which reshaped the New Zealand
State; in the fact that fir reasons to do with mass threats to legitimacy the
restructuring of education, health and welfare should be carried out later in
the reform process. Second, the pace at which the reforms were carried out
was part of a deliberate strategy embraced by the Labour Government. Roger
1)011glas (19W)), then Minister of Finance, in a paper to the Mt Pelerin Society
entitled 'The Politics of Successful Reform', listed ten principles which under-
lay. Labour's strategy for politically successful reform, including the fiilloing
three:

Implementement retlirm by quantum leaps. Moving step by step lets vested
interests mobilize. Big packages neutralize them.
Speed is essential. It is impossible to move too fast. Delay will drag
you down before you can achieve your success.
Once you start the momentum rolling, never let it stop. Set your own
goals and deadlines. Within that framework consult in the community
to improve detailed implementation.

Notice here, in particular, how the process assumes a small policy elite
and, equally, negates any possibility of wide public consultation or com-
munity participation. Consultation in this process is seen purely in terms of
improving detailed implementation after the major decisions have been made.
My point is that the process is profiiundly anti-democratic.

While the education refiirms had been advanced as changes in administra-
tion which would lead to more effective delivery of education through the
devolution of power and responsibility to the community. and by the promo-
tion of excellence and equity in the areas of ethnicity, gender and class, they
represented the insertion of New-Right thinking into education, dmost ex-
actly as presaged by the New Zealand Treasury's h'cononiii Atatiaolisent (The
Treasury, 1984) and Government .1/anagenient (Vol. 2 Edmation lull',) (The

Treasury, 1987). I abour's Tonorrou,'., Schools (1988) and to a lesser extent
National's h'duottion /Why (Ministry of Education. 1991) together established
the conditions necessary for the operation of a decentralized, deregulated
coinpetate market catering t u self- interested individuals. Further, both
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documents used the discourse of participatory democracy and community
empowerment to mask their policy interests.

Refiums and their Intellectual Sintrws

The contemporary rejuvenation of classical, liberal economic theory which
has informed the New Right has taken form in the work of Friedman and the
Chicago school; Buchanan and Tullock and the public choice school; Hayek
and the Australian school; and the British Institute of Economic Affairs. The
strands of thought which together comprise New-Right thinking include:
public-choice theory, agency theory, transaction-cost analysis and the 'new
managerialism'.

These theories take as their central assumption the notion that all human
behaviour ;11 be explained by reference to self-interest. Inch% kiwis, in other
words, are 'rational utility maximizers'. Concepts such as altruism or public
interest have relevance only insofar as they mask attempts by interest groups
(e.g., education unions) to maintain or enhance a privileged position. Most
important, perhaps, is the notion that the self-seeking behaviour of indi idu-
als in the market-place leads to the most effective and efficient distribution of
public goods and services. This argument is used by the New Right to oppose
the ideology of the Welfare State which stresses the importance of redistribu-
tion of goods and services through the State. The 'new managerialism. which
has recently been applied to public administration in many countries (Britain,
New Zealand and Australia included) represents a strong muse away from the
ideology of wellarism. Boston (1991, p. 9) summarizes its central tenets:

an emphasis on management rather than policy; in particular a new
stress on management skills in preference to technical or professional
skills;
a shift from the use of input controls and bureaucratic procedures and
rules to a reliance on quantifiable output measures and performance
targets;
the devolution of management control coupled with the development
of new reporting, monitoring and accountability mechanisms;
the disaggregation oflarge bureaucratic structures into quasi-autonomous
agencies, in particular the separation of commercial front non-commercial
functions, and policy advice from policy implementation;
a pretiTence for private ownership, contracting out, and contestability
in public-service provision;
the imitation of certain private-sector management practices such as
the use of short-term labour contracts, the development of corporate
plans, performance agreements and mission statements, the introduction
of performance-linked remuneration systems, and a greater concern
for corporate image;
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a general preference for monetary incentive, rather than non-monetary
incentives, such as ethics, ethos and status: and
a stress on cost-cutting, efficiency and cutback management.

These principles are reflected in the reviews of education and in the ac-
countability mechanisms eventually adopted. For instance, the Hawke Report
(1988. p. xi) reviewing post-compulsory education advocates the following
framework of principles based on the Picot model:

a simple administrative structure, in which decisions were to he made
as close as possible to where they would be executed:
a inoe to national objectives:
clear responsibilities and goals;
decision makers to have control over resources, and to be made account-
able for outcomes; and
a system which is open to scrutiny and is responsive to client demands.

There is a clear tit between the central tenets of the 'new managerialism'
and the framework of principles adopted on the basis of the educational re-
views. This relationship is also exemplified in the accountability mechanisms
recommended by the ITN, leWs.

The crucial accountability mechanisms are identified as consisting of: first,
a set of contractual relationships between (i) the government on the one hand
and the chief executives of the Ministry of Education and other education
agencies on the other. (ii) providers councils and boards) and their chief
executives: second. charter, setting out intended outcomes and performance
measures: and third, audits of performance in accordance with charters. The
contract becomes the central underpinning concept. and genuine devolution
based on principle's of participation and partnership at the level of the local
community becomes transformed into a form of dehNan'o of power between
individuals,

The Politics of lkvolunon

The original .l'omotrom's .tichools document seemed couched in the language of
participatory democracy and community empowerment, where schools,
managed collaboratively, would be governed through a partnership of inter-
ests of parents and teachers. The opening pages of Toorow', ,~,tool, i. graced
with a quotation from Thomas Jefferson in both English and Mann:

I 1,0101 of no sate depository of the ultimate power of the society but
the people themselves and it' we think them not enlightened cn: ugh
to exercise their control with a wholesome discretion, the remedy is
not to take it from them, but to inform their discretion, ('I Jefferson)
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The idea of participatory democracy was underlined by the creation of a
number of organizational innovations: the Parent Advocacy Council, Board
of Trustees, Community Education Forums, and the National Policy Council.

Of these organizations only the boards remain. The rest have been abol-
ished. The main thrust of public-choice theory is preserved in this policy of
'devolution'. Since boards, in conjunction with school principals. are respons-
ible for hiring, firing and controlling staff this effectively transfers power
from the 'agents' (teachers) to the 'consumers' of education (parents), thereby
circumventing the prime 'danger' of interest group or 'provider capture'.
Second, substantial savings are realized because of the wide range of admin-
istrative costs devolved from central agencies to the voluntary labour consti-
tuting the boards of trustees (Gordon, 1992a).

Peter Bushnell (an economic adviser in the Treasury) and Graham Scott
(secretary to the Treasury) addressed the question of devolution from an eco-
nomic perspective, at the time of the major educational reviews. They ap-
proached devolution in terms of agency theory, arguing that accountability is
inseparable from devolution. At one point they write:

Some of the key costs in economic transaction are those related to the
formation, monitoring and enforcement of a set of contracts with
agents whose interests may diverge from those ofa principal. (Bushnell
and Scott, 1988, pp. 22-3)

They argue that the contractual relationship needs to be structured through
a system of sanctions and rewards so as to counter any tendencies to oppor-
tunism. The important point to understand is that Bushnell and Scott inter-
pret 'devolution' as a form of delegation of power where three conditions
must be met: first, 'objectives should be clearly identified and conflicts avoided':
second, 'performance must be monitored': and third. 'incentives and sanctions
should be in place to encourage managers to act to meet objectives rather than
follow their own goals' (Bushnell and Scott, 1988).

Devolution has been redefined through an interpretation of agency theory
to become an important element of the 'new managerialism'. it has every-
thing to do with management but nothing to do with community empower-
ment and democratic participation.

The complete corruption by the New Right of the notion and promise
of genuine devolution. based on access, participation and collaboration ind of
any possibility of establishing 'community' social relations in education is
given very clearly in the account by Stuart Sexton (1991). Sexton, a member
of the Institute of Economic Affairs and one-time ads her to Margaret Thatcher,
was contracted by the Business Roundtable to re% iew education reforms in
New Zealand and comment on their possible future direction. There is some
e% 'deuce that the Sexton Report. which k% as written and available in draft
form, greatly influenced the I ()ugh Report (Today', Siluiols, l'90), particu-
larly in its attack on the size and scope of the hlut anon Res, tens Office the
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organization responsible for monitoring equity and Treaty of Waitangi obli-
gations under school charters (see Marshall, Peters and Smith, 1991).

Sexton's (1991) argument is revealing because it represents a celebration
of the free market in ideologically transparent terms. The State's role in edu-
cation, according to Sexton, should be reduced to a bare minimum and could
he fulfilled merely by requiring all children to attend school, providing par-
ents with funds, and then letting the market take over.

The quality and quantity of schooling is then dictated by consumer demand
and competition. Sexton's radically decentralized schools would he managed
by a body analogous to 'a min-executive board of directors of a company'.
Neither teachers nor students would be eligible for election to the board, and
school principals would be non-voting members. Any notion of participative
democracy or community representation is ignored. In Sexton's (1991) terms,
education is a market commodity and schools are enterprises or businesses
which compete for consumers in the educational market-place. In fact, Sexton
completes his report by advocating the adoption of a full voucher system.
Not surprisingly, much the same framework has been applied to tertiary
education in another report commissioned by the Business Roundtable (Blandy,
1988).

Recent Ikvelopment

When National became the Government in late 1990, it continued the imple-
mentation of Labour's reform process. Since its term of office, there has been
ongoing concern about the huge proportion of work that has fallen onto
hoards and school principals. Concern also came from boards claiming to be
underfunded, although this has, to some extent, been rectified for the 1991
year. There has been a continuing struggle in relation to the bulk funding of
teachers' salaries. While the present Minister of Education (Dr Lockwood
Smith) is still pushing for salary bulk funding, the available evidence shows
that, by far, the majority of boards do not want it. The reasons given for this
included fears of the extra workload involved and the possibility of negative
effects in boardstaff relations (Wylie, 1990, pp. 66-7). Most recently, the
minister has decided to impose bulk funding on schools for senior manage-
ment staff. This unilateral Government action, along with conflict over pay
claims, has led to a series of rolling regional one-day strikes by secondary-
school teachers. Further, teachers have threatened to disrupt the implementa-
tion of the Minister's national-curriculum reforms.

In relation to the issue of board-staff relations, some believe that the
40.ernment will dump its fiscal crisis onto the schools, with teachers taking

the brunt of cost-cutting. Two factors indicate that the (;ocrimient has this
in mind. Firstly, teacher registration has been made tiluntary and schools are
able to employ non-registered teachers. Secondly, boards opting for bulk-
salary finiding can transfer money from salary to operational areas, choosing,
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should they wish, to employ fewer. or less qualified teachers, of even to
impose pay reductions oil existing staff. With(uit doubt, the controersial,
anti-union Employment Contracts Act , Inch pros ides emplos els \ \Itll
the means to undermine national awards, leaves the way open for such treat-
ment of teaching staff.

What is more the Minister of I.ducation has recently de-einphasiied all
issues pertaining to equity .ind empowerment (( ;ordon, l9)2b) and has made
a commitment to repeal the statutory requirement that schools include equity
clauses in their charters. Claiming that the New Zealand Lurriculum has an
'excessive focus on social issues , poor preparatiim till the Lompetitie odd
[and] inadequate skilling ul technology' t ;:.ducattn rally, Ministry of 1.duca-
tion, 1991, p. 1) the minister has argued tOr an education which is respons-
ive to business and is imbued with a new culture of enterprise and competition
in our curriculum.

The answer to the 'crisis' in education of handing power, control and
responsibility back to the community has appeal on the surface to the full
spectrum of pressure groups. from those on the tar right to those who have
traditionally made the call for a community development approach. But only
on the basis of a clear understanding of both the notions of community. and
its place within various socio-political paradigms ire we really in a position
to determine whether particular proposals for devolution are genuinely con-
cerned to promote community or are a cost-cutting mechanism for the New
Right. which is intent on reducing the role of the State on the basis of an
ideological commitment (Peters and Marshall, 1988a. b).

The National Government and the Politics of
Curriculum Reform

Bat-INrourid to cart' Curthultim

I abours reform of educational administration did nothing positive for the
reform of curriculum in the schools sector. Indeed, the 1989 Education Act
actually dismantled the Curriculum I )IN ision ofthe I hpartment of Education
which prior to 1989 had been responsible in developing and mailing new syl-
labuses with teachers in both the preschool and school sectors. (The explana-
tion that has been advanced for this 'black hole' in Labour's reform process
suggests that the dismantling of pre-existing curriculum development struc-
tures and processes was a deliberate consequence of Treasury's dissatisfaction

ith the way in which they had operated' (Capper. 1992, p. 16). In support of
this claim, Capper cites the wa in which the 1987 Curriculum Reriew the

result of the w (wk ()fa representative wimp that held wide public consultations
hid been attacked by the New Right. It was criticized as a liberal docu-

ment not sufficiently aware of the needs oldie economy. In this vaillUrn. the
New Zealand Qualifications Authority (N/(;A). one of the new educational
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agencies established by the reforms, seems to be in control of the school cur-
riculum, almost by default. In lieu of any one agency which, officially at least,
picked up the mantle of responsibility of the now defunct Curriculum I )is isiun,
the control and development of the national curriculum has come formally
under ministerial control, creating greater centralization than at any point in
the past. This has clauses at a time when, as Capper (1992, p. 17) argues 'the
capacity of central agencies to facilitate change at the institutional level had
been reduced in the compulsory schools sector'. This degree of centralization
has been augmented by two factors: first, the ministry now relies on contract
research for issues concerning curriculum des elopment, second, the minister
has had a strong influence over the selection of !timbers apinniitd to working
parties for mathematics, science and English.

By May 1991. a little more than six months afici the National Gmern-
ment was elected to power, the Minister of Fdin anon had published his plans
for comprehensive reform of the school cum( ulum ietorm, as 14 Smith
(Ministry of Education, 1991, p. 3) said in one of his spcet hes, 'that v, ill bring
our schooling system into line with the needs or the ons and the 21,4 century
and the imperatives of the modern competim c nuern.itional et tinumr' I his

was to become a favourite theme of the ministei 's, ip,et IRA \k ill' III cillph,Isis

on the subjects of science and technology, dud an Aim k tiff die t ni tent stand

.arils of the educational system.
Ile National Government's education polu 1 Ills Ito used on low mina

MC!, They are:

Parents as first teachers: a new patent Clint ,Itio.1 and sul,polI poht

designed to assist parents in fulfilling the it I oh. as then c hild's fist
teachers.
The achievement initiative: a policy designed tit helot us si hold du
cation on the basic subjects of English, inatIvinatit s. science and

technology.
The national certificate: a new vocationally-orientaied quahhcation tin
sixth and seventh -Baron students that could be studied in part at school,
polytechnics, or in approved workplaces.
The study right: a scheme to pro\ ide school leasers With access to
tertiary education and training according .o their needs (see Peters,
1992a: Peters et al., 1992).

1 ler(' I shall concentrate oil the proposal for the des elopment ()fa national
curriculum, incorporating the achievement initiative.

National (..urtitulum

hi MAN 1991 the Ministry of 1-ducation 1)111)11,11(d The .Vitional idiots o/

.\'eu, Zealand .1 1)1..4wAoli /Inlinient (Ministry of Hut anon. 1991) and the

I 1.1 ILA
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Principles
The set of fundamental principles which give clear
direction to the national curliculuni
The national curriculum describes essential learning
areas and skills; gives greater emphasis to core
subjects, establishes clear achievement standards,
challenges all students to fulfill their potential, is
based on equal educational opportunities.
recognizes the experiences, values, cultural

historibs and languages of all New
ZealanderF, ensures that learning progresses
throughout Fchooling and builds on students'
knowledge And experience

Essential Skills
The essential skills and
qualities to be
developed by all
students

communication skills
Numeracy sk pus
Information sk ills
Problem solving and
decision making skills
Self management
sk ills
work and Stu:iy skills
Social skits

National Curriculum
Objectives
The clear learning outcomes to
on achieved by all students in
the basic and other subjects
The °electives will define the
nowledge. understanding, sk ins

and qualities stated in essential
learning areas and sk ars
tes nhe levels of achievement
facilitate assessment and
monitoring, be used by teachers
to chart individual progress
provide students and parent.,
with specific information about
students' achievement

prior

Essential Learning
Areas
The essential areas of
knowledge and
understanding for all
students

I anguage (English)
Mathematic s
Science /environment
Technology
Social sciences
The arts
Physical and pe,sonal
development
Core curriculum subjects

Assessment Methods
Classroom and national-assessment procedures arising
from the national curriculum

Diagnostic monitoring classroom based assessment
National monitoring assessment to monitor national
standards
Age specific. transitional monitoring assessment at
transition points le g , new entrants. Form 1. Form
31 to determine allocation of resources

Figure 4 1 The Framework for the National Curriculum of New Zealand

Minister launched it in a speech to the PP (Post Primary Teachers' Asso-
ciation) Curriculum Conference. As Capper (1992, p, 18) notes the Minister
in Ins speech to the PPIA 'made frequent reference to labour-market needs,
and .1 cry narrow and finictionalist core curriculum', ignoring the needs of
Maori student, and, indeed, ill socio-cultural aspects of schooling.

I be proposed national curriculum of New Zealand comprises ti '.e essential
elements: the cut I lr 11111111 print 'pies, essential learning areas, essential learning
skills, and the national turitt11111111 obietti% es, underpinned by new. assessment
methods. A diagrammatic lepresentation and description of the framework of
the national curriculum is given in Figure 4.1. The seven essential learning

hO
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areas describe in broad terms the fields of knowledge which all students must
study during compulsory schooling. Up to the fifth form, all students will be

required to take the core subjects. The essential learning skills will be developed

across the whole school curriculum. Subsequently, so-called 'competitive skills',

'teamwork skills' and 'responsibility skills' have been added under these group-

ings since the first draft. The national curriculum objectives are MOM to
define more specifically in terms of outcomes the knowledge and skills identi-

fied in the essential learning areas and 'he essential skills, as well as providing

a clear continuum of learning goals and levels of achievement to be expected

of students at particular stages of learning through the years of schooling.
The new assessment methods are to be developed to enable student

progress to be systematically monitored against the achievement objectives of

the national curriculum at key stages throughout schooling.
In conjunction with these developments, the New Zealand Qualifications

Authority has released its discussion document Designing the Framework (1991)

which is based around the national certificate. The national certificate is sup-
posed to be a coordinated set of units of learning which is available to students

at senior levels in secondary schools, polytechnics, colleges of education,

universities, wananga, and private training establishments. The qualifications

proposal is based on the Scottish model and it seems that New Zealand's and
Australia's frameworks are identical in terms of numbers of levels and their
descriptions. I will not dwell on the certification system suffice it to say that

the idea of units of learning assessed by standard-based criteria. together with

the capacity to recognize prior and experiential learning, has been received

very positively by some who argue that it can only empower students (e.g.,
Capper. 1992). Others have criticized both the national curriculum and the
NZQA system of certification in terms of their centralized control and in

terms of the 'busnocratic' fragmentation of principles, skills, learning areas
and assessment (Marshall. 1992).

A Curriculum of Enterprise and Competition

The notion of competition is one that the minister has dwelt on in a number

of recent speeches. For instance, Dr Smith entitled his speech to the APEC

(Asia Pacific Economic Co-operation) Education Ministerial Conference at
Georgetown University. Washington DC, in August 1992, 'Achieving Excel-

lence in a Competitive World'. In that speech he recounts policy develop-
ments in New Zealand since 1984, describing them as 'an all-encompassing
economic reform programme'. By returning to 1984 and tracing develop-

ments in outline since that time he is tacitly approving and 'owning' reforms

undertaken by the Fourth labour Government (1984-90) based around the

strategies of corporatization, privatization and deregulation. In a speech to the

Auckland I )ivision of the National Party, the Minister (1991, pp. 15-16) stated:
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0%er recent years the word 'competition' has disappeared from the
Socabulary of educationalists. Yet, the world is a competitive place.
Our standard of living as a nation now depends on our competing
successfully in the international environment. We do our young people
a grave disservice if we shield them from that reality and if the curric-
ulum ignores it ... The imperatives of the modern world require a
new culture of enterprise and competition in our tsurriculum.

The emphasis on a new culture of enterprise and competition is part of
the New Right discourse which represents a deliberate and sustained attempt
at cultural reconstruction. Central to the notion of 'enterprise culture' is the
importance of restructuring education so that it will deliver the necessary
research, skills and attitudes required for New Zealand to compete in an
increasingly competitive international economy. The message is quite clear: in
the past there has been too much emphasis on social and cultural objecti yes
and insufficient attention paid to economic goals in our education system:
henceforth we must invest heavily in education as the basis for future eco-
nomc growth by redesigning the system so that it meets the needs of business
and industry.

Underlying the Budget 199 l and the Government's enterprise strategy is
the explicit assumption that our education and welfare systems hale failed us:
they hale allegedly created a 'culture of dependency' (p. 20, p. 26). The
answ er 6) these problems at the broadest philosophical le% el is to develop an
enterprise culture based on a form of individualism promoting concepts of
'choice' and 'greater self reliance'. According to the Budget document educa-
tion is regarded as 'a key Ws estIllellt in our economic future' and the Govern-
ment is committed to r -os 'ding 'an ens ironment that enables businesses and
individuals to dodo') internationally competitive and innovative skills' (ibid..
p. 20). Go.ernent spending ha" been redirected 'towards areas important for
long-term economic gross th and security, including: larger commitments to
investments in eduiation, and rem.aith and development' (ibid., p. 41). The
Education Policy document, bwestin.Q in People: Our Greatest Asset (Minister
of Education, 1991) reiterates these claims. foreword by the Minister of
Education begins with the assertion that the Go ailment came to office with
a clear policy 'to enhance educational achies einem and skill development to
meet the needs ()fa highly competitive. modern global economy'. It continues

Studies like the Porter Project. questioned the reloance of our cur-
rent curriculum with Its excessie locus on social issues and poor pre-
paration for the competni \ e world. It confirmed other recent studies
that show inadequate skriling in technology compared with other
qualifications.

The Porter Project is the popular title green to a study of the New Zealand
economy organi7ed around the theory and methodology of Michael Porter,
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a professor at Harvard's Business School who has made his reputation special-
izing in improving international competitiveness. Published as Umradiq N'eu,
Zealand's Competitive .-idranwe (Crocrombe et al., 1991), the project received
funding and support from the Fourth Labour Government to the level of
S1.75 million. From the beginning the project was bedevilled with internal
disagreements over the Porter methodology, its applicability to New Zealand,
and the selection of New Zealand industries to be incorporated in the study
(see Edwards, 1991). Doubts about methodology have also been raised by
Philpott (1991) who suggests, in addition, that the project relies excessively
on management jargon and unpro en assumptions, all at the expense of proper
scientific enquiry. The Porter Project maintains that national prosperity is not
inherited but created. National economic success is not simply a matter of
cheap land and labour, or even. primarily the rate of capital accumulation. As
the project notes: 'The industries that support a high and rising standard of
living today are knowledge intenske' and 'success in international trade has
become more a function of the ability to des clop and deploy technology and
skills, than of proximity to low-cost inputs' (t'rcienimbe p. 2(,).

Under the Porter prescription New Zealand must become more 'inno5 anon-
driven' rather than factor-driven or in\ estment-dmen. I he emphasis on in-
timation provides the link to sustained in\ estment in 'human resources', the
development of new skills. and the need fOr the reform of education.

As I have provided a critique of the Porter Project elsewhere (Peters.
1992b) I will not engage the substance of its arguments here. Suffice it to say
that the Porter Project has sered to legitimate aspects of past and existing
policies and it has also served to prosaic legitimations of current and future
policy initiatives. For example, the project has been used to legitimize the
experiment orRogernomics' (New Zealand's variant of Reaganomics, named
after Roger Douglas) and the market oriented macro-economic policy frame-
work., it has been appealed to in the need to avoid devaluation and as a vin-
dwation of privatization strategies. It has even helped to legitimize the further
pm atization of the remaining state sector: electricity generation, postal serv-
ices, state television and radio. It has provided ammunition for those polit-
icians who wish to roll hack the Welfare State, to curtail both the type and
level of government spending in areas of superannuation. health and welt-arc.

The project's Ideological function is, perhaps clearest, in the realm of
education policy Miele it has been referred to as a buttress for launching the
Gmernment's so-called 'nines einem Unmake'. including the national cur-
minium. In p.ulttular, the Minister of 1ducation has referred to the Porter
Project to w an ant clamis concerning: the way 'imperatives of the modern
w odd require .1111:1\ (1111111C uf ;111(.1 prise and competition in our curriculum':
the need to gie greater emphasis to tore areas, including a new subject called
'technology', greatet let %ignition 4)1 the new technologies: and emphasis on
skills des elopment at the e \ poise of a traditional concern for knowledge and
understanding: the conc ern fOr internationally competitke academic stand-
ards: and 50 ME In particular, the Porter Project has been a In.qor inspiration
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for the notion of developing a culture of enterprise and competition in New
Zealand.

The notion of enterprise culture is one that has been imported into the
local context from Thatcher's Britain where, increasingly, questions of na-
tional economic survival and competition in the world economy have conic
to be seen under the Conservative Government as one of cultural reconstruc-
tion (Keat and Abercrombie, 1991, p. 1). The task of constructing such a
culture has involved remodelling social institutions along commercial lines
and encouraging the use and acquisition of so-called 'enterprising qualities'.
The ideological function of the political rhetoric of enterprise, according to
Keat and Abercrombie (1991), is to make sense of the kind of economic and
cultural changes that have been variously described under the notions of post-
industrialism, the information society, and post-Fordism. Morris (1991) traces
the genesis and development of the concept of enterprise culture from its
beginnings in the thinking of the Centre for Policy Studies, in the link be-
tween Christianity and the 'new conservatism', and in the work of Lord
Young. He distinguishes three phases, the latest of which he christens 'part-
nership in cultural engineering'. The third phase, which represents a massive
cultural reconstruction, has concerned policies involving 'unprecedented gov-
ernment intervention in education (at all levels)' (Morris, 1991, pp. 34-45).

The notion of 'enterprise culture' and the emphasis on enterprise, more
generally, appeared relatively late within the New Zealand context, surfacing
under the current National Government (Peters, 1992c). The present Prime
Minister set up both the Enterprise Unit (within his own department) and
the Enterprise Council. The Employers' Federation has organized a Schools
Industry links 1.)oelopment Board. Tlw Enterprise New Zealand Trust
operates the Young Persons' Enterprise Scheme. 'the Prime Minister re-
cently organized the 'Enterprise Conference and the Education for Enterprise
Conference.

The Prime Minister's 'Education for Enterprise' Conference held at the
Beehive in early February this year (1992) became the basis for considering the
following questions: how can we improve the responsiveness of educational
institutions to the needs of enterprise? What is the Government's role in pro-
moting better links between education and enterprise? How can secondary
schools best prepare young people for future working life? And, how can we
improve the quality of training by enterprises? The conference was convened
'to bring together leaders in education and industry to forge a vision of how
these two sectors can work together to upgrade the New Zealand economy'.
Submissions were received from a variety of sources including industry,
government and education representatives. Tlw three key themes to emerge
from the submissions, as analysed by the Ministry of Education, included the
need for:
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Processes to improve business sato' input into the development and
implementation of education policy at the national and local levels.
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Mechanisms to encourage and coordinate businesseducation partner-
ship activity at the national and local levels.
Processes to enable the business sector to identify medium and long-
term skills needs for education and training purposes.

This statement of themes reflected the preponderance of industry rep-
resentation and the choice of education representatives. As can be readily seen
from the statement of these themes the emphasis was on a notion of enterprise
synonymous with business and with business interests. This was reflected in
the way business interests dominated other prominent themes at the conference:

the need for business to have a greater say in curriculum formation; suggestions
for changes in the processes of teacher training and recruitment to better
reflect the world of commerce and business; better representation of business
in tertiary decision-making: the opening up of the education system to greater
competition. In all of this the appropriateness of business as a model of enter-
prise for education was taken for granted. There was very little discussion of
the notion of enterprise at all except in terms of creating closer industry
education links or of modelling education on business. Clearly, the notion of
enterprise culture had been construed in the narrowest economic sense. The
national curriculum as a reflection of enterprise culture, therefore, would simply
embody those skills thought necessary for creating an internationally competi-
tive economy. Indeed, one participant at the conference suggested that the
subject 'international marketing' become part of the core curriculum!

Politics of the Curriculum

In New Zealand since 1984 there has been a massive restructuring of educa-
tion. The Labour Government, driven by New Right ideology, reshaped the
State privatizing much of the 'core' public sector, deregulating and commer-
cializing the 'peripheral' public sector, including the areas of state housing,
health and education. Thus, when the national Government came to power in

1990 the New Right reform of educational administration was largely com-
plete: the new structures and accountability mechanisms were already in place.
Significantly, only the issue of bulk funding of teachers' salaries (part of the
original proposal of the Picot task force), remained to be forced through
against teacher opposition. Perhaps, the major single piece of legislation en-
acted by the National Government has been the Employment Contracts Act
1991, which in the name of efficiency, has dismantled an industrial relations
system that, since its establishment in the late nineteenth century, has been
'oriented towards industrial stability, social equity, and economic efficiency'
(Walsh, 1992). Pressure for radical deregulation of the labour market had been

pro ided previously by the Business Roundtable and the Employers Federa-
tion. With the Employment Contracts Act, the National (Iovernment has
pursued an aggressive agenda most recently, igainst both teachers and nurses.
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The National Government could affrird to turn its attention away from
overt structural concerns to concentrate its energies on curriculum, qualifica-
tions and testing issues. Under both the Ministers of Education (Lockwood
Smith) and of Labour (Bill Birch), the teaching labour market has been
deregulated (registration of teachers was abolished in 1991), bulk funding of
senior teaching staff has been imposed, and a new qualifications system has
been established which, in effect, collapses the distinction between education
and training. It is in this wider context that the introduction of the national
curriculum, with its pragmatic and instrumental emphasis on essential, ge-
neric skills, must be viewed. The national curriculum is a socio-cultural con-
struction which reflects the presuppositions underlying the notions ofenterprise
culture and competition. As Michael Apple argues:

Education is deeply implicated in the politics of culture. The curric-
ulum is neer a neutral assemblage of knowledge, somehow appear-
ing in the texts and classrooms of a nation. It is always part of a
selective tradition, someone's selection, some group's vision (illegitim-
ate knowledge. It is produced out of the cultural, political, ind eco-
nomic conflicts, tensions, and compromises that organise and
disorganise people. (Apple, 1992. p. 1)

The fact that the national curriculum of New Zealand tends to ignore
questions about the nature and structure of knowledge. choosing to speak of
learning theory, areas of learning, and, most importantly, 'skills', only more
firmly endorses the point Apple is making. For by reducing knowledge to
skills, the authors of the national curriculum have achieved a number of 'pol-
itical' purposes. First, 'skills' can be more easily related to individual perform-
ance and thus more easily measured than 'knowledge' and 'understanding'. In
this sense, 'skills' lend themselves to packaging and, thus, to commodification.
Secondi skill is like a technique: it is a performance, an action, a doing. Like
a technique, ind like technology more generally, 'skills' are often seen as
neutral or as value-free. 'Skills' are, therefiire, considered to be generic, separ-
able from their learning contexts, transferable or transportable from one con-
text to another. Third. a skills-based orientation towards learning and the
curriculum provides both an analogue of, and an easy transition stage to, the
labour market with its emphasis on employable skills, new skills, skill needs
of industry, 'upskilling', etc. In other words, a skills-based perspective con-
tains an in-built bias towards a vocational education.

Richard Bates (19) 1), in an address to the New Zealand Post Primary
leachers' Association Confrrence, considers the question of who owns the

curriculum in relation to two opposed interpretations: the market model of
the curriculum and the curriculum as a form of cultural politics. Fhe first is
learly meant to apply to New Zealand. Backed by public-choice theory, it

argues that teachers have 'captured' the curriculum and constructed it in their
own self-interest. It is the role of politicians, under this view, to reclaim the
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curriculum for those who are the 'end-users' of the 'products' of schooling.
The language of public choice, argues Bates (1991, p. 4) 'appears to be about
introducing a new democracy of service ... whereby demands made of the
State can be satisfied through individual choice within a market supplied by
multiple, competing producers'. I'he role of the State on this model is, first,
to ensure that service delivery in education is not captured; second; to put an
end to monopolistic interests of teachers through the mechanism of deregu-
lation; and third, to provide quality checks by controlling and monitoring
national standards. Public-choice theory, Bates maintains, emerges as the
dominant ideological response to the problems of di use cultural demands
currently besetting the corporate State problems which cannot be solved
within the framework of a Fordist state. While touted as a new model of the
State, public-choice theory, Bates maintains, rejuvenates old Fordist princi-
ples. One indication of the continuing Feudist character of the State is the
notion of the contract as the central institution oldie so-called new order. The
contract by defining relationships and responsibilities in terms of measurable
performance, instantiates market relations in the public sector and thereby
redefines public culture .1, consumption. Another indication of the continuing
Fordist nature of the State is the increase In its centralized powers the so-
called strong but limited State. Nowhere is this inure clear than in the realm
of education with the de% elopment of the national curriculum which rests on
a re ival of the principles of 'scie'ntific management' (Taylorism), involving
the clear separation between responsibility for the specification of the curric-
ulum (Government with input from big business) and responsibility for its
execution (teachers, monitored by middle-leNcl management).

As Bates (19911 argues, the political effects of this ideology were disas-
trous. First, it removed the control ()tile curriculum from educationalists and
schools, separating the specification ()idle eurriculum from its execution, and
thereby turning teachers into technical functionaries (the deskilling hypoth-
esis). Second, it defined and reduced culture to individualized patterns of
consumption: 'the contractual nature of market relations . removes this
cultural project from the public sphere by privatising the realm of values'
(Bates: 1991, p. 8). Third, it defined the curriculum as a thing, a product, a
piece of intellectual property which can be bought and sold in the market. The
curriculum became commodified and individual consumers can purchase cus-
tomized curriculum goods designed to suit their individual needs.

Against this view, Bates (1991) puts forward the conception of the cur-
riculum as a form of cultural politics. This is a view shared widely by critical
educational theorists. It encourages us to question what counts as knowledge
and the ways in which it is organized and taught. It suggests that the curric-
ulum is never an innocent or neutral cultural representation but rather reflects
dominant allies and interests, mapping the complex relationships between
economic and cultural capital. The curriculum, on this view, can also be seen
as a continuing debate which links knowledge, alues and interests in particu-
lar ways and which provides the cons ersation Within which particular historic
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settlements can be reached through negotiation and compromise (Bates, 1991,
p. 16).

Such a view of the curriculum as a form of cultural politics is

consonant with a policy of genuine devolution which would permit the
necessary community participation in order to reach a democratic settlement.
This grass-roots approach to curriculum development would also require struc-
tures which helped to develop a partnership of interests between teachers and
parents. Such local-community curriculum planning and development could
take place within a national framework which permitted flexibility and re-
flected the cultural and value diversity of the larger society. Against this view
and under the New Right in New Zealand we have witnessed an increase in
the power to decide curriculum matters centralized in the hands of the min-
ister, who has constructed a national framework reflecting a new curriculum
of enterprise and competition.
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Chapter 5

An Analysis of the Policy Contexts of
Recent Curriculum Reform Efforts in
Australia, Great Britain and the
United States

Kerry Kennedy

Reform efforts relating to the school curriculum have been a prominent fea-
ture of educational policy-making in Great Britain, the United States and
Australia since the 1980s. These countries share much in common in terms of

'cultural heritage. political ideology and general social aspirations. It is perhaps
not unexpected, theretiffe, that they would pursue a similar path in relation
to such a sensitive issue as the content and structure of what is taught in their
schools. A common element that die tated policy responses was what Coombs
has called 'a crisis of confidence in education itself' (1985, p. 9).

In the United States the crisis was highlighted by the Secretary tiff Edu-
cation when he asserted that 'though our allegiance to quality education re-
mains firm, our confidence in the ability of schools to realise that ideal has
been battered by signs of decline: falling test scores, weakened curricula, class-
room disorder, and student drug use' (Bennett, 1988, p. 1). In Great Britain,
the government's White Paper. Better Sthools (I >epartment of Education and
Science, 1985) was unequivocal in expressing the view that 'the standards now
generally attained by our students are neither as good as they can be, nor as
good as they need to be for the world of the twenty-first century. Schools
should promote enterprise and adaptability and fit young people for working
life in technological age ... high standards could he achieved by all schools
rather than some' (p. 2). In Australia, the newly appointed Federal Minister
tiff Employment, Education and Training was more oblique, perhaps in del-
erence to his social democratic political orientation, yet equally as concerned
about the health of the education system. Ile called for a 'regular assessment
of the effCctiveness and standards of our schools' involving the 'need to ex-
amine how our schools can report to parents and the community on their
aims and achievements; how school systems can report on broader objectives,
strategies and educational outcomes'. I le wanted to move beyond state bound-
aries to doelop 'a method of reporting to the nation on how well our schools
are performing against established goals' (Dawkins, 1988, p. 5),
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How did Great Britain, the United States and Australia each respond to
this general level of concern expressed across international boundaries? Did
their responses have anything in common? Is it possible to talk about the
internationalization of curriculum reform? This chapter will address these
questions in an attempt to portray the policy contexts that have shaped cur-
rent approaches to the reform of the school curriculum.

Curriculum Reform the Broader Context

Curriculum reform has been described as a type of educational reform that
focuses on changes to the 'content and organisation of what is taught'
(Ginsburg, Cooper. Itaghu and Zegarra, 1990, p. 475). Carney and Levin
(1976, p. 43) have pointed out that refiwins of this type are limited or con-
strained by the social, economic and political context that gives rise to them.
They have argued that unless educational-reform efforts are consistent with
the values and interests of the larger society they will not be successful. This
leads them to the conclusion that '.. . only when there is a demand for edu-
cational reform from the polity will education reform succeed'.

While such a view would not go unchallenged by many educators, it
serves to remind us that any study of educational reform must he firmly
embedded in contexts outside of the somewhat narrow realm of education.
This involves acceptance of the notion that education is very much a public-
policy issue as much an instrument for local state and national policy
development as for developing sensitive and caring relationships among young
people.

Educational reform viewed as an instrument of public policy highlights
the motives and objectives of governments rather than the intrinsic value of
the particular reform effort. Ideally, in a democratic society, governments seek
to mediate conflicting opinions and pressures in order to produce policies for
the common good. Yet this mediation process can often result in outcomes
that favour dominant groups in society or simply self-interest on the part
of a particular government. Thus .it times the rhetoric of educational reform
may be more significant than the reality (Merritt and Coombs, 1977; Weiler,
1988; Ginsberg, Cooper, Raghu and Zegarra, 1990).

Educational reform, therefore, if' it is to be properly understood, must be
viewed in its broader ideological context. In particular, it needs to be recog-
nized that educational-reform efforts may serve as symbolic political gestures
so that purely educational assessments of such I.fforts may mask their real
intention.

Finally, sonic consideration must he given to the way in which the inter-
national context to be discussed in this chapter influences local initiatives. Wirt
and I larman (1986, p. 4) have argued that national and international influences
on educate nal reform interact so that 'national qualities operate like a prism,
refracting and adapting Igloball influences, without blocking all of them'.
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Ginsberg, Cooper, Raghu and Zegarra coming from a different ideological
perspective, agreed that it was necessary to try and balance national and inter-
national influences on retbrm:

. when we examine educational retOrm eflOrts in any country or
region, we need to investigate how the global, structural and ideo-
logical contexts constrain and enable individuals and group actors'
transactions concerning education . .. (while not ignoring) national

(regional and local ) level cultural and political dynamics.
(Ginsberg et al., 1990, pp. 493-4)

Such interactions are clearly complex and not amenable to any kind of
simplistic analysis. Throughout this chapter references will be made to inter-
national influences on national decision-making and these will recognize the
problems of attributing cause and effect and the difficulty of unravelling direct
and indirect relationships. In the end, judgments will be made about interna-
tional and national influences on the curriculum of schools judgments in-
filmed by an understanding of contexts and events that seemed to shape
action on the curriculum throughout the 1980s.

The Context of Curriculum Reform: Political Corporatism
in Relation to the Economy and Education

Recently a number of writers have suggested that corporatist political theory
influenced the process of educational reform that occurred in the 1980s (Rust
and Blakemore, 1990; McLean, 198). At the heart of corporatist theory is a
strong role fir central governments. Thus if the recent history of education
in Great Britain, the United States and Australia seemed to suggest that more
and more autonomy would be granted to local-level decision-makers, the
1980s made it clear that central governments were not prepared to preside
over the fragmentation and disintegration of national educational effort. In
contrast to the 1960s and 1970s, there was an assertion of 'the idea that state
education is integrated organically into the nation state' (McLean, 1988, p.
206). In this context, educational decision-making in the 1980s was not seen
as the sole preserve of professional educators or educational bureaucracies but
of governments that had much broader social, political and economic agendas
to which education was expected to contribute.

While the government plays a central role in corporatist theories of the
State, it does so in conjunction with other major players. It does not simply
mediate conflicting interests as in a pluralist conception of the State and it does
not merely respond to social tensions and economic problems as Marxists
highlight (Rust and Blakemore, 1990). Rather, it purposively seeks to dictate
policy outcomes that are seen to be in the 'best interests of the nation'. A
strong version of corporatism would have governments directly intervening
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in private companies to ensure particular economic o,llloitles. A softer Yer-
sion would emphasize cooperation among goernment, employers. unions
and other interest groups so that go\ eminent Alcor\ es can be ac hick ed with
a minimum of disruption. This May inv()ISC a process of bargaining user
specific policy outputs but the real outcome is commitment b\ all groups to
the implementation of the agreed policy (Sulliv,In. 19881.

Rust and Blakemore have highlighted the structured nature of corporat-
ism as 170110WS:

Corporatism emphasises the significance of interest groups rather than
social classes or class conflict. But rather than competitke pluralism,
a structured pluralism is portrayed in which the state acts with cor-
porate groups in policy formation \ eminent. and pm ate inter-
ests function as partners ... In terms of education. professional groups
111 a corporate syNreill skilrk sectional ads anrages but
help maintain the system's author-1R and legitimacy as a whole. (Rust
and Blakemore. lquo. pp. 5112 I))

Rust and Blakenuu e ( .111(.11k Thom strong and weak ver-ions of
eorporatism with the main differences heitig the ei....gree of centralized contrtil,
the \Lau, of professional teat her groups, the Inclusion or not t f the priate
education system and the degree of ontinintN that desired educational re-
ti rms achieYe. Both sersions if t orporanst theor has e attracted crat-
e-ran from political theorists IStilhean. 1988) \ et the main tenet olcorporatism,

a powerful alliance between a range of interest groups. pro\ ides a frame-
ork in which the process of curriculum ieform in the 1980, can be analysed.

I he framework is all the more interesting bee-ruse ea( h of the three countries
under discussion has not traditionall been assoe rated \\1111 «irptaatist state
structures. Following Middlenias (19-9). therefore. it It he noire realistic
to talk about 'corporate bias' in the de\ elopment ttf t tit I R ulum 111)111.- in the
198( is rather than to infer the existence of corporate structure, or iorptrate
si .ite.

lhe strength of a corporatist interpretation t t cdrt It ilium ref,)ini effot
in the 198iIs can best be demonstrated with reference to the needs ttf nut mai
economies. Control of the national economy is a Lunn al It nut t f pttlllltat
.,,rp,q-atism (Mil can. 1988) and during the 1980, in I 'rem Britain. the filled
stiles and Australia there v1/4 as J general «mcern abi,ut fulfill llolttonth. glow th
and eompentrenes\.

c In and Rumberget l') .t). p. 2H9). 6,1 evonple. c pointed to oho t.
all ad\ allied Indust! ral «ninnies throughout thr 19sos to maintain or re-

gain 'econonne progress and eompcnti S. I he t nicIngtin t tt1 (hi Iluo-
pran 1-conomic Community Is a single nading nIci. the rapid gtov,th ti
ne\\ is intilltriall7ed ctononuc, h as Kttica. I am An Bra/ti.
attire and !long Kong. and the et onomi, tlo11111latttt of Ivan has led not only
b, a major reassessment of \ cononne polu les but tit tutu anon pollen J, WCII.
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The argument has been that if the traditional western industrialized countries
arc to compete effectiselv in the international market-place they will need to
develop a highly skilled and adaptable workforce. Such an argument has not
been without its critics. I es in and Rumberger (1989) hose amply demon-
strated that the argument may hose sonic solidity in terms of the aggregate
demand for skills. Yet they hose shown that at either end of the occupational
spectrum there is the possibility of both overeducation and undereducation
fOr certain job categories. Nevertheless, the demand for a more highly skilled
workforce became a significant policy prescription throughout the l9 (}s.

This line of argument has been ads anced most assiduously by the Or-
ganisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD). Impedi-
ments to the des elopment of a competitise edge for OECD countries (including
Great Britain. the USA and Australia) were identified (OECD. 1989. p. 17):
'high les els of unemploy ment and long-term unemployment; sluggish output
and employment growth: sharp declines in manufacturing employment and
expansion in ser. ice sector emplo ment; intensified international trade com-
petition: changing requirements within oAupations; technological hum\ ation
permeating production and consumption'. .1 hese problems were not seen As
temporary aberrations in national economies, but as medium- term problems
in need of fundamental structural adiustment if western economies were to be
competitise internationally.

Asa solution to the problem of struttural adjustment. the so-called 'human
factor' emerged as A prime consideration:

Whether it is the laboor complement to technologically. ads Anced.

'smart' capital equipment in the manufacturing sector or the erw
embodiment of pr(Jducti.e capaisty in the expanding ser ice sector.
the skills and qualification, of workers are coming to be sic'' ed as
critical determinants of effecti e performance of enterprises anu econo-
mic.. (OE-C1), 1989. p. 181

Schocds, traditicmall criticized for failing to equip \ oung people with
adequate workplace skills. came 14 be seen as the location Itir significant re-
form if the e«111 iiiiii. needs k s.estern industrialized 11.111011s Sere tit be met.
I-dm:anon and naming tame to be regarded a- micro -el nu( tools that
ould mt rib tit( tow Ards etIectis e 1intr41 tit' the econoill\ of the future. I he

pet (el% ed link 14:1\UC11 Ci41it,1111 and education needs ineant that education
polo s had to lit 3117..1111;d 11 111/ CtI,11(11111( polit s. Such an alignment required

Ill s t i dition, And Inc.. \..I\ . if thinking ,'boot education if go.ernnwnts
ern' 14 1 11u sliticssllil ctim.ition t !lit. citmornic 11,Indr"ig,,n. It

k as 111 flits 'MC !Lit appio.o. hes to Cli111....111411.11 refor111 1211/;:rgCli

111 1111 l'iSits .111t1 11.1 «1111111111.d 11114 the 199(is.

It .11,11111 .11-, 11(4 t.141 1111111,IRC1 111,11 1111111,111-C.11)11,11 1 11C,1"\ emerged once

again dill 111C, 1hC l'P'11,s 111 Itt ,g1111 1,11 'the gt mg knov. ledge-intensis e-
nc., of the paths,. ass to sii,taineti cLotionilt gtow th' 1')89. p. 2111.
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This attachment for human-capital theory was RI-erred to by the Australian
Minister for Employment, Education and Training in his address as Chairman
of the OECD Intergovernmental Conference on Education and the Economy
in a Changing Society:

We accept, pragmatically, that the relationship between economic
performance and human capital ins estment can tie: er be measured
with any precision . .. the vital question for this Conference is not
whether education and training are factors in economic growth and
performance, but rather what needs to be done to improse their pro-
s ision, by what means and in which directions, and where respons-
ibilities for action should lie. (OECD. N89. p. 11)

this kind of thinking was not simply abstract and theoretical on the part
of; ilicy makers it had quite practical implications at the national level fOr
the curriculum of schools as governments sought to sok e economic problems
ss ith supply-side economic tools.

National-level Responses to Economic Concerns

I 'tined States

I he United States has traditionally been stewed as pluralist rather than
eotporatist in its orientation. Yet there has not been much evidence of plural-
ism as far as education or reform has been concerned in recent times. The
federal gosernment's education agenda became very clear following the re-
lease of A Nation at Risk' to restore confidence in the nation's schools by
impros Mg academic standards and raising the quality of the teacher workforce.
This agenda was pursued relentlessly by successive secretaries of education.
While federal funding for education initiatives may has e decreased, there was
no mistaking the object's es and priorities of the federal go% eminent in edu-
cation. The 'bully-pulpit'. rather than elaborate funding programmes, was
used as an effective platliirm to spread the message.

Yet the federal government did not work alone in prosecuting its agenda.
'state governments sensed the need for action and across the nation, state
initiatis es in educational reform emerged throughout the 198(is 1987).

Indeed the National Go% ernor's Association made education a priority and
sass the need few a new partnership:

I here is something else that (;u :Clnors must do that takes them
hes ond the borders of their states. '1 hes must help renew an hlsttxlc
relationship with the federal gos eminent. Recent American educational
,,istori 1s dispiintd. Hie federal gosern went once mos ed powerfully
111 this arena . The states nosy make the nation's education policy.
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But state leadership is not enough. We have to put rhetoric aside. We
need each other ... Governors must join those willing to link the
energy of the states and localities and the federal government. (Na-
tional Governors' Association, 1987. p. vi)

There were new partnerships at the local le\ el as well especially with
the business community. It has been argued that educational reform in the
United States in the 1980s was driven more by politicians and business execu-
tiY es than by educators (Australian Education Council, 1987). There is also
eY idence that the results of the reform movement would hae been much less
had they not been supported by the business community (ibid., 1987).

There was, then, a political consensus between federal and state govern-
ments an between state governments and business interests on the need for.
and the direction of, educational reform. Governor Kean of New Jersey indi-
cated the reason for such an alliance:

. . the quality of education is intensely competitive. Our trading
partners remind us of this. When Goy ernors visit Japan. Korea. and
Europe to see the business leaders, we can't help but see something
else the c,Immitment other nations make to education. Their ques-
tion how to recruit and retain able teachers: how to improYe the
skills of the workforce, and how to enable citizens to achieye a fuller
Ilte these are our questions, too. We take their commitment ye; v
seriously when we remember that their education systems already
produce results. (National Governors' Association. 1987. p.

This Yiew has been supported by US businessmen so that James Campbell.
Chairman of the Board and President of the Mississippi School Supply Com-
pany has argued that the '(United States') ability to compete, perhaps L' en to
sur\ e, as an industrial leader among countries depends largely upon our
education system' (Australian Education Council. 1987. p. 41)). Bill Kolberg.
jasident of the National Alliance of Business agreed with this Yiew wilco he
commented that: the quality 01 human resources is the key to competroY c-
ues.. to the United States and Australia and to eYery other country' (11»d..
1987, p. 38).

The direction of education polic\ was not lost on the A IllerCari left as
Girouxs comments indicated:

Nluk.h of YY hat has passed for educato,nal reft Tin in the 1980, has
represnted a sustamei, effort by bus:ness interests and right-wing
cultural elitists to redeln.,. the purpose of public schooling. putting

quinuc onisidrations I,rst, and touting the alleged xirtues of a
unitar \X'estern culture. In the first instance s,.-.,Is are e ted to
proYide 'he skills neLessary for domestic productwn and expanding
(vital 1988. Giroux. 1988. p. 4)
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Coming from a different ideological perspecti e. John Jennings, counsel
for the Committee on Education and I Thor In the US I louse of Representa-
m Cs. seemed to agree with Giroux's analysis when he claimed that 'economic
competitiveness is the Sputnik of the 1980s. ( Jennings. 1987. p. 109). It re-
mains now to ro.iew the outcome, of this new political and economic con-
sensus on the curriculum of schools In the United States.

.4 Nation at Ri:k had crinci7ed the curricula of US sL 'loots as being
'homog,enised, diluted, and diffused to the point that they no longer ha.% e
central purpose' (Bennett. 1988. p. 14). '1 he report recommended a set of
'new basics': 'four years of English. three years each of mathematics. science
and social studies, one half-year of computer science: and, for those students
planning to attend college, two years of a foreign language' (Bennett. 1988.
p. 14). The new basics were, in fact, the old academic curriculum with the
addition of computer science and the reappearance of foreign languages.

The US Department of Education reported that in 1982. only 1.9 per
cent of high-school graduates completed a programme in the 'new basics' but
this had increased to 12.7 per cent by 1987. Tamar and Kirp (1988. p. 29) haYe
reported that by '1985 forty-three states had raised high school graduation
requirements thirty-seven had initiated statewide student assessment
programs: se., enteen had increased college entrance requirements: twenty-fiYe
instituted academic recognition programs: and thirty-four had created aca-
demic enrichment programs'. Core graduation requirements in must states,
four years of English. three Years of social studies and two each of mathemat-
ics and science imar and Kirp. 1988) fell a little behind the demands of the
'new basics. but lie\ ertheless substantially ensured the surival of the aca-
demic curriculum in the American comprehensie high school in the 1980s.

How was this curriculum related to the economic needs of the nation:.
It could be argued that mathematics, science. computer science and foreign
languages provide an important instrumental link to economic needs. Yet
the point to note is that there was no radical shift to a Yocationalized curric-
ulum the prescription for the 1980s in the United States was a general
education for all students. strongly oriented to mathematics. science and tech-
nology. This did not mean. howeer. that ocational education Was seen to
be unimportant.

There has also been a strong agenda t,r the reform of ocational educa-
tion. It W as recognized that preparing students for single occupations Was
outmoded and that students needed to be multiskilled (Naylor. 198t,). They
also needed to be prepared with basic skills in numeracy and literacy. includ-
ing technological literacy.. as well as be able to participate in woi k teams and
groups. To achiee these oblecti\es A number of specific irotiames hne been
adopted. here has been a strong emphasis on integrating at ademic and yo-
cational education in order to eliminate the narrow ioLus of traditional oca-
tio9al education Na lor. P,m,). 1.(11 I' Lotuses ha% e been de\ eloped
arthulatmg f igh-school ciurses ith o-y ear ( owses in «immunity colleges
(Kenneth (:timming and ( :atts. 1993) as v ell as with the first years of w (Irk
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(I)el Valle. 1993). In some states. career academies hae been established as
schools within schools to promote certain ocational areas and skills (Grubb.
I992). In an important sense there has been an agenda for the renewal of
vocational education that has complemented the emphasis on a more tradi-
tional academic curriculum, especially for the later years of schooling.

Great Britain

In 197(1. the British labour Prime !mister Mr James 111.42,1'3n. hum lied
the so-called 'Great Debate' on education. At ihe heart oldie delialeii
mg to I )ale ( 1985a p. 3) was the proposition Ihat s( took should emphasise
the contribution of the economy to national rile and piepale students tot oak(
their place in the economy as it now exists'. While this was k ill I InCallS a
M. NA proposition it did sere to reassert the link between s( hooling and eio-
mimic needs. As Dale (1985b) has pointed out. it highlighted the madequac
if existing curriculum provision and especiall Its relationship with the w orld

of tirk. Chitty (l989. pp. 95-6) has also pointed out. the groundwork \vas
iaid 'to construct a new educational consensus around a more direst subordb.
nautili of education to what were percei ed to be the needs of the economy.

1 he Labtlar go.ernment did not last long enough to mersee such a
reform and \k as replaced by a Conser ati%e gocmment in 1979. Yet. as
I awt(in (1989) has shown. this did not mean there was a break in educational
polio. direction,. :zather. there was a continuity on the issue of seeking wide-
spread curriculum refiirm. Indeed, under the Conser ark e go.ernment cur-
riculum refiirm was given a high priority and its first substantial effort the
Technical and Vocational Education Initiatie (TVEI) was designed to ensure
that school curricula were practical and rele ant with control placed in the
hands not of educators but labour-market specialists. This was a tacit recog-
nition that educ.iti m was too important to be left to the educators. If ecluca-
non was to sere the needs of the economy . it had to be linked more directly
to policy mechanisms that could guarantee an alignment between economic
obiecm es and oteconies. Thus it was. that for the first time in the history of
Great Britain. a significant curriculum refiirm fiir schools was administered
II\ the Manpower Sen ices Commission (MSC an unmistakable indication
if the links th it were seen between education and the economy and of radii- d

processes that could be used to secure significant objecti.es.
TVI-I has attracted a good deal of attention from writers concerned w ith

the curriculum of schools (Dale. 1985b: Print;, 19Xb. Cattell and Norton.
19x-. (*hut\ P. Saunders and I Ialpin. 1(n). Much of the comment has
been la.ourable although the initiation process often «mit., m for criticism.
Miele stems to ha e been. how e er. general support 1.1,1 the philosopli\
undt lug I especially its acti.e-learimig pedagogy and integrated ap-
pio.k h to lemming. Vet. was it a malor attempt to ocationalut the secondar

(min Intt (1989) has argued that 1t 'Si'. not. since It w as not
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intended for all students but principally for the less academically inclined.
That is to say, TVEI was designed to vocationalize the curriculum for some
students but not all. Chitty (1989, p. 175) has called it 'a major vocationalising
strategy' and the centrepiece of the Conservative government's education policy
until at least 1985. Yet TVEI does not tell the whole story on curriculum
reform it seemed to be the first step in a vocational direction but it was a
step that was quite limited compared with what followed it.

The challenge to TVEI came from the 1988 Education Act which, among
other things, prescribed a national curriculum for all schools in Great Britain.
There has e been severe reser. ations about TVETs role in this new frame-
work (Chitty. 1989: Saunders and Illalpin, 199().1 he direction of the national-
curriculum initiatiY es under the 1980 Act w as to reinforce traditional acad-
emic areas and to impose a centralized assessment regime. This meant that
centralized monitoring of educational outcomes became a feature of national-
curriculum reform. Yet outcomes of the national-curriculum Inman es arc
primarily measured in academic terms. In reinforcing .1 traditional academic
curriculum. the national curriculum has looked to the past rather than the
future. Keating. for example, has indicated that:

Curriculum and qualifications in England and Wales .tre shaped on
the bedrock of the A-levels. Frequently referred to as the 'Gold Stand-
ard', the A-levels are narrow and deliberately highly selecnY e, with
only 22% of the cohort achieving a pass. (Keating. P)93, p.

There is no evidence that there will be any slnir from this emphasis on
maintaining an academic stream that will feed directly into higher education.
Yet it does appear that it will be supplemented by additional streams relating
to socational education and training. This would maintain the present goy ern-
nint's philosophical commitment to choice in education as well as contribute
to a more effectiYe skills-des elopment process for the training sector (Keating,
19931. Yet it also maintains the supremacy of the academic curriculum and the

pathway to higher education.
.1 he rigidity of Great Britain's commitment to academic education has

recently been criticized as 'narrow and elitist', but perhaps more importantly

as o itallv unsuitable to national needs:

1 he qualitatic issue is whether expanding participation on the basis
of the existing curriculum. es en were it to pros e possible, would

pros ide ming people with the kind of skills and know ledge that are
necessary in the likely t 11-01111stallics of the 21st century. (Young.
pio3. pp. 2113-41

I he go eminent does not appear to be oy (ncerned about this issue.
I he re( ent its lew national-L tic Inman es seems to hay e locus,:d on
amending aspet is of (Ill I It iduin and assessment prictice that hay e emerged
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over five years of experimentation rather than seeking new solutions (1)earing.
1993). Some private- policy prescriptions seek solutions by bringing together
academic and vocational education (Young, 19)3) while others have identified
a more flexible system over the border in Scotland (Keating, 1993). Academic
commentators rate the national curriculum as a failure. not because it was
national but rather because it was not designed to meet real and emerging
needs (Lawton, 1994). As one editorial claimed:

There is a case fin a national curriculum for the nation's schools. but
not the one 55 linen on the hack of an envelope by Kenneth Baker and
his cly iI sett ants in I987. (Forum. 36, 1. p. 3)

The Australian Minister riot 1 mploy ment. Lducation and Training, the Hon.
J.S. I )awkins, was the dm mg force behind shaping a new philosophical di-

rection for the curriculum of Australian schools but he started somewhat later
than his American and British counterparts. He took office towards the end

of 1987 and soon issued Nkillsr .41,:talia in which he made his position clear:

A high quality basic educatii.n is an essential prerequisite for a
Yocationally skilled and adaptabk. labour force. More needs to be
known about the lex els of commIence achieved by our students at
school. especially in the core disciplines of language, mathematics and
science ... We also need to examine new was s to impart less meas-
urable skills on which future prosperitY depends hie-time learning.
enterprise and initiati.e. pursuit of exo.11ence. communication skills,

teamwork and responsibility In other yy ord.. . e need to la \ the
foundations of a productise t allure. Mawkins. 198-. pp. 8 -'n

In a subsequent pubLication he focused more death on his obiectlY es for
si.hools which he portrayed as central to the pi iicesses of economic and social

adjustment being pursued bY the third I iawke l abour gibs eminent:

Schools are the starting pout of an integrated ediR anon and training
structure in the econorn!.. They prosaic the foundation till w Inch

w ell-informed. compassionate and colieslY e sot. let\ Is built. 1 hey also

form the basis of a more highl skilled. adaptive and pri,ducttY c
iirkforce. As skill upgrading and retraining oladults bi lilies more

necessary, so will the quality and nature of schooling rekeised
individuals need to change. It w ill need to be mole adaptable and
prepare for. lifelong education. We need to ensure that user% voung
Australian gets a general education pros ides both
petsonal and intellectual des elopment as tt ell as broadly based and
adaptable skills. )as' knh. 1988.
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To achieve these ends, he proposed the development ola common curric-
ulum framework

... that sets out the major areas of knowledge and the most appro-
priate mix of skills and experience for students in all the years of
schooling ... lit would] emphasise higher general levels of literacy,
numeracy and analytical skills across the nation . w at-
knowledge Australia's increasing orientation towards the Asian and
Pacific region ... lit would) provide the guide to the best curriculum
design and teaching practices.... (Dawkins, 1988. p. 4)

In order to further these ends he met on a regular bash \\ ith his minis-
terial colleagues from each of the Australian states in a 6)11111 11 as the
Australian Education Council (AFC), and, froni 1.188 onw Ards, he used thi,
as an instrument to elicit ministerial agreement with re,,pect to the curriculum
agenda he had outlined in Stictiolicnf; Sdioot,

There are se\ eral olltionles or tills process to date \ \Milt are worth re-
v iewing. First. Mr Dat% kills Managed I() get his colleagues to agree to a set
of 'Common and Agreed National Goals for Clith)ling in Australia which
spelled out the know ledge skills and understandings that all students would be
expected to acquire over their period of f trnlal schooling. The substance of
these Was sullles. hat conser\ anye: largely academic in nature with some lean-
ing towards general problem-solv mg skills and .1 concern for the environ-
ment. What i, more, there w ere no plans to implement the goals in any way..
Their declaration w-as more a sIllholiC statement rather than suggestive of a
prescription for action.

1 he second miname undertaken through the Australian Education Council
mechanism \\ as agreement on a series of what \\ ere called 'curriculum map-
ping exercises'. These were designed to re\ iew existing curriculum require-
limits across a range of areas. The first to be undertaken WAN in the area of
mathematics. followed by others concerned with literacy . science and tech-
nology. human society. environmental Audies and aboriginal studies. Addi-
tional national-curriculum initiatives have been undertaken for the arts, health
and physical education. technology and languages other than English. To-
gether. these areas have been designated as the eight-key learning areas for the
national curriculum. National-curriculum statements have been produced
,iuthinng sequences of content and skills aciompamed by subject profiles that
outline suggested initCMIR., to be achieved by students at different le\ el. of
development. These profiles pro\ ide a framew (irk for reporting student pro-
gress but do not indicate how assessment is to be conducted. NC\ erthelc...
the profiles foreshadow a more cimintm approach to assessment than has
been the (*.Ise in the past.

\ en though national-curriculum statements and profiles ha\ e been pro-
diked foi eight kev areas of the curriculum. it is not clear exactly how they
N' ill be used or what impact they \\ Ill exert in classrooms. With respect to the
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mathematics statement, one senior officer of a State Education Department
inoi--ated that it 'could be used as a reference point for systems as they develop
their own curriculum documents' (Eltis, 1989, p. 9). This comment has to be
understood within the context of a federal system of government in which
constitutional authority rests with the states/territories rather than the federal
government. The notion behind the comment was reinforced when in De-
cember 1993 the AEC agreed that the statements and profiles would be re-
leased to the states/territories to be used at the discretion of local education
authorities. This signalled a breakdown of the political process that had cre-
ated a national approach to curriculum development but it left a significant
resource and a culture that valued national consistency, particularly in relation
to the assessment and reporting of student progress.

In addition to developing a national approach to general education. the
AFC also established a number Of committees in association with the Minis-
ters t' or Vocational Education Employment and iraining (MOVIE 1 ). The
first of these recommended the development of a set of employment-related
key competencies to be achieved by all 16- 19 ear olds (Emil. 1(t91). I hese
were not seen to be specific to any particular curriculum area but rather sscie
designed to be generic and thus applicable to a range of curriculum areas. .1 he
point was made often in the report that 'employment-related Cl mpeten(
were simply a subset of a broader range of outcomes that students should
achieve by the end of their formal education and training. A second obillinit-
tee took up the Finn recommendations concerning the development of such
competencies and consulted widely with educators and trainers to see how
they could be linked with existing curriculum pros ision (The Maer Com-
mittee. 1 9 9 2 ) . A significant outcome of this process was the dropping of the
description. 'employment related' so that what Finn originally ensilaged as
'employment-related key competencies' became simply 'key competencies'.
This has been the most overt attempt to incorporate a s()Carlon.11 component
as part of the curriculum fOr all students but as Marginson has pointed out it
represents a new approach to vocational education:

It is not quite true to say that the Finn report is narrowly vocational.
There are two processes at work here. There is both a broadening and
a narrowing. Finn wants a vocational education to be broader than
bef(ire, which is good. At the same time it wants Vocational compe-
tencies to dominate the curriculum. pushing other roles of education
to the margins. In that sense there is a narrowing. (Marginson. 1991.
p. 5)

In Australia. therefore. there have been clear intentions to align the needs
of education and the economv . These effOrts commenced in 198H and were
formally eon( hided in June 1993. The emphasis on employment-related com-
petencies suggests a ocationalization of the school curriculum in the post-
compulsors, sears.
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Conclusion

Goyernments in Great Britain, the United States and Australia all sought to
respond to economic problems that emerged during the 1980s problems
that were international rather than national in nature. A part of the solution
was seen to be forging strong links between the needs of the economy and
education. In doing so, governments of different political persuasions (Con-
servative in Great Britain and the United States and Social Democratic in
Australia) sought to use the school curriculum to achieYe their purposes.

In each country, the objective was regarded as so important to national
policy that traditional methods of educational reform were rejected by poli-
ticians. In Great Britain, labour-market bureaucrats were initially seen to be
more trustworthy than either the Department of Education and Science or the
I (Kai Education Authorities (I.EAs). Eventually, the goy eminent resorted to
legislatiye mandate in order to achieve and implement a national curriculum.
In the United States coalition, appeared between the federal and state goy et n-
ments and between state government., and the business (minimm). In Aus-
traliai purely political process through the Australian Education Council and
more recently the Ministers of Vocational Education Employment and .1 rain-
ing became the driving force for educational change. In sonic senses, this
might seem to defy corporatist theory since major education interest groups
were excluded. Yet in reality it was corporatism at the strong end of the
spectrum that was being enacted. There was no room for compromise on the
issue of curriculum relbrm so that traditional interest groups were discarded
and new ones arose to take their place. A new constituency of politicians and
business groups was created for recent curriculum reform efforts and it seems
likely to dominate ongoing curriculum reform in the I990s.

In this educational climate. what about the nature of the changes to the
curriculum itself? The curriculum for the final decades of the twentieth cen-
tury was to be uniform rather than diYerse: emphasis was to be on the core
rather than optional subject matters: and the assessment of outcomes Was to
be accorded high priority. Each of the countries reached ditTerent levels in this
regard. with Great Britain achieving the most concrete outcomes embodied
in its legislated national curriculum. The United States probably came next
with state go\ crnors working very closely together on specific reform initi-
atiY es. Australian goernments had the best of intentions and the national-
curriculum statements and subject profiles bear witness to this. Despite these
differences. howey cr. the ha academic curriculum is probably.still in place
in each of the three countries at least in the compulsory years of schooling. If
anything. reform effOrts hale worked to entrench this pattern of curriculum
organi7ation even fu.-ther. As a complement to these efforts. howeYer. there
haY e also been utempts the three countries to reinstate vocational education,
or at least a . ocational perspectiYe. into the school curriculum. It has t..,ken
different forms in the three countries and it represents new thinking about

ocational education. Such an emphasis provides a contrast to the solidification
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of the academic curriculum and perhaps the future lies in bringing together
these two historically diverse approaches to the education of young people. It
seems clear that new approaches will be needed if social and economic prob-
lems are to be addressed adequately.

There seems little doubt that in recent times education, and the curric-
ulum of schools in particular, was reclaimed by governments in Great Britain,
the United States and Australia and utilized as an instrument of public-policy
development. A distinct corporatist bias was noted in the actions of different
governments as they sought to align school curricula with the needs of their
respective economies. In general, it was improved educational standards rather
than fundamental curriculum change that was seen to be the policy priority.
The real litmus test of the new reforms will he whether they can deliver a
satisfying and rewarding life to young people personally and to society as a
whole.
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Chapter 6

From Policy to Classroom Practice:
Beyond the Mandates

Shirley M. Hord

From other chapters in this book, it is easy to conclude that educational
reform is everywhere. It is being targeted at the local, district, state, and
national levels in the US and similarly around the globe. It is simultane-
ously the focus of discussion and debate by educational professionals, parents.
and the press. But, can it be found, howo,er one defines 'it', in the daily
teachinglearning interactions of teacher and student?

A Funny Thing Happened on the Way from the Forum

Education, in the 19(ms, was the focus of e plot-anon siiMlar to that of the
P)}ios and now, the 1990s. The launch of Sputnik catalyzed attention at that
time on maths and science curricula, in particular. I )!(ring that period of rapid
de elopment of inn() ame instructional programmes and processes. Chin and
Benne (1%9) articulated seeral theories that represented how the change
process works.

.-1ioription., about Chanty

In Chin and Benne'. 'empirical-rational' theor. an idea well tested by re-
search and developed into useful programmes and practices is proided to a
well-intentioned recelk mg group teachers and administrators in this discus-
sion. I he theory suggests that because the new programme is 'good' and !lie
people are 'got the programme will he adopted and find its way into
classroom us( his notion seems did for a 1 ery small number of teachers
(Bush. 1984, indicates I() per cent) w ho can read about or learn modestk
about a new practice and put it into place. It has not pros en sufficient to cause

Idespread. or schoolwide, change.
A second thcon,, cr-werk c'. des( ribed 1,1 Chin and Benne. presents

a well thought-out poll( y to receo, ers. and deli\ els It h' an authority figure
or strollg pow er base. Polio., make!'" and de( Is makers at all levels (if they
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have not consciously espoused this approach) have unconsciously assumed
that their policies, based on the assumptions about change noted above, will
be incorporated into educational practice and thereby 'do good'. These assump-
tions remain in vogue today, although they have not resulted in successful
educational change.

Several If "ayes of Rejiirm

If the process by which change and reform might successfully occur were
not being given attention in the I 980s. what to change certainly was being
addressed by policy makers as several waves of reform suggest.

A first yvave of reform, 1982-6, called for fixing the existing educational
system (Murphy, 1991). Raywid (1990) characterized this period as that of
'pseudo-refrms' calling attention to needs by mandating cosmetic approaches
and seldom touching classroom practice. These 'quick fixes' articulated by
policy makers had insignificant impact. (Note, various writers refer to tsso,
or three, or four waves, thus, the period of years is not consistently divided.
Ihe exact number of years is not important. What is interesting to note is the

cults; -:eat sequence of attention by writers to an ever-widening target fur
change.)

1 he second way e, 1986 9, vy as characterized by proposals to improve
melt 'dual schools, to increase actin:\ einem through providing access to ap-
10."1"" ctnrtetdunt and instructional strategies and classroom-fOcused needs.
Hies(' ,chain %s (le labelled 'inciemental reform' by kaywid, and were the
lOt us of ,Y idespread planning for school change, but few plans moved beyond
the %k Mill page.

It these ieforni efforts bore little fruit, then it was thought that changes
of gi eater magnitude would be given more productive attention. Many con-
cluded that 'schools failed because of the bureaucratic structure of schooling'
and that important retOrm would require change in the fundamental arrange-
ments by w Inch schools operate, thus 'restructuring' the education system
yy as the tOcth (lilork, 1993: Raywid, 1990). This third reform wave gave
attention to such arrangements as shifting administrative authority to the build-
ing Icy el and professionalizing teaching (Darling-Hammond 1)93).

Riork reports on the emergence. during 1988, of new policy-maker tar-
gets. Restructuring the education system was beginning to be seen as inad-
equate, ind new proposals addressed the 'need to alley jaw the ens iron mental
factors that contribute to the failure of school children and called for redesign-
ing the fundamental somture schoolin (my italics)' (p. 248). Such a model
would develop integrated ser er systems acr(),,, school, health, and
community organizations to pros ide set's ices to children and families. Ihis
structure would be much more comprehensiYe and fundamental and policies
espousing such models would be wide- reaching in then intended impact.

Similar to the series of waxes, an analysis of historical approaches to
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school reform was conducted by Sashkin and Egermeier (1992). In their review
they cite four approaches: the first of these is 'fix the parts'. This approach in-
volves the introduction and adoption of changes in curricular programmes and

new instructional practices, proven by field test and trialling to be sound. Change
is seen as the exchange of new educational products for old (curriculum), and/
or new tasks to be done (instructional processes). Sashkin and Egermeier's
second approach is 'fix the people'. In this case educational personnel are in-
fluenced to change through the application of training and development. This
training is typically 'sent' as a policy directive from upper-level decision makers

and is intended to change attitudes, behaviours, values, and beliefs.
The third approach is 'fix the school' and has been a strategy extensively

applied in school-improvement efforts. The school is the unit of change. and

a school-improvement committee or council leads the school in analysing
needs, identifying solutions, and planning for change.

From these three approaches Sashkin and Egermeier conclude that suc-
cessful change has not been wholly achieved, but that the fourth and current
approach, 'fix the system', or restructuring, can be effective. These four ap-
proaches ranging in magnitude from 'parts' to 'system' resonate compatibly
with the waves of reform already described. There appears to be general
consensus, particularly from writers espousing restructuring, that bigger is
better and if we can just cast the net wide enough, reform will be successful
and education improved. The Sashkin and Egermeier review permits the iden-
tification of another factor associated with successful change, the human in-
terface that supplies information, support, and technical assistance, to which

we will return.

.4 .1 iiihip/iciry of Reform Menus

er the course of some years, school districts and state departments of edu-
cation have been directing schools' involvement in specific educational pro-
grammes, processes, and practices. The effective schools process, strategic
planning, and outcomes-based education (OBE) are some of these. Local
schools and systems are also being asked to take on board practices imported

from the corporate sector such as site-based management (SBM) and total
quality management (TQM).

The proliferation of these innovation possibilities has confused and over-
whelmed school practitioners. They report that they are trying to stay abreast

of the mandates by taking training at national and state conferences and fo-

rums. They are trying to learn about OBE, SBM, and a myriad of others. But
they do not know what to select for the school or district's entrée for reform,
nor do they wish to scrape the plate clean and start totally afresh when some
initiatives are already underway. How to incorporate local preferences for
desired changes with those mandated by higher - level decision makers into an

integrated vision of change and improvement has been challenging.
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Effective SBM Strategic 08E TOM
Schools Planning

Constancy of purpose

Customer-driven

Counting

Culture

Collegial leadership.

Decentralized

Comprehensive

Continuous improvement

Figure 6.1 Factors Associated with Effective Schools, Site-based Management, Strategic
Planning, Outcomes-based Education and or Total Quality Management
Source Adapted from National LEADership Study Group on Restructuring (1993)

Analyses to demonstrate the similarities of these initiatives., in terms of
their philosophy and operation, have produced some clarity. For example, a
matrix (Figure 6.1) that allows comparison of five initiatives On eight selected

factors from Deming's principles of quality can be useful in understanding the

value-added properties of the various initiatives. The factors briefly defined by

the National LEADership Study Group on Restructuring (1993) are:

Constancy of purpose organizational commitment to exceeding
clients' needs in an environment where all persons work to move the

school or district in an identified direction for the long term.
Customer driven identification of clients' needs and satisfying those
needs in an ongoing process.
Counting utilization of tools and processes by all persons in the
organization in order to solve problems and make decisions based on
data rather than on opinions, feelings, or yesterday's myths.
Culture shared understandings and ways of working in an or-
ganization, representing the norms, attitudes, and beliefs of the
organization.
Collegial leadership -- cooperation and teamwork by all people across
all divisions of the organization in order to solve problems and pursue
quality improvement by all employees.
Decentralized empowerment of those making decisions for im-
provement and solving quality problems.
Continuous improvement -- commitment to ongoing improvement
and refinement of services and products for clients, based on review
of the system at all times.
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This matrix represents but one interpretation of the traditionally perceived
attributes of the five educational initiatives. It does, however, provide a means
by which educational practitioners might review programmes or processes
being promoted by their district or state policies to identify commonalities or
parallel features. It makes possible, also. iuentification of each initiative's con-
tributions to change and reform.

Similarly, Lesley (1993) reviewed eight restructuring initiatives and found
them 'remarkably similar' (p. 6) to each other and to the factors found in
TQM. Lesley, too. identified the congruence of 'effective schools correlates'
with quality factors. In addition, her analysis of Henry Levin's 'accelerated
schools' model indicates this model targets curriculum, instruction, and or-
ganization change in concert with 'unity of purpose. empowerment with re-
sponsibility and building on strengths . . . taking stock to examine data on an
ongoing basis and on study, research, piloting. and evaluating' (p. 6).

William Glasser's 'quality schools', Lesley reasons, are built on his oelief
in the importance of self-responsibility and on his concern that many children
do not have their needs met any other place, therefore schools should be as
satisfying as possible for children. Glasser proposes moving toward self-
assessment, with the elimination of 'tear and coercion' so that self-directing
students will be an outcome. Collaborative decision-making exemplifies leader-
ship in Glasser's quality schools.

Lesley describes Carl Glickman's 'league of professional schools' as based
on a faculty/staff collaboratively developed definition of beliefs about teaching
and learning. This 'covenant' serves as the school's constancy of purpose. A
second requirement of prof ,sional schools is a collaboratively developed charter
that defines their decision-making processes. Third, they must make a com-
mitment to critical study.

Lesley equates i)eming's quality principle of continuous improvement
with the 'effective schools correlate' on constant measurement and monitor-
ing, with Levin's taking stock, with Glasser's self-assessment for increasing
quality, and with Glickman's action research or self-study. This identification
of similarities contributes to sense-making of these models by busy practition-
ers who have the challenge of selecting new practices for improving schools.

Lesley found four additional restructuring models simpatico with quality.
The central purpose of Theodore Sizer's 'coalition of essential schools' is that
students use their minds well a quality goal. In these schools, administrators
and teachers share decision-making and leadership responsibility. Participation
of staff in continuous, long-term professional development is essential to the
'essential schools.'

James Comer's developmental model, designed to support and guide
children's learning of social skills as well as their cognitive development, is
another version of the quality school. In these schools, staff, parents, univer-
sity, and mental-health professionals work together to create a unity of pur-
pose and practice to support continuing learning.

The purpose of John Champlin's 'outcomes-driven developmental' model
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is realization of high expectations an indicator of demands for quality.

Involvement and collaboration of all staff is an important component. Major

investments in training to empower staff by knowledge and enable them to

realize high expectations are parts of this model.
The values and commitments of 'twenty-first century schools', proposed

by Phil Schlecty, reflect their constancy of purpose. In these schools, leaders

have a responsibility to 'conceptualise. articulate, and communicate that pur-

pose'. StatTparticipation in decision-making increases the likelihood of quality

results. There must be development of the staff for continuous improvement;

'ongoing support and training . . are an absolute prerequisite'.

The continuing introduction of educational reform possibilities all of

which promise to produce higher-quality schools and make students more

successful has resulted in educational leaders jumping on the band wagon

of successive programmes and models. All too frequently energies arc spent

running to the educational buffet to acquire the latest line of goodies, per-

suaded by the most recent advertising jingle to hit the journals. If leaders are

befuddled by the parade of many dishes out of the educational reform kitchens,

then an analysis of their components such as those above could enable the

integration of new mandated programme policies with the existing or old.

Streshly and Bernd (1992) observe 'the insatiable appetite for reform which

grips politicians . who] feel obliged to discredit the status quo and pose

quick fixes that sound superficially attractive to voters' (p. 321). When this

happens, 'each month or year brings a new reform agenda before the

preceding efforts were given a chance or even tried' (Deal and Peterson, 1992.

p. 13). The current practice of mandating bigger and bigger reforms, and

more and more changes, appears based on flawed assumptions. One of these

assumptions, Lewis (1993) maintains, is that legislative policy makers think

there is 'a direct, clear line between policy making at the national level and

changes in the classroom' (p. 670). It is expected, according to Lewis, that

setting content standards that are challenging and tying new assessments to

the standards will cause 'miracles to follow soon'. Such an assumption

provide educators with important new work to do and they will do it is

only half the story. The second halt' is addressed in the next section, in which

an understanding and management of the change process itself is deemed to

determine whether reform is ever implemented.

Meanwhile, Back at the School

For the last decade, abundant attention and pronouncements have targeted

educational reform. Sonic wags say we've been in the wilderness for more

than ten years, wandering about, trying to 'fix' schools. Others decry the

large-scale systemic 'volcano' approach. We've tried changing schedules, elon-

gating the school day and year, upgrading curriculum, demanding higher

standards for student promotion and graduation. Much attention has focused
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on organizational governance and structure. Thus, much attention has been
given to the 'what to change'.

What change is really about, rather than structures and strategies. is peo-
ple. We have given much less attention to 'how to change' the practices of
people in classrooms. Change is about each and every individual who will beinvolved in implementing new policies, programmes and processes. It is also
about the individuals who will facilitate the implementors in doing so. In this
section. the result of reviewing stories of schools and districts and other edu-
cational agencies successfully implementing their identified reforms are re-ported to understand not what to change, but how to change.

Brief flhtorifal ket,ten. the 197s),

Early attention and studies in the 1970s lOcthed on adoption of nino5ations,and connecting potential users with new intOrmation or programmes. Suchstudies were characterized as diffusion or dissemination, and 'linking agents'(whose job it was to connect the two alienated worlds of users and useful new
programmes) were much examined. In the Sashkin and Egermeier paper.
referenced earlier in this chapter, the authors included citations of these studies
in the fix-the-parts approach. Even in the 1970s, an .early finding in the stud-
ies, and what Sashkin and Egermeier's analyses and conclusions show was, notthat the various approaches to change didn't work. but in fact they did workwhen there was a person present who provided information, support and
ongoing assistance to the users. In the early studies there appeared to be a clear
connection between the amount ofhelp and technical assistance provided with
the innovation, and the amount of implementation of the innovation by theuser.

The 1980s

The 1980s was the era of the 'hero principal'. Examinaf an of successful school-
change stories almost always reported the same bottom line: an energetic and
proactive, enthusiastic and committed principal. The linking agent role was
being taken on by the principal who brought new ideas and information forthe staff to use with students. Frequently it was noted that the principal en-
listed the help of others to implement change; however, the principal seemed
to retain star billing. In any case, these proactive principals were doing things
on behalf of their change efforts, therefore studies began to centre on the
principal (and team) and their actions or behaviours that contributed to their
school's successful reform. In synthesizing the data from these studies, six
categories of behaviours emerged that could describe actions necessary for
change. Distilling these actions to their basic essence, the six sets of actions
represent forms of pressure and support for encouraging individuals to change,
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although in the 1980s it was not politically correct to use the terms 'pressure
and support'.

The 1990s

In the 1990s. decentralization of privilege and authority from central office

to schools, and from principals to be shared with teachers, has been the
order of the day. Shared decision-making and site-based management have

been mandated as cornerstones of new governance structures. With this move
have come school leadership teams that share leadership, collegial school-
improvement councils that serve as leadership consortiums, and a host of
other labels and terms announcing a new order of sharing authority and

empowering teachers. On the one hand it seems as though leadership might
become sufficiently diffuNed so that leaders would be invisible. On the other
hand, there is more for leaders of change to do than ever as they prepare their
staff for more involvement in decision-making. planning, and implementation.
Furthermore. it appears that the same six categories of actions or strategies
used in the 1980s to facilitate change are viable and necessary for reform in the

mos. And. currently, it is en rogue to discuss pressure and support. Thus,
that is precisely what we shall do. as these dimensions arc seen as absolutely
vital to bring about implementation of reform. We will see the pressure and

support dimensions play out across the six strategies.

Pressure and Support

Milbrey McLaughlin set the matter straight when she noted that 'policy im-
plementation is incredibly hard . . (1987, p. 172), and that 'successful imple-
mentation generally requires a combination of pressure and support' (p. 173).

Pressure, alone, may be sufficient if implementation of the policy does not
require resources or normative change. However, in isolation pressure cannot
change attitudes, values, and practices that have become routinized. Nor can
support, alone, bring about significant change because of the demands and
tasks already required of people in the system that is attempting implementa-
tion of new practice. Crohn, Hagans, and Olson (1989) add that pressure can

be very positive. They note that if pressure is provided without support,
'alienation results. Conversely, if support exists without pressure, the result

is wasted resources' (p. 1).
In a review of one large district's experience with study groups to foster

faculty learning, Murphy (1992) notes productive functioning of groups
during the first year when pressure was exerted for attendance and involve-

ment. While the groups were still working to become legitimized, pressure

was removed. Murphy concludes, as have others, that even when innovations
and new practices are judged to be effective, they will not automatically be
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embraced 'into the existing culture without on-going pressure and support'
(p. 74).

And, in a roundtable discussion, called by Education Week, eleven school
reformers provided ideas of 'how we get from where we are to where we
want to be' (April 21, 1993, p. 21). The hope of the group was to develop an
action plan or implementation strategy for the next phase of school reform.
The participants provided various perspectives. In response to Education Week's
assessment, 'after more than a decade of school reform efforts, there is no
shortage of ideas about what needs to be done ... But there is no clear idea
of how to actually do it' (p. 22). One participant cited Fullan and the need for
the right mixture of pressure and support, 'We've got the pressure, but we
don't provide the support' the speaker opined (p. 22).

Huberman (1992), tooiffirms the power of pressure and support, but
points out that there must he 'intelligent combinations' of the two. 'Too
much pressure is bullying: too much support suggests to teachers that they
will need crutches for years on end' (p. 14).

It is one thing to enunciate the need tier pressure and support on behalf
of policy implementation in schools and classrooms. It is quite another to
orchestrate intelligent combinations of the two. In this final section. how
leaders do this across the six str.:tegies they employ to facilitate change will
be reviewed. The six strategies are:

developing and communicating a shared vision:
planning and pro. iding resources:
investing in continuous staff development:
assessing progress:
providing ongoing assistance: and
creating an atmosphere for change.

Developing and Communicating a Shared Vision

Newton's First Law of Motion: Every body continues in its state of
rest, or of uniform motion in a straight line, unless it is compelled to
change that state by forces impressed upon it. (Hazen and Tretil,
1990)

Vision refers to the mental picture of what a school or other organization or
its parts (practices, processes, etc.) might look like in a preferred image of the
future. 'The starting point for any change is a clear vision' (Mendez-Morse,
1993, p. 1). While this statement may not seem very profound, it has pro-
limnd implications for policy implementation. District and school leaders use
'vision engineering' to focus community and staff on the picture of improve -
went to which attention and movement will be given. Superintendents initi-
ate a vision through the introduction of research findings new ideas and
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possibilities, or by providing a beginning picture, then challenging principals

and staff to generate input and share in shaping and clarifying the vision
(Paulus 1988). Introducing the new idea or policy is the pressure; inviting
expansion and clarification of it through interaction is support.

Whrn leaders are involved with staff in such an activity, all persons feel

an obligation to contribute. When individuals contribute, they feel ownership
and commitment develops. This subtle pressing people for involvement makes

them also feel valued and supported. The leaders press and keep the vision
clear to all through communicating about it regularly and frequently in mul-

tiple settings.
District-level administrators spend time in schools and campus-level

administrators spend time in classrooms articulating a consistent message

regarding the vision and priorities. Radio and TV interview/public ,ervice
announcements may be used. The forum may be weekly meetings of service
orgaiwations such .1, Rotary. Anti, of course, the community's most popular
coffee house is a good place to disseminate information about the district's or

school's ision of new policy for improvement.
Administrators use an increased flow of information to keep the vision

priorities, and the %isions attendant goals and objectives fOremost in stall's
attentlim 11Iill. Wise, and Shapiro. 1989). Stall and community feel supported
and included when information is provided regularly and frequently. Includ-
ing recognition of those contributing to the vision in the school or district
newsletter is both a powerful pressing and supporting action. Other rewards

can be used for recognition.
Policies initially developed at national, state, and district levels may be

tnrther articulated at lower levels soliciting and using the broadest input pos-

sible. Committees and task forces of community and staff may be organized

to shape and clarify the original skeletal vision. A prime consideration is
clarity. When the vision is clear, pressure is stronger for there is less fuzziness

in which to hide. Clarity also is supporting because people understand and

frustration is diminished. When there is collaborative development of the
policy vision, pressure is more likely to be exercised by peers and by super-

visors. Collaborative development is supportive since authority, responsibil-

ity. and influence are shared.
Another means to press staff's involvement in vision development is

through the study of student-performance data. Policies that require schools
and districts to develop a vision of change and to write improvement plans are

frequently based on the review and interpretation of multiple student-data
sets. In this way the policy mandates a product but also suggests a means of
how to get there. In this way the state's vision is of schools developing their

own vision and plans for change; the state further clarifies its vision by speci-

fying how this should be done.
Finally, leaders share stories of success and describe pictures of success

with the staff to establish the belief that the vision can be achieved. They
demonstrate visible commitment to the vision, and reflect a personal belief in
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the goals -.A the vision. In these multiple ways they bring pressure and support
to the development and continuing communication of a policy vision for the
school or district.

Planning and Providing Resources

Effective implementation requires a strategic balance of pressure and
support . . . (McLaughlin. 1987)

Leaders may develop plans single-handedly or a plan may evolve as a result
of interactions with the staff. In the latter, staff feel more commitment and
support from their involvement. In either case, leaders may 'steer' planning so
that it accommodates implementation of policy and achieves the policy vision.
A clear and well-communicated policy vision provides the basis for clear
planning. Thus, these actions mutually reinforce each other and give clear
signals to staff, signals that press them to implementation action. of course.
leaders can simply require plans from staff, that address policy implementa-
tion. Historically, this pressure without support for the planning process does
not produce high-quality plans.

Leaders can entice staff to policy implementation through provision of
resources. They reward (support) those staff who have acted in accordance
with implementation and encourage (press) others by withholding resources
until compliance occurs. This balancing act can be very subtle, open to staff's
interpretation. Superintendents exercise this kind of indirect control with their
principals, who appear to understand what is intended.

On the other hand when leaders visit schools and classrooms and observe
first-hand the status of implementation, they are more informed and can more
appropriately supply required resources to support staff in their policy imple-
mentation. Successful leaders are effective in putting fiscal resources where
they can make a real difference (Louis and Miles. 1990); successful leaders
provide materials and resources that directly focus on the policy being put
into place. Time is one of the most necessary and expensive of resources, and
most frequently the scarcest. When leaders provide time for staff to deal with
implementation issues and concerns, they strike a strong chord of support
with the staff. It is not only material resources that are important, but also
time and energy for staff to plan, share, and act (Fullan, 1985).
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Investing in Continuous Staff Development

Reasons given for adoption: administrators improve classroom in-
struction; teachers administrative pressure. (Crandall and Associates,
1982)
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Many implementation effiirts stall and fail because staff have not been trained
in new skills. This leads to frustration and undercuts the implementation plan.
Providing personal and professional development is viewed by many staff as
highly supportive, although others may not agree. The use of formal and
informal data to identify individuals' needs for training increases the support-
ive attributes of this strategy. Many leaders demonstrate their commitment
and support of staff by participating in training with the staff They also take
an active role in planning, conducting. and evaluating statidevelopment. Su-
perintendents, for example, participate in staff development with principals
and teachers, demonstrating that they are part of the learning community in
support of policy implementation (Murphy, Hallinger, and Peterman. 1985).

Study groups (Murphy. 1992) have become increasingly used (see refer-
ence to this earlier) to promote staff reflection, discussion, and learning. In
this strategy staff can provide the peer pressure that engages a faculty. How-
ever, leaders (until this practice becomes institutionalized) will need to sup-
port and push staff to be initially involved. When leaders arrange time and
secure resources for the purchase of materials and other needs, this supportive
action makes study more feasible. When studying together becomes common
practice, then staff will take the lead and identify and manage material and
initiate topics for rev iew.

A tactic that some pr;:icipals use is to arrange for faculty members to
provide staff development for the school. This may encourage wider par-
ticipation from the faculty. Should participation in staff development be
required of people (pressure) or be voluntary (support)? A blend of the two
with possible incentives and rewards (as additional pressure and support) may
be an answer.

Assessing Progress

Administrative decisiveness bordering on coercion. but intelligently
and supportively exercised, may be the surest path to significant school
improvement. (Huberman and Miles, 1986)

Policy implementation, like all change efforts, never proceeds as planned. no
matter how well the planning is done. There will be unanticipated issues and
events. More importantly. people will need help in changing their practices
and aligning them with new policies. Change is a process, not an event; so it
is for the individuals in classrooms. Monitoring this process so that imple-
mentation can be orchestrated and coordinated at the school and classroom
level is of the utmost importance.

When planning for the change moves off the planning book, initial staff
development has been provided, and first implementation is being tried, it is
at this point that checking on progress is vital. Effective leaders regularly and
frequently check on the implementors to solicit needs and inquire 'how things
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are going'. This action is two-fold: implementors feel valued and cared for.
and a clear signal is given that the change is of high priority and deserves
attention.

EtiCctiv e leaders s isit classrooms often to lend this support, and to pro-
vide pressure as they are discovering what is happening in classrooms. They
collect data through formal observations and instruments, but through informal
methods also -- walking the hallways, dropping in on classrooms, visiting
departments and grade level meetings. and having casual conversations in the
cafeteria. workroom, or while crossing the parking lot.

Collecting classroom products is another way of expressing interest and
monitoring classroom implementation of policies. Such products may be
exhibited in public areas of the school serving as support and a press for
implementation. Student data may also be reviewed to monitor impact of
new practice. Murphy and Hallinger (196) report that superintendents make
school and classroom visits to assess progress of implementation. They hold
the principal accountable by using information collected in their supervision
and es aluation of principals.

In monitoring implementation at the indis idual implementor level, leaders
has e data-collection techniques and tools from the 'concerns-based adoption
model' Mall and Hord. 1987: Hord, Rutherford. Holing- Austin and Hall,
1987). One technique focuses on the concerns of users or implementors of
new practice. and provides a means to clearly shape support for people. Other
tools assess the degree of implementation. again making it possible to provide
more appropriate assistance the next strategy.

Providing Ongoing Assistance

To create effective change. the leader must always be patient and
persistent. (Blokker. 1991)

Support and assistance are ongoing needs of implementors. Implementors'
needs change as they move from introduction and early use of new practices
to becoming experienced and expert. Assessing progress provides the data
about needs; appropriate assistance then follows. When this occurs. imple-
mentors are supported but they are also pressed to continue implementation
and refine their use. For instance, if staff do not know how to manage new
practices, then leaders can provide information on this problem, demonstrate
how it might be done. or arrange visits to other schools or classrooms so staff
can see how others have managed successfully.

Recognizing and praising positive implementation efforts is both good
psychology and an impactful tactic, that implicitly provides pressure and
support. Celebrating progress is done publicly and privately, in large and
small ways. Through a focus on positive use and problem-solving, leaders
support staff's effOrts and press forward to improved implementation.
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Leaders may press for more complete implementation mills AO, are

not putting all parts of a policy into place. They can support tills eliiirt Its

helping to develop lesson plans that focus on the new policy and b demon-

strating how the lessons might proceed. Leaders can arrange for soli to be

assisted by peers, getting help and support from fellow implementors.
Arranging released time for teachers to meet for regular sharing of uxpe-

riences in the change is seen as a profoundly supportive inter\ ention. 1 hew
meetings provide opportunities for teachers to support each other and a tOrin

of peer pressure can result. Change may be successful. or not. dependent on

the time and quality and appropriateness of assistance received by implementkirs.

Creating an Atmaiphere for Change

Change encompasses a world of complexity and realising and main-

taining the delicate yet crucial balance between the humanitarian con-

cerns of supportive behas lour and the pragmatic dictates of responsible

authority could be fairly said to constitute the fundamental practical

problem of change management. (Hord. 1987)

In a re iew of the literature. Boyd (1992) found partkular contextual factors

tEat support school change. The factors were of o dimensions: ecological

and cultural. Ecological factors include physical facilities. structures and sched-

ules, policies and regulations, and resources. Cultural factors are represented

by attitudes and beliefs, norms. and relationships of all within the school

Cultural norms that seem especially facilitatise of change arc: 'a norm of
continuous improsentent. .1 widely shared sense of purpose. and a norm of

ins ols einem in making decisions' (p. 3). Leaders take actions to create these

norms.
For instance leaders take actions to stimulate staff to create and introduce

innosatite ideas, and to initiate improxement efforts. To support such a cli-

mate. they arrange for staff to share ideas at meetings. They encourage stairs

risk-taking with the proxiso that when mistakes are made, learning must

result ti-ont these mistakes. Superintendents push on all principals by endors-

ing-those who initiate change: they do not 'applaud the status quo. Principals

des clop this kind of supportive and encouraging climate in their schools N Ith

their teachers. symboli7ing action by their highly s isible presence to classrooms,

Superintendents work to ensure that 'a harmonious ens eminent pet -

ladesAdes the district in order to nurture the internal (Tons ity of the school stalk*

(Hord. 1992. p. 32). Th v provide this supportive context (Murphs 1E11111'.

and Peterson. 1985) by.

communicating openly and frequently w ith staff:
building team spirit and team work and working, on teams him /

herself:
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expressing concern for staff and supporting staff morale; and
solving problems rapidly.

Principals shape the school culture to be both supportive of change ef-
forts and demanding of improvement. Deal and Peterson (1990) cite six ways
principals do this. They work with the community and faculty to develop a
mission and purpose of the school. Second, they select staff who share their
values to build their preferred culture. They deal with di..sutes and conflict,
and in so doing build unity. Four, through their own daily behaviours they
model their values and beliefs. And they tell stories to exemplify their values.
Six, they define and support the liool culture by establishing traditions and
rituals.

Conclusion

Nearly any of the actions classified in the six strategies leaders use to imple-
ment new policies and practices can be delivered with a tone of pressure or
emphasis on support, or a combination of the two. Some actions are em-
ployed solely for pressure; others are utilized only to support. Effective leaders
determine the appropriate needs of individuals and then act to work with
them in policy implementation.

Abundant research has provided better understandings about the com-
plexity of any change effort. No longer is it possible to imagine that reform
of education will ',just happen' because well thought-out and developed poli-
cies are delivered to good people by an authoritative agency or power figure.
Policies can contribute to reform only when effective leaders facilitate policy
implementation through attention and action. Attention is used to balance
support and pressure in leaders' actions representing six strategies found ne-
cessary fir successfid change. Policy makers and reformers would do well to
be mindfid of these issues.
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Chapter 7

The Local Educational Change
Process and Policy Implementation'

Gene E. Hall

One of the largest perennial gaps in understanding and area of misinterpreta-
tion is that between 'policy makers' and 'practitioners'. Unfortunately this
gap in perspectives, semantics, and scope is not only true of the 'doers' in
policy and practice; it also is characteristic of the researchers of policy and

practice. The gap has been maintained over the last twenty to thirty years
while the interrelationships between policy and practitioner players have be-
come increasingly intertwined, as a result of the greatly increased involvement
of federal and state policy makers in education.

At this time, it is even more difficult to talk about policy and practice in
the same breath, due to the many paradigms that can be used. Depending
upon the paradigm selected, one's assumptions, perspectives, values and lan-
guage shift. When two or more actors attempt to communicate using differ-
ent paradigms, there is a concomitant increase in difficulty in being understood.
Some of the paradigm options include:

policypractice;
developmentimplementation;
behaviouristconstructivism;
large scalesmall scale;
processproduct;
organizational developmentconcerns. based;
interventioninnovation; and
change agentchange fiicilitator.

Although these paradigm alternatives contribut; to miscommunibtions, they
are also representative of the rich resources now available, and signify the
tremendous increase in knowledge and wide array of conceptual and technical

tools now available for understanding the dynamics of social systems such as
schools. An understanding of how change takes place. in these systems is vital

to those who are concerned about achieving success with policy initiatives.
In this time of popularity of cognitive psychology, perhaps a metaphor

will be helpful to illustrate the array of semantic, conceptual and perspective
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opportunities (as well as sources of confusion) for analysing change. One
useful metaphor is that of a tunnel. The traditional use of this metaphor is in
terms of 'light at the end of the tunnel'. A related use of this metaphor is to
equate looking through the tunnel to looking down a railroad track. As one
looks down the railroad track, two rails appear to converge to a point. By
combining the images of how things at a greater distance appear to merge
with the idea of a tunnel, one way of explaining polity-practice perspective
differences is possible. This metaphor is pictured in Figure 7.1. The various
educational system act,ws are placed on a continuum from policy to practice.
Lich actor has the opportunity to look along the tunnel to other positions in
the system.

One of the most serious problems in education today is the overly sim-
plistic iew that various role groups have of actors at other points along the
policy-practice continuum. Thus, it appears that policy makers see the lik
and work of teachers as straightforward and relatively simple. 'The e is a
failure to recognize, or accept. the complexities of life in the classroom. At the
same time, teachers, at their end of the tunnel, see their world as extremely
complex and they have little empathy for what they perceive to he the rela-
tively easy life of policy makers, who keep announcing 'simplistic' solutions.
At the outset there is a problem of perspective, between policy and practice,
that is affecting the ability of the educational system to make meaningful
change. Further, this perspective problem is affecting success rates in curric-
ulum development and implementation evaluation. The initiatives to improve
science education are excellent examples of the clash between efforts to change
and (excuse the pun) tunnel vision. The policy-led initiatives to develop cur-
ricula have not transferred automatically to widespread implementation in
classrooms.

Another way to use the tunnel metaphor is to imagine the tunnel being
a highway tunnel, with all sizes and types of vehicles rolling through. If each
vehicle represents an educational innovation, or change, then one can envision
the current situation where there is an increasingly dense stream of traffic
flowing through the tunnel. Further, currently the dominant pattern is a flow
from the policy end toward the practice end, with each vehicle carrying the
newest solution/fix that the policy makers have derived for practitioners to
implement. At this point there is little real forward movement in the tunnel.
The educational highway system is in a major traffic jam (i.e., gridlock).

Well, enough about metaphors. and the difkrent frames and perspectives
that can be used to set the stage for a discussion of educational policy, and
implementation. Currently, multiple frames and perspectives are being ap-
plied. There arc differences in frames of rekrence of policy makers and prac-
titioners. Note that these difkrences in perspective, and status, also apply to
those who are doing research on policy and research on implementation. The
absence of shared paradigms, in combination with the intense needs for change
have led to intense pressure from policy makers for schools to change, and
educators in schools feel that they are drinking out °fa fire hose. This situation
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has accumulated to the current condition of system gridlock. The continuing
bombardment of practitioners in combination with their sense of low status
has resulted in pragmatic and self-protecting resistance to change. The reac-
tion of school-based practitioners has been initial willingness to attempt change,
followed by frustration at the failure of others to support their efforts, and
increasing cynicism, 'What will it be this year?' As practitioners have increas-
ingly felt overwhelmed, undersupported and resistant, policy makers have
become impatient and pushed harder, by creating more piercing initiatives. In

all of this discussion, the central theme is change.

During the last two decades, while education policy makers and school
practitioners have become more active, researchers have made a number of
important breakthroughs in understanding how change takes place. One of
the major directions for research on change during this time has been to
examine closely how implementation works in schools and classrooms. The
purpose of this chapter is to briefly summarize the major research studies of
implementation during the 1970s and 1980s, and then to use selected findings
from those studies to propose a number of issues and suggestions about how
the educational change process should be approached in the 1990s.

The term 'change process' has been deliberately selected here. One of the
basic discoveries in the 1970s was that change is a process, not an event. This
key assumption was first stated in 1973, by Hall, Wallace and l)ossett, in the
original concept chapter for the Concerns Based Adoption Model (C13AM).

However, as with many statements from theory and findings from research,
this basic premise is often ignored. Much of the educational system still be-
haves as if change is an event; that change simply can be mandated, with a set
date for accomplishment (which is well before the next election). Grudgingly,
policy makers provide occasional support for development, but little for dis-
semination, and nearly none to support implementation in individual schools

and classrooms.
This is another important point to highlight during the introductory part

of this chapter, implementation as a phenomenon has been a relatively recent
discovery. What is still recognized by only a few is that implementation costs

just as much (if not more) as development. The traditional view, as defined
in policy and practice, has been to place most of the available resources
time, dollars and personnel) into the development of an innovation, e.g.,
multi-year projects with special staff to create new curricula. Since the major
announcement by researchers and theorists on change in the 1970s that there
was an aspect of the change process called implementation, there has been
limited acceptance by policy makers of the need to support the implementa-
tion phase at the practitioner level.

There are other aspects of the imbalance between development and im-
plementation that could be pointed out, such as the 111,Ijor differences in the
role of leadership for. change during the development and implementation
phases. However, the main point here is that implementation is an equally
costly phase of the change process. Effective implementation requires parallel
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Development

Past and Present

Reality is

Development

Implementation

0 0
A A G

Implementation

High profile No glory
Takes time 135 yrs) Takes time (3-5 yrs)
Large perspective Technical knowledge
Political skills Clinical skills
Alertness Patience
Timing Humour
Public relations Creativity
Savvy

Figure 7 2. Balancing the Costs of Development and Implementation

policies and procedures, to those that are addressed routinely for develop-
ment, and implementation takes time.

As this chapter unfolds, the next section provides it brief summary and
commentary about the major implementation studies that occurred during the
last twenty years. Following this is an extensive discussion of issues and

11.4.
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implications (If the studies for policy, curriculum development and practice,
including suggestions for how to have successful change efforts in the 1990s.
The chapter concludes with some related speculations and suggestions for
how policy, practice ind research need to shift from a vertical topdown
paradigm, to a horizontal and more systemic approach for transforming the
educational system. This approach will require trust and understanding of the
roles and responsibilities of all participants in the system.

Prior to the 1970s, change was rarely if ever viewed as a process. Ap-
proaches to change in the earlier decades of this century, as well as the re-
search on change, treated the phenomena as an event. In the classic studies
conducted by rural sociologists. of farmers adopting such innovations as hybrid
corn seed and in the studies of technology transfer to third-world countries,
the event perspective was an implicit assumption. This event orientation is
reflected in the terminology through the use of concepts such as 'adoption'.
Given the relative simplicity of the innovations being studied and that the,
adoption decision was most frequently done by an individual (e.g., farmer),
it was easy for early research, to preserve this change-as-an-event assumption.
Farmers either did or did not use hybrid corn seed. Physicians either did or
did not shift from sulphur-based medicines to antibiotics. Third-world farm-
ers either did or did not use steel tipped ploughs.

Analyses of this classic research in such sources as Communication o/
Innovations (Rogers and Shoemaker, 1')71), illustrate that the event mentality
was preserved throughout this rich research tradition. Ironically, even the
early studies of change in schools, by Mort (1953) and others, tended to focus
on 'adoption' of educational innovations such as kindergartens and driver
education. The intent here is not in any way to diminish the merit of these
earlier studies, instead the objective is to point out how difficult and slow the
'change' has been in thinking of the researchers in this field. For many reasons
it has been easier to view the utilization of an innovation as an event, rather
than as a phenomenon that has a timeline and process. In addition, there has
been slowness in understanding that teachers are not equivalent to farmers in
making an adoption decision. The milieu of the educational system is signifi-
cantly more complex.

One of the contributors to the gradual shift in thinking about change in
schools was the national-curriculum development movement of the 1%0s.
With major support from the US National Science Foundation, a number of
revolutionary curricula were developed in mathematics, science and other
subjects. These were an attempt to update the content as well as the process
of teaching subjects in the nations' classrooms.

'I'here are two interesting aspects of the national-curriculum development
movement of the 1%0s that continue to be a part of our thinking today,
especially from the policy end. One theme was federal involvement in cur-
riculum development. The second theme was multi-year funding of develop-
ment projects, and in terms of today's levels of funding, large budgets were
involved (many of these were multi-million dollar projects). An important
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premise in these efforts was the focus upon developing 'teacher-proof' cur-
ricula. The intent of this objective was to develop curricula that would be
so well refined and defined that teachers would not adapt or mutate the
prescribed practices. In a somewhat ironic twist, these materials ended up
being teacher-proof in another way. There failed to be widespread 'adoption'
of these curricula, and the majority of the nation's science classes were affec-
ted very little (Stake and Easley, 1978). The experiences of these national-
curriculum development projects forced the discovery of implementation.
These projects represented extensive investment on the development side
and a near complete denial of there being any need to address implementation
at local sites. It was explicitly assumed that after extensive and thorough
curriculum-development processes were completed, widespread adoption and
use would follow automatically.

Thus the stage was set for the discovery and study of implementation in
the 1970s. The decade began with the Rand Change Agent Study (1974-8),
which was established and funded as a policy study. However, due to the
sensitivities of the researchers and the design of the study, they more or less
got sucked in to an examination of implementation phenomena. The Rand
Change Agent Study was of four federally funded programmes that offered
four different ways of temporarily funding local sites to create new local
practices. A key concept out of the Rand Change Agent Study was the con-
cept of 'mutual adaptation'. This concept suggested that in the 'effective
projects', a reason for success was that there was an adaptation of the inno-
vation to tit the local setting and adaptations by the local users to fit the
innovation.

As with most major studies, there are criticisms that can be raised (e.g.,
Datta, 1980), and in hindsight, a number of nuances that one could argue the
investigators should have anticipated and understood. l'or example, the gen-
eralizations from this major study, as with a number of the other major studies,
tend to go beyond the types of change projects that were being studied. In this
case, the federal projects studied were designed to provide seed monies to the
local level to create local process and product changes. However, the findings
of the studies were extrapolated to all types of changes, including those with-
out extra seed money and those situations where innovations developed out-
side were being introduced at the local level. In general, extrapolations ()f this
type are dangerous and that has proven to be the case with the Rand study.
As McLaughlin (1990) pointed out in revisiting the Rand Change Agent Study,
Iln,t of the basic findings hold. Yet there are areas where we now understand
more and some of the extrapolations, as well as a few of the interpretations,
need to he adjusted. given our greater current understanding of implementation.

Another national study that dealt with implementation was launched in
the late 1970s, the Dissemination Efforts Supporting School Improvement
(DESSI) study. This study had an implementation emphasis and looked at the
National Diffusion Network (NDN), as well as two other types of federal
policy supporting change effOrts. The trends and findings in this study are
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mainly the reaffirming of earlier studies and intuitively make sense. There has
been little commentary and systematic criticism of this study, although it too
tends to have findings that are extrapolations beyond the study design and the
types of data that were collected. For example, in this study, the majority of
the innovations selected for study would be implemented by individual teach-
ers, not schools as a whole. However, in their reports, the l)ESSI investiga-
tors offer a number of conclusions about the role of principals and draw
implications for school-wide change efforts.

An important note about the Rand Change Agent Study, the Emrick,
Peterson and Agarwala-Rogers study, and the DESSI study is that all three
were supported by federal funds to study federal-policy initiatives for the
purpose of evaluating the effectiveness of those policies. In each case, the
study design forced a look at the local level. In each case teachers and class-
room practices were assessed to some extent. However, the amount of direct
measurement of classroom practice was minimal, and the focus on individual
schools as units was limited. The need to sample for national 'representative-
ness' worked against detailing individual schools and classrooms, as did the
designs of the projects studied. The use of case studies did enrich interpreta-
tions. However, the purpose for doing each study was to evaluate the success
of policy initiatives and to inform persons at the policy end of the continuum.
These were not commissioned as studies to develop understandings of the
practice end in order to inform practice.

The other major set of studies of implementation was based on the practice
end with heavy focus on schools, individual teachers, and classroom practices.
This project was the multi-disciplinary effort centred around development,
initial verification and widespread application of the Concerns Based Adop-
tion Model (CRAM) (Hall, Wallace and Dossett, 1973; Van den Berg and
Vandenberghe, 1981; Hall and Hord, 1987). This cross-national team effort
now is celebrating twenty years of cor.centrated study of the dynamics of the
change process as it is experienced by individual teachers and schools as units.
Three diagnostic dimensions, 'stages of concern', 'levels of use', and 'innovation
configurations' have offered ways to describe and document the change pro-
cess from the perspective of the individual classroom and school staff as a
whole. More recent research in this area has focused upon how the principal's
'change facilitator style' ,ffects teachers' success in implementation (Hall.
Rutherford, fiord and Huling-Austin, 1984). Where other researchers have
ebbed and flowed in their involvement in studies of implementation, those
involved with the CI3AM work, both in the US and in other nations, have
continued to conduct studies that have been systematically focused on the
change process in schools. Thus at this time, they have an extensive database,
verified concepts and measures, and an array of research reports to undergird
this approach to documenting and facilitating all phases of the change process,
from initial conception of the innovation, to development, through dissemi-
nation, implementation, and on to institutionalization.
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One of the key perspectives in the CBAM approach is that there must be
an understanding of how the individuals within a school become confident
and competent in using educational innovations. It is argued from the con-
cerns-based perspective that a school has not changed until the individuals
within it change, and that is done on an individual basis. For each individual,
(i.e., teacher) change is. a developmental phenomenon, thus during the intro-
duction, implementation and institutionalization phases, change facilitators
must provide leadership interventions) differently in order to best ad-
dress the developing concerns and use of teachers within the school. All of
these in-school implementation-support activities require resources, time and
personnel.

Also, almost every developer of an innovation sooner or later, (unfortu-
nately it is usually later rather than sooner) discovers that implementation has
to be addressed. Rarely a month goes by, that one of my CBAM colleagues
or I, do not receive an urgent phone call from another innovation developer
who is chagrined to discover that not everyone automatically is willing to use
his or her innovation. As a rural sociologist pointed out some forty years ago,
the 2.5 per cent of the population that work and behave as Innovators' do not
heavily influence the other 97 per cent of prospective adopters. Specialized
dissemination and implementation-support strategies are essential, if most
teachers and schools are to .tccessfully implement a new practice.
.

This tour of the key implementation studies is meant to be short and only
to highlight key themes in the work. One of the themes is the general reluc-
tance to accept implementation as being a reality. One conclusion is that
neither the development of a policy, nor the creation of exciting new curricula,
lead to successful change processes in schools and school classrooms without
the phenomena of implementation being addressed. A second theme is that in
the 1970s and 1980s there was Ahorough recognition and documentation by
researchers and theorists of a special phase called implementation. The conclu-
sion is that the implementation phase can be assessed, planned for, and facili-
tated. One set of tools that can be applied in the implementation process is the

three diagnostic dimensions of the C HAM. In addition, these dimensions
provide ways to monitor and suggestions for facilitating the full change pro-
cess, of which implementation is one phase.

One way of thinking about these different concepts and components is

presented in Figure 7.3. To understand implementation a distinction must be
made between the innovation (the change that is being sought) and interven-
tions (the actions of policy makers and change facilitators to assist teachers in

using the innovation). All of this is taking place in the context of the user

system. which includes the classroom, the school, the school district and
perhaps the State. In order for a ch Inge process to be successful, change

facilitators (e.g., science consultants and principals) must make interventions
in ways that address the developing stages of concern and levels of use of each

teacher and the configuration of the innovation that is being implemented.
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Change Process =

, ., .context
( Innovation+Interventions .,

Figure 7.3. The Change Process in Context

Implementation Issues and Implications for the 1990s

There is much that we have learned from the accumulation of policies, the
wide array of curriculum-development efforts, the intense experiences of
implementation, and the research that has been done during the last two
decades. The items presented here are in no particular order, but each has
direct implications for how we should go about the change process during the
19905.

1 There is tremendous need to have clearer and deeper understanding of the
concept of an innovation.

When we began our research around the Concerns Based Adoption Model
(CI3AM), some twenty years ago, we were amazed to discover that little
Attention had been given to carefully defining concepts in the earlier research
on change. For example, in one classic book on change, the term 'adoption'
was regularly used with multiple implicit definitions (i.e., is a decision point
and .is a phase). The concept of interventions was nut mentioned! This lack
of definition of concepts has added to the confusion and helped preserve many
misunderstandings about the change process. The concept of innovation has
been no exception.

In the CRAM model, the concept of innovation has been defined opera-
tionally (Hall and Loucks, 1977; Heck, Stieglebauer, Ilan and Loucks, 1981).
In this approach the innovation is defined in terms of key operational compon-
ents and distinctions are made between the different working variations that
can occur for each component. For example, one component of an innovation
could be the grouping of students. This component could vary from the
teaching of the whole group, to three small groups, to individual work.
Configuration component maps are developed for each innovation and used
to document behaviourally how an innovation has been implemented in each
classroom. The documenter circles the variation ()leach component that is in
use. Each pattern of circled compiment variations represents a different con-
figuration. A simple example checklist is presented here as Figure 7.4. This
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technique offers a concept and a tool to systematically address the phenomena
Gallagher (1%7) had observed earlier. In a classic study of four I3SCS class-

rooms. Gallagher systematically documented that although the name and
curriculum materials were the same, classroom practice varied dramatically
from teacher to teacher. This finding makes common sense once it is pointed

out; however, to this day major research and evaluation studies fail to docu-
ment the innovation configuration in use in each classroom. This failure to
document configurations leads to major sources of uncertainty in explaining
observed (and unexpected) outcomes. If teachers don't do the new then it will
be highly unlikely that the desired outcomes in students will be found.

There are a number of other ways do define the concept of an innovation.

A regularly occurring problem today is that in most change efforts there is no
clear agreement about the underlying definition and elements that comprise
the innovation. Thus, without a taxonomy or categorization system, many
different types of 'changes' are being implemented simultaneously and the
inherently different experiences and effects that these different types and cate-

gories of innovations accrue are not being distinguished. For example, one
current innovation in the US is 'restructuring', another is 'Site-Based Decision
Making', (Hall and Galluzzo, 1991). In both cases, what is being done in dif-

ferent schools and school districts under these labels is amazingly different.

The lack of clear definition is a contributor to the uncertainty and confusion

that so often is observed around these efforts. This ambiguity clearly explains
the regularly observed 'no signif'cant differences' between the new and the
old. When there is no clear agreement about what the innovation looks like
in use, then there can be no certainty about determining implementation success,
attaining outcomes, or measuring the right things.

Two other levels of distinction about an innovation that have been pro-

posed in the literature need further thought in the 1990s. One was proposed

in relation to the CBAM work, that is, the concept ofan 'innovation bundle'.
Instead of a particular change , -ing one innovation, i number of distinct
innovations arc packaged as ore. A name is given to the set, such as mastery
teaching, choice, or middle school, and the implementation effort addresses
the innovation bundle as a whole, rather than attending to each innovation in

the set. Currently, innovation bundles are the nominal approach to change in
North American schools. Rarely is a single innovation implemented, instead

a bundle of loosely defined innovations is being implemented.
By way of contrast, the concept of 'urge -scale innovations' has been

proposed by van den Berg and Vandenberghe (1983). In Belgium and The
Netherlands a different approach to change in schools has been the norm.

Rather than many single innovations and relatively small innovation bundles
being disseminated in a short period of time, in these European countries.
national policy efforts are directed towards the creation of large-scale change

in schools. Characteristics of a large-scale innovation include: the innovations

tend to be 'big' and require all to make changes from what they are currently
doing. Further, there is a five-to. ten-year commitment on the part of the
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policy level to support the implementation of these innovations. Along with
the expectations of large-scale change comes a structuring of the entire edu-
cational system to support the change effort. Special roles are created and
supported for external facilitators, and there is an expectation of ongoing
support to facilitate sites as they implement the changes. Researchers are con-
tracted to study, evaluate and advise the process as it unfolds. This is in sharp
contrast to the one- to two-year event-oriented perspective of change efforts
in the US.

In summary, the key issue here is that definition of the innovation is
important in terms of theory. as well as in terms of operation. For most
change efforts, this lack of definition contributes significantly to confusion
during implementation and mixed interpretations of change-process success.
If you don't know what it is that is being implemented, then it is relatively
easy to make quick judgments about success or failure, and it is nearly impos-
sible to offer empirical confirmation. Shymansky. Kyle and Alport (1983)
experienced this problem in their meta-analysis of effects of new science cur-
ricula. They observed:

Assuming discernible, qualitative differences between new and tradi-
tional programs actually exist. the degree to which these programs
were translated into reliably distinct treatment conditions in the origi-
nal research studies is a critical issue which defies resolution a posteriori.
For example. could the traditional classes in sonic studies have been
taught by highly creative, innovative teachers and actually have been
more a 'new' curriculum than the new curriculum to which it was
being compared? Similarly, could not the treatment described as
new programs have been equally distorted and very traditional?
(Shymansky, Kyle and Alport, 1983, p. 402)

A related problem with large-scale innovations and innovation bundles is that
each of the innovations ;las to be implemented before one can talk about or
review effects of the complete set.

2 Conditions that arc supportive of implementation.

We have learned a great deal about the roles. responsibilities, and actions of
those in positions to support teachers and schools as they ,ire involved in
implementation. As the limo\ ation or change that is being considered becomes
larger and more complex, there is greater need for onpit(q a( tire support by
the principal, from those in the school district, and facilitators beyond the
school's district such as university ficulty.

As one moves from implementing the type of limos ations studied in the
DESSI study and by kinriek, Peterson and Agarwalaltogers (1077), t inno-
vations requiring whole-school use, there is greater need for ongoing support.
In other words, as one moves away from the type of limo% mums that tend to
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be adopted by individual teachers toward large-scale innovations, the more
critical it is to involve other decision makers and more elaborate change-
process support systems. For example, the four following conditions are basic
to the success of most change effrts:
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Larger conceptions (i.e., systemic)

In order for change to be successful, the leadership needs to have an
understanding of the systemic nature of the change process. Change is not
done solely by individuals. and it is certainly not done by each in isolation
of others and the larger system. Even site-based decision-making can-
not work in isolation of the rest of the system. Leader involvement in
facilitating the change process must keep in mind the various subsystems
and how their interconnectedness will affect the change process as it
unfolds.

In recent research on principals as change facilitators (Hall and George,
1988; Vandenberghe, 1988) the concept of 'strategic sense' has been pro-
posed to address this dimension of leadership. Some principals are able to
envisage the larger picture and to consciously place their day-to-day ac-
tions into the whole. In their schools all actions and events add up. they
accumulate in moving the school in mass toward the desired goal. Other
principals have only a dify-to-day perspective. Implementation is much
less successful in their schools (Flail. Rutherford, Hord and Huling-
Austin, 1984; Schiller, 1988; van den Berg and Vandenberghe. 1983).

Removal of rules and regulations

In the site-based decision-making movement we have observed in district
after district where the 'top' makes a rt"cision to have site-based decision-
making, but removes none of the existent rules, regulations and policies
that were inherent to topdown control of the site. It seems ironic that
so many districts are advocating site-based decision-making from the
superintendent's office, while the same controls for budgeting, hiring.

'scheduling the class day, ind determining the curriculum are in place as
were prior to the site-based decision-making initiative.

A partial exception to this effort would be in Dade County where
the assistant superintendent, who was placed in charge of the effort. has
as his basic job description the role of removing district and state rules
and regulations that interfere with the schools moves towards site-based
decision-making. Most change efforts would benefit from having the
capability to remove old rules and regulations.

Site need for time

In order to implement an innovation bundle or a large-scale change, i

minimum of five to eight years is necessary. For obvious reasons, policy
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makers are unwilling to launch and support change process initiatives

over this extended time period. However, the reality is that it takes this

magnitude of time to bring about meaningful change. This fact of life

needs to be a cornerstone of all change efforts.

Change facilitator teams

We know the change facilitator style of the principal is important

(r = .76). In The Netherlands, Wijlick (1987) has documented the im-

portance of external facilitators. Hall and Hord (1987) have pointed out

the importance of the second change facilitator or 'consigliere'. All of
the studies are documenting the importance of leadership by niany. In the

1990s, implementation plans and supports need to be designed with an

understanding of the critical role of the change facilitator team. No one

actor does it alone, instead the site-based and external facilitators must

work as a team. Planning staffdevelopment, and ongoing support for the

change facilitator team is as important as training programmes for teachers

(Hall, 1992).

Who, %chat and how?

We are at a time when it is important that the simplistic approaches to system-

wide change be dropped. In the last twenty years we have tried 'topdown',
'bottomup', 'mutual adaptation', and various forms of organized and disor-

ganized anarchy. In all cases, researchers can provide testimony that there are

instances w here there has been successful change and instances where there

hasn't. At this point, we need to begin to accept and recognize the importance

of each of the work groups playing out their essential part, and that the

system will only change when each person Mies his or her job.

The 'top' has to encourage or mandate 'do something'. However, the top

should not be over prescriptive in controlling how it is to be done. The

'bottom' has to assume responsibility for implementation and have the oppor-

tunity to participate in defining the configurations that will be implemented.

Then all need to understand and accept the goals of the change effort and do

their own job, instead of micro-managing others. It is unacceptable to think

that one part of the organization can succeed without the participation. own-

ership, understanding. and full involvement of other parts.

4 Middle-level guiding parameters.

Another key to change-process success has become clear in two current stud-

ies of school districts invol% eel in implementing large-scale innovations. In

each case, the top has set 'middle -level guiding parameters'. The people at the

so-called 'top' strove to no mitor themselves to not be overly prescriptive.

When tasks are defined too tightly, teachers and principals do not have the
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flexibility to customize the innovation and change it to fit their specific situ-
ations (shades of mutual adaptation). On the other hand, when the top is
overly vague and general, teachers and principals are unable to receive suffi-
cient guidance and structure to understand what the change effort is really
about (increased ambiguity means higher self and task concerns).

Sonie still cling to the belief that 'topdown' is wrong; however, most
of us have experienced first-hand, at one time or another in our careers,
attempts to bring about and sustain change from the 'bottomup'. After two
to three years the change effort fades, and everyone leaves discouraged and
disillusioned about the possibilities for successful change. These feelings of
ffitility come about when the top does not provide the ongoing support,
encouragement, and day-to-day sanctioning that is so essential for change to
he successful. There is a critical, necessary and ongoing role for all who are
involved in implementation.

Back to the importance of setting middle-level guiding parameters. Cur-
rently, in one school district there is a major initiative to create a new type of
teacher leadership role. This district, Douglas County, Colorado, has merged
the previously established school consultant roles of mentor teacher, TOSA'S,
curriculum specialist, and gifted and talented coordinators into a new single-
person role. The old functions are to be accomplished in a new way by having
a full-time specialist teacher called a Building Resource Teacher (13RT) in each
school (Hayes, Grippe, and Hall, in press). In setting up this effort, the district
set the educational and experience qualifications for persons who wished to be
BRTs. The district established a pool ofpersons who met these qualifications.
The district then said to each school that the school site needed to identify its
needs and its philosophical position before interviewing candidates. The schools
then selected from the district pool the person that the school believed would
be right fOr them.

This has turned out to be a very powerful initiative and one of the keys
to its success has been the insight of the district leadership. Setting middle-
level guiding parameters, rather than being overly prescriptive or ov,!rly vague,
empowered the school sites. The district didn't say to schools 'do whatever
you want', nor did it say to schools 'here is the person we have selected for
you'. Instead a middle position was taken, where the district set expectations
and guiding limits, while leaving it to schools to select the person that would
best fit their perceived needs. It is difficult to develop and maintain this middle-
level perspective; however, it appears to be essential to having success in
system-wide change efforts.

5 The innovation is in the mind of the beholder.

Cognitive psychology and the constructivenessinterpretivist paradigm has a
very interesting set of implications for change research, policy, development
and implementation practice. One of these ideas is related to defining the
innovation from a constructivist perspective. In this approach, it does not
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matter what the innovation is or how the innovation is defined operationally,
or necessarily what the goals are. Rather, an innovation is defined in terms of
the meaning ascribed to it by the participants in the change process. Based on
their past experiences, perceptions of the interventions (e.g., memos, an-
nouncements and workshops) that are made, and perceived needs, each teacher,
principal, and policy maker (and developer, and researcher) will construct his
or her own definition of the innovation and its implications. This construction
of definition will occur individually and collectively (i.e., social construction).
With the constructivism paradigm, the meaning of change success through
implementation will be constructed by individuals and groups as they experi-
ence the change process. Thinking about development and implementation
this way raises many new and interesting research opportunities.

For example, this is an area where the 'stages of concern' (Hall and Hord,
1987) work can be helpful. That participants in the change process go through
different stages of concern about an innovation has been clearly documented
(see Figure 7.4) (Fuller, 1969; Hall and Rutherford, 1976; James and Hall,
1981: Hall and Hord, 1987). Another way of saying this is, depending on their
stage of concern, teachers will construct meaning of the innovation and inter-
pret the innovation differently at different times in the change process. At the
beginning they are likely to interpret the innovation in terms of their self
concerns. The meaning assigned to the innovation is moderated in terms of
perceptions of what it means for them personally. As implementation begins,
task concerns become more intense. Here the interpretation of the innovation
is done more in terms of perceptions of the amount of time, logistics and
scheduling challenges that are associated with use. Ultimately, if the principal
and others do an effective job of change facilitation, the concerns of teachers
and others may shift to having more impact perspectives, where there is an
analysis and interpretation of the innovation in terms of its consequences and
effects upon students. Depending on the persons' stage of concern, they will
construct different understandings of what the innovation is.

The point here is that there is variation in the assignment of meaning and
what understanding of the innovation is depending upon where the person is
in the change process. During the change process there are developmental
shifts in perspective, that have been well documented in the last twenty years
of implementation research. It would seem sensible and practical to take these
different constructions of meaning into account at the policy level, as well as
in future research, development and implementation activities. To continue to
naively assume that everyone will see the innovation the same way, and at the

same time, will continue to be wasteful and debilitating.

6 Use of an innovation is not dichotomous.

A basic assumption in traditional experimental studies and summative evalu-
ations is that one set of people receive the treatment (i.e use the innovation)
and the people in the other group receive no treatment (i.e., no use). In other
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VI Renewal State in whicli the user re-evaluates the quality of use of the innovation,
seeks major modifications of, or alternatives to, present innovation to achieve increased
impaction clients, examines new developments in the field, and explores new goals
for self and the system.

V Integration State in which the user is combining own efforts to use the innovation
with related activities of colleagues to achieve a collective impact on clients within
their common sphere of influence

IVB Refinement State in which the user varies the use of the innovation to increase
the impact on clients within immediate sphere of influence Variations are based on
knowledge of both short- and long-term consequences for clients

IVA Routine Use of the innovation is stabilized. Few if any changes are being made
in ongoing use Little preparation or thought is being given to improving innovation use
or its consequences

III Mechanical use State in which the user focuses most effort on the short-term,
day-to-day use of the innovation with little time for reflection Changes in use are
made more to meet user needs than client needs The user is primarily engaged in a
stepwise attempt to master the tasks required to use the Innovation, often resulting in
disjointed and superficial use

II Preparation: State in which the user is preparing for first use of the innovation

I Orientation State in which the user has recently acquired or is acquiring information
about the innovation and/or has recently explored or is exploring its value orientation
and its demands upon user and user system

0 Non use State in which the user has little or no knowledge of the innovation, no
involvement with the innovation, and is doing nothing toward becoming involved

figure 7 5 I Ve IS of Use of the Innovation

words, use of an innovation in this paradigm is dichotomous some use it
and some do not,

In the concerns based adoption model a different paradigm is presented:
lock of use (Loll) of an innovation (Hall, Loucks, Rutherfrd, Newlove,
1P75; I Ian and Loucks, 1977; Hall and Hord, 1%47). This dimensionis the
name states, proposes a range of different behavioural patterns of 'users' and
'non users'. Three different non -user patterns and file user patterns has e been
operationally defined (see Figure 7.5). There are a number of implications of
the 'levels of use studies that should be considered by policy and curriculum
developers, and evaluators, for example:
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Facilitating interventions need to be different in form and content for
persons at different levels of use. For example, persons at levels of use
1, 'orientation', are looking for descriptive infOrmation about the in-
novation that can help them shape an 'adoption decision'. Persons at
loels of use III, 'mechanical use', are looking Rir how-to-do-it tips,
not presentations about theory and philosophy.
I luring the strategic planning for dissemination olan innovation (e.g.,
efforts to create nationwide awareness of a new science curriculum),
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interventions can be identified and designed to address potential
adopters differently depending on their non-use levels of use, lot
example, interventions targeted toward persons at levels of' use ,
'non-use*. should be inexpensive (e.g.. custom-designed brochures),
while the more expensive personal contact type of interventions will
he more effective with persons at levels of use I, 'orientation',
Most persons when they first use an innovation will be at level of use
III. 'mechanical use'. Specialized coaching and on-site technical assist-
ance will be important here.
Summatk e es aluations should not be done with 'users' who are at
level III. 'mechanical use'. When use is disjointed, there is a near term
focus and inefficiencies. that is not the time to conduct the standard
treatment-group control-group assessment of outcomes. That most
evaluation studies report 'no significant differences' is not surprising,
when the so-called users tend to be first-time users and are still trying
to figure out how the innovation works (i.e., LoU III). It is unlikely
that they will he optimizing effects of use on students.
For summative evaluations, the users shoulC be at level of use IVA,
'routine'. They are stable in their use, they anticipate problems and
have alternate steps in mind when problems occur.
For all comparison studies, use and non-use must be assessed at the in-

idual level. Testimonials about use from principals/superintendents
and others are not reliable. For example, in one early 'levels of use'
study (Loucks. 1975: Hall and Loucks. 1977), a school district was
engaged in summative evaluation of an innovation bundle that had
been implemented in eleven schools. The district evaluators matched
the treatment schools with eleven comparison schools. The treatment
schools had received three years of extra resources and support to
implement the innovation bundle. Then the school board wanted to
know if their investment was worthwhile. The district evaluators
compared student outcomes in the two sets of schools, found 'no
significant differences', and the board discontinued extra support. With
cooperation from the district evaluators, a research team assessed
the levels of use of each teacher in the eleven treatment and in the
eleven comparison schools. One major finding was that only 80 per
cent of the teachers in the treatment schools were 'users' (levels of use
III -VI)! Further, 49 per cent of the teachers in the so-called comparison
schools were 'users'! No wonder there were no significant differences
in effects.

To return to the point, implementation has to he assessed at the inch-
y idual level in all treatment and comparison settings. Curriculum developers,
researchers and evaluators should not rely upon the testimony of untrained
observers, or administrators. or the facts that the materials were delivered
to the classroom and teachers received training, Use of an innovation is an
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individual practice and use has an array of levels, rather than simply being
there'or not there.

7 There needs to be an acceptance of the fact that add-ons are resulting in
system overload.

Several years ago in developing a layman's taxonomy of intervention strate-
gies I suggested that one be called the Multiple Adoption Design, or MAD
strategy. This strategy is increasingly used around the world. More and more
curriculum innovations, rules, regulations, policies, and prescriptions are being
laid upon teachers, principals, and schools. At the same time, the demo-
graphic changes in the student population have increased complexity geo-
metrically. Multiple innovations are being 'adopted' at once.

There has been a complete failure of the top, middle, and bottom to
accept the fact that new things when added to an already full vessel have little
lasting effect. Until we start understanding that there is a finite amount of
activity that can be accomplished at any one time, we are going to continue
to have system overload. System overload brings with it a whole new round
of symptoms in addition to implementation failure. Symptoms of the MAD
strategy include teacher burnout, the horrifying statistic that over SO per cent
of beginning teachers quit within five years, and the failure to be able to
identify many strong persons in applicant pools to become the next genera-
tion of principals. These are just a few of the symptoms that are resulting
from our continual attempts to pour more into a finite amount of time and
space, where very good people are already overworked and overloaded. We
need a new type of principal that sets a quota on how much change is at-
tempted in one site at one time. Further, when something new is added
something old needs to be removed.

8 Time by itself does not guarantee implementation success.

Simply extending the time for implementation is not enough. Two to four
years of implementation effort, without the necessary support, will lead to
implementation failure, just as now occurs in shorter time intervals. Attention
needs to be given to another phase of the change process during the 1990s.
That phase is institutionalization. Basically institutionalization is a phase -,vhere
use of the innovation has become a part of the regular routine in terms of
practice, organizational rules and procedures, and system support. Institution-
alization does not automatically occur just because there is more time with an
innovation. Institutionalization though is another one of the change-process
phenomena that needs to be planned for.

9 Researchers need to become users of the findings of their colleagues
research.
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In preparing this chapter, I reviewed various chapters of others and reflected

on the last twenty years of research on policy and implementation. An ines-
capable conclusion is that we have not been the best at dissemination of our
own research findings, or learning from the works of others. We, as researchers,
have an adoption and implementation problem of our own. As we develop

new understandings we should link these to the understandings of others'
research findings. The converse is that we need to become more knowledge-
able of the works of others. However, it appears that we suffer from the same
problem as researchers in other fields. Once we have reported our study
findings, we have less interest in working to share our understandings with
others (i.e., policy makers and practitioners). This is a mitt-gal tendency, since
the effort to share amongst ourselves is arduous and there is a tendency to
avoid taking additional time to share with the thousands of practitioners and

policy makers. Unfortunately the effect is that we are not knowledgeable
about the work of others and we are not building the cumulative !earnings

that we could (i.e., shared construction).
Finally, we are all part of the same system and it is time that we all

became players on the same level with the same footing. The last twenty years
of implementation research clearly document that when any one of us tries to

do it alone little is accomplished. In those instances where there have been
cooperative and collegial efforts, with each one doing his or her job, exciting
and amazing things have happened.

An earlier version of this chapter was presented at the annual meeting of the American
Educational Research Association, Chicago. April, 1991, A modified version of
this chapter was published in the journal of Research in Scieme Teaching (1992), 29,

8, pp. 877-9114.
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Chapter 8

Educational Reform and Curriculum
Implementation in England:
An Historical Perspective

Richard Aldrich

The chapter provides an historical perspective on the educational reform anal
curriculum implementation which has taken place in England since the advent
of the first government of Margaret Thatcher in 1979. The word 'historical'
is here taken to mean the study of human events with particular reference to
the dimension of time. Such study, though principally located in the past and
the present, also has implications for the future. England, together with Scot-
land, Wales and Northern Ireland, constitute the United Kingdom. Although
the United Kingdom is one state, governed from Westminster, there are sig-
nificant cultural differences between its several parts, differences which are
reflected in both the formal and informal dimensions of education. The term
'England' in the title, therefore, should he taken as a recognition of these
differences, rather than as any attempt to generalize from one part of the
country to the whole.

Recent educational reform in England has, to a great extent, been consist-
ent with the widespread changes in 'westernized' societies which lie at the
heart of this book. Indeed in education, as in other policy fields, the radical
reforms of Margaret Thatcher have provided a model for governments, both
of the right and of the left, of other countries.

Since 1979, and particularly since the Education Reform Act of 1988,
there has been a massive reform of the state educational system in England,
certainly the most substantial since World War II, and possibly the most
substantial in English history. A national curriculum of ten subjects has been
established, a curriculum which is centrally prescribed and controlled. All
children are to be tested at the ages of 7, 11, 14, and 16. Schools now have
considerable control over their own budgets: some, indeed, have chosen to
opt out of local-authority control altogether. Accordingly the powers of Local
Education Authorities (LEAs) have been severely reduced. Not only has their
relationship to schools been severely weakened, polytechnics (now redesignated
as universities) and other colleges of higher education have been removed
from their aegis. The largest and most expensive local authority, the Inner
London Education Authority (ILEA), has been simply abolished.
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These reforms have been justified in terms of the need to improve indi-
vidual and national economic performance. The basic interpretation of the
process by those who have carried it out is that in the interests of promoting
national efficiency it has been necessary to wrest the control of education from
the producers teachers and LEAs and to place it in the hands of the
consumers parents and employers. The application of market forces for
example, open enrolment which allows a school to recruit students up to the
limit of itS physical capacity, and the publication of league tables of examina-
tion results will, it is argued, confirm the quality of, and provide further
incentive tor, good schools. Those which are identified as underachieving will
be forced by parental pressure either to improve or to wither away.

It is not difficult, however, to point out certain inconsistencies and flaws
which underlie these arguments. The market principle has not been applied
to the curriculum or to testing. All students in state schools will follow a
national curriculum which, ultimately, has been prescribed by a politician,
the Secretary of State for Education. The very use of the word 'national' may
also be questioned. Independent schools do not have to follow the national
curriculum, nor arc their students subject to national testing.

Thus the market may operate in respect of curricula in independent schools.
but not in state schools. As to the operation of a market in choice of schools,
although there are sonic 'assisted places' at independent schools for the chil-
dren of poorer parents, essentially access to such schools is restricted to those
%vim can pay the fees. The operation of a market between state schools means
that where a popular school is oversubscribed, ultimately the choice will rest
with the school (the producer) rather than with the parent (the consumer).

The analysis of educational reform and curriculum implementation in
this chapter is grouped around three themes: culture, control and curriculum.
The approach is a broad one. Other contributions by two of my colleagues
at the University of I (melon Institute of Education, Caroline Gipps and Denis
Lawton, focus upon the politics of change since the 1988 Education Reform
Act and the politics of assessment regarding the implementation of the national
curriculum.

Culture

English culture is deeply rooted in a complex and contradictory history. The
traditional rural hierarchies of the medieval period monarchy. aristocracy
and Church and their attendant values, have been overlaid, but not yet
overwhelmed, by the industrial. urban and professional revolutions of more
modern times. In the nineteenth century Britain became the greatest and most
confident imperial and financial power the world had ever seen. In the twen-
tieth century. that confidence was to be shattered by the loss of empire and
by relative economic decline. Though on the winning side in World War II.
in peacetime, Britain was defeated on the economic battlefield by (amongst
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others) two Of her former adversaries Germany and Japan. British govern-
ments and business increasingly attributed such defeats not to their own short-
comings, but to the fitilure of the educational system.

There have been two broad interpretations of the nature of that perceived
failure. One interpretation would be to point to the survival of medieval
hierarchies and values. It could well be argued that the educational system
reflects the strength of English conservatism. The universities of Oxford and
Cambridge, the only universities in England for several hundred years, still
enjoy a unique social and intellectual position with some 50 per cent of
their undergraduate students recruited from independent schools.

The most prestigious secondary schools are also medieval foundations,
for example those of Winchester and Eton. Access to such schools continues
to be monopolized by the sons of the wealthy, These boys' independent
schools, the so-called 'public schools', have provided a model for secondary
education across the centuries. The grammar-school tradition which they
exemplify, with its elite connotations and classical, rural and religious values,
continued to provide the model of secondary education in England until very
recent times.

In 1965, for example, 8 der cent of secondary-age students were in inde-
pendent schools, 26 per cent in grammar schools, a mere 5 per cent in tech-
nical and selective central schools, and 49 per cent in modern schools. (Prais
and Wagner, 1983 figures for England and Wales.)

Such criticism would not deny the achievements of students in independ-
ent and grammar schools. Attainment levels at age 18 of students who have

concentrated for two years on three General Certificate of Education (GCE)
Advanced Level subjects are comparable ur superior to those of students any-
where in the world. But at what cost have such achievements been bought?
Concentration upon the success of the few at the expense of the many has
made schooling in England essentially unpopular. Since the introduction of
compulsory schooling in 188(1 the majority of students in English schools
have chosen to leave as soon as possible currently at age 16. Secondary
schools have not provided .1 purposeful education for all, according to abilities
and needs, but rather have acted as a selection mechanism for those who
would proceed to higher education m or to the prolVssions.

In consequence, in spite of Ow fact that some 90 per cent of state second-
ary-school students now attend comprehensive schools, such schools have
considerable difficulty in producing an ethos appropriate to the world of the
1990s. The continued existence of the independent schools, the survival of
grammar schools in some areas, coupled with the recent introduction olopted-
out schools, and the absence of any strong technical or vocational tradition at
secondary level, combine to create considerable problems.

Such an analysis was confirmed by the substantial research into the
comparative standards of schooling in England and Germany, and their bear-
ing upon economic performance, undertaken by Prins and Wagner. They
showed that some 60 per cent of the (1erman labour force obtained vocational
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qualifications (compared with 30 per cent in Britain) with a particular super-
iority in the area of mathematics. They concluded that the strength of the
German economy depende' in part upon the amount of pre-vocational instruc-
tion provided in German schools and that this had 'definite commercial and
industrial (and not merely 'craft') emphasis' (Prais and Wagner, 1985, p. 68).

A more detailed analysis of curriculum will be provided in a later section
in this chapter. At this point it is important to note that not only with respect
to the curriculum, but also more generally, English schooling has been weak
in its provision for the students of average and below-average ability, as opposed
to those who are academically gifted.. Too often such students have been
presented with a watered-down version of the grammar-school curriculum,
or diverted into studies which have had little validity and less status. Prais and
Wagner concluded that 'The contrast between the growth of an intermediate
stream of schooling in Germany with its explicit educational objectives and
syllabus and its submergence in England, provides an overriding clue to
many educational and social differences between these countries' (Prais and
Wagner, 1985, p. 70).

A second interpretation of the weaknesses of English education focused
not upon the faults of traditional educational institutions such as Oxford and
Cambridge and the independent schools, but rather upon the failure of new
foundations to reproduce their many virtues. The writers of The Black Pa-
pers, the first of which appeared in 1969, condemned the perceived progres-
sivism of the Plowden Report and of the primary school, the laxity and low
standards of the secondary comprehensive school, and the permissiveness of
the new universities and polytechnics. According to this analysis the English
educational system, rather than acting as an agent of investment in individual
and national well-being and wealth, had become a destructive force, charac-
terized by consumption. It provided a haven for neo-Marxists and others of
the left to encourage amongst children and students a culture of envy and
enervation, of indulgence and inaction.

In October 1976, in the wake of further economic difficulties consequent
upon the oil crisis, the Labour Prime Minister, Jame:, Callaghan, signalled his
disquiet in a speech delivered at Ruskin College, Oxford. Though careful to
distance himself from the Black Paper writers, the tone of his speech indicated
that the heady days ()I' hippy culture, of the Beatles and flower power, were
over. Instead he called for greater accountability in three areas: the first was
a halt to ever-increasing educational expenditure; the second a need to raise
educational standards and to equip students to 'do a job of work'. The third
was to pay greater attention to tlic needs of employers and to the wishes of
parents.

Such an analysis was music to the ears of Margaret Thatcher, Secretary
of State for Education and Science, 1970 4ind Prime Minister, 1979 -90.
[ler aim was nothing less than to purge English culture of what she saw as
its many weaknesses, weaknesses which had prolifiTated with the growth of
state monopolies and state socialism. In seeking to match the competitive
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cultures and economies of such states as Japan and Singapore, she looked back
to the nineteenth century, and drew upon the so-called 'Victorian values' of
enterprise, thrift and personal responsibility. The public services would be
privatized, at both national and local levels; the power of those latter-day,
over-mighty subjects, the trade-union leaders, like Arthur Scargill, who had
brought downshe Heath government in 1974, would be !woken. Members of
the old professions lawyers, doctors and university teachers would be
deprived of their privileges and brought to account. Those ministers within
her governments who blanched at this attempt to reverse the course of recent
history, 'the wets', many of them from the traditional ruling families, were
simply removed from office. The grocer's daughter from Grantham was equally
adept at disposing of trade-union barons or Conservative grandees.

Although until 1986 educational reform was of a piecemeal nature, the
advent of a new Secretary of State, Kenneth Baker, with his decisive style
and comprehensive approach, led to the Education Refrm Act of 1988. The
government believed that the brave new world which it envisaged, the world
of small business, of enterprise, of competition, of individuality, was being
hindered by members of the educational establishment. The thrust of the
legislation, therefore, was to weaken the power of the providers, and to in-

crease that of the consumers. Such an approach was consistent with the gen-
eral tenor of Thatcherite reform. Thus the abolition of the Greater London
Council was followed by the abolition of the Inner London Education Au-
thority; the sale of council houses by the opting out of schools. Institutions
of higher education were required to bid for students; the tenure of university
teachers was abolished. In education, as in other areas of social policy, there

was a move towards controlled competitiveness.
It is not clear whether educational policies were significant factors in the

four successive Conservative election victories of 1979, 1983, 1987 and 1992.
These victories, however, suggest that within England at least, the broad
thrust of Margaret 'l'hatcher's policies and those of her successor, John Major,
have commanded more support than those of their opponents. One obvious
feature of the Conservative period has been the decline in power of the trade-
union moven; lit i decline which has contributed to the defeats oldie Labour
party with which it has always been inextricably intertwined. Such decline has
meant that, in contrast to countries like Australia, the trade unions have had
little or no influence on recent educational reform. What then is the future of
English culture, and how will such future affect the educational reforms im-
plemented so l'ar?

In 1993it the time of writing, neither the traditional ir, .titutions and
values, nor the enterprise culture appears to be very successful. Some of the
ancient institutions are in disarray. The concept of the royal family has been
severely tarnished by marital problems which have been so prominently fea-

tured in the media. The Anglican Church, of which the monarch is the Su-
preme Governor, has also been weakened by these developments, and further
divided by the decision to admit women priests.
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Grace doubts have also arisen about the efficacy of the Thatcherue reso-
lution. After a decade of enterprise culture, the United Kingdom, in comithm
with many other 'westernized' societies, is in deep recession. Though inflation
has declined, so too has productivity. Unemployment stalks the land. so that
an ever-increasing percentage of public spending must he diverted into social-
security payments. During 1993 there were indications of both a modest upturn
in output and of a decline in unemployment, but the recovery is fragile and
may he re% ersed by increases in taxation to be implemented in 199.1 and 1995.

Such difficulties have called into question, once more, the nature of the
United Kingdom. Northern Ireland remains a permanent problem. National-
ism and separatism hac found a stronger voice in both Scotland and Wales,
which have given their support to their own nationalist parties or to the
I abour Party of Neil Kinnock and John Smith. On the international scene
the country appears to be a half-hearted member of both the European Com-
munity (E(') and of the Commonwealth, while still trying to sustain a 'special
relationship' with the United States of America.

Strong elements of competition have certainly been introduced into the
educational system. Universities now compete against each other for funds
for teaching and research. Schools compete against each other for students.
Whether such competition will raise the overall educational standards and
promote a classless society (John Major's declared aim), or simply allow those
who are already successful, powerful and wealthy the universities of Ox-
ford and Cambridge, the independent schools, state schools in affluent areas

to become even more successful, powerful and wealthy, remains to be
seen.

Margaret Thatcher exemplified the non-conformist enterprise culture of
mid-nineteenth century England. The rhetoric of Conservative educational
reform was consistent with the promotion of such a culture. But the non-
conformist enterprise culture did not triumph in the nineteenth century in
England. nor indeed in the twentieth. The open aristocracy of England, with
its traditional rural and classical values, out-manteuvred the entrepreneurs. In
the boys' public schools, the sons of manufacturers learned to despise their
origins and to acquire the speech. manners and prejudices of the traditional
land-owning and professional classes. The educational reforms of the 14)80s
and 1990s were largely devised and implemented by ministers who had them-
selves attended independent, and not state schools. Although Margaret
Thatcher. herself, had attended a state school, the architects of educational
reform ministers like Keith Joseph and Kenneth Baker -- were the prod-
ucts of independent schools. These schools remained the ideal, the jewel in the
crown, ind in a direct sense were untouched by the reform process. LEAs
might be deprived of their schools and colleges. and teachers of their pay-
negotiating rights., state primary schools would be pilloried for their pro-
gressiveness. state comprehensive secondary schools would he castigated for
their contusions, but the independent schools would remain independent.
And Margaret !hid,' Roberts, the product of Kesteven and Grantham Girls'
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;ranimal !,t hind, who studied chemistry at Oxford and worked as a research
Inmost before turning to the law, ended up in the House of Lords as Lady
Tale her.

Control

one of the great paradoxes of the recent educational reforms in England is
that, although they have been justified in terms of market forces and of free-
dom, their most obvious product has been a massive increase in central con-
trol. The 1988 Act, for example. has given the Secretary of State some 415
new powers (Lawton. 1989, p. 43). Other groups which might claim an
increase in powers are school governing bodies, head teachers and parents.
The losers have been the LEAs and teachers. The situation of students in
respect of control remains unclear.

How Should this Clump. in Control he Interpreted?

The first point to note is that this assumption of authority by government was
as much the cause, as the result of legislation. It signalled that in educational
terms. as in other areas of life, the politics of partnership had been replaced
by the politics of confrontation, the agenda of consensus by that of radical

reform. Substantial changes in any area of human existence may either be
produced by negotiation and consensus, or by imposition. The Education Act
of 1944 was preceded by a lengthy round of consultations with interested
parties, including the se% era' Christian denominations. There was no such

process prior to the Act of 1988. A minimal period of eight weeks was ori-
ginally allowed, which nes ertheless drew more than 20,000 responses, half

of them on the proposed national curriculum (Ilaviland, 1988).
This lack of consultation stemmed not only from a change in style but

also from the natur« of the proposed legislation. Education acts which are
designed principally to increase the amount of education inay he approved by
a wide range of interests, t the other hand the stated intention of the 11)88
Act was not so much to improe the quantity of education but, as Callaghan
11H1 argued some twelve years earlier, to improe its quality without i»creas-
ii.g its resources. Since the government believed that such improvements
depended essentially upon weakening the power Of the existing educational
establishment. the actual process of legislation, as well as its outcome, neces-
sarily involved an increase in central control. LEAs were not likely to wel-
come their loss of control over a range of institutions from schools to
polytechnics, especially when the largest and most prestigious, the Inner
I ondon Education Authority, was scheduled for abolition. Teachers, who in

1987 were deprked of their pay-negotiating machinery which had existed for
well (1% et- sixty years, were not likely to welcome further loss of control, over
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such matters as the curriculum. Academics were hardly likely to approve of
the removal of tenure.

Nevertheless, it would be wrong to believe that central government was
assuming quite unprecedented powers in respect of education. Rather it was
returning some of the control mechanisms which existed at the time of British
economic supremacy in the mid-nineteenth century.

Two points may be noted here. The first is that the establishment of a
central authority in English education (1839), preceded the introduction of the
first local-education authorities, the school boards (1870). by some thirty years.
During that period of time schools were owned and controlled, as they had
been for centuries, by voluntary bodies, corporations and private individuals.
The role of central government was to supply financial assistance to those
schools which required it, provided that such schools submitted to inspection
and, from 1862., to a national curriculum and national assessment. Under the
system known as 'payment by results', central-government grants to schools
depended largely upon the performance of students in annual examinations in
the three Rs reading, writing and arithmetic. These examinations were not
carried out by teachers, not even by former teachers, but by an august body
of graduates. principally from Oxford and Cambridge, many of them clerics,
who had no other connection with the elementary school world, or with its
inhabitants Her Majesty's Inspectors (HMI). At this time working-class
parents paid the full or partial cost of their children's schooling. Not until
1891 was elementary education made generally free.

Conservative governments have always been wary of local-gol, eminent
control over education. In 1868 Disraeli's government, indeed proposed to
establish a much stronger central authority headed by a Secretary of State.
Two years later a Liberal government under Gladstone established the first
local-education authorities, the single-purpose school boards, but even these
were intended to provide a third-rate product. At that time there was no
expectation, either among Conservatives or Liberals, that the mass of school-
ing would pass under local-government control. Nor was there any thought
that such bodies would take responsibility for secondary, idult or higher
education. A natural hierarchy was assumed. Parents who exercised proper
responsibility for their children would send them to independent schools, and
would pay the full cost of their education. Those who could not, or would
not. do so, might send their offspring to the state-aided, voluntary schools,
of which there were 8,000 in England and Wales in 1971). The great majority
of these, some 6,0(X), were supplied and controlled by the National Society
for Promoting the Education of the Poor in the Principles of the Established
Church i body established in 1811 under the presidency of the Archbishop
of Canterbury. The role of the school boards was to up the gaps' in
respect of elementary schools, principally in localities which were too poor to
make proper provision on their own account,

By 19tH), howo er, many of the schools provided by the boards, which
could rely on local rates a well as finance from central government. were
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decidedly, of first-rate quality. Conservative governments believed that the
natural order of things was being turned upside down. With some justifica-
tion the prelates of the Church of England argued that the schools of secular
local boards were being favoured over those of the established Church. Ac-
cordingly in 1902 the Conservative government, led by Haitian-, abolished the
ad hoc school boards and handed their powers over to multi-purpose author-

ities. In 1902, as in 1988, the London School Board was the centre of the
controversy: on the grounds of its perceived radicalism, excessive expenditure

and preoccupation with matters outside its proper sphere.
Compulsory schooling was established in England in 1880. It was part of

a broad movement for, as Pavla Miller has commented, in the last third of
the nineteenth century, systems of mass compulsory schooling were estab-

lished in most countries of the Western World' (Miller, 1989, p. 123). One

hundred years later, in England, as in other 'western' countries, central gov-
ernment believed that the educational system, its administrators and teachers,
had outgrown their role, and had created a state within a state, with its own
priorities and values. Margaret Thatcher was Secretary of State for Education
from 1970 to 1974. During that time, in spite of her own doubts and those

of many of her party, comprehensive secondary-school reorganization pro-
ceeded apace the system seemed to have a mind and a momentum of its
own. Her subsequent attempts to alter this state of affairs aroused considerable
hostility and led her own Alma Mater, the University ofOxford, to refuse to

grant her the customary prime ministerial accolade of an honorary degree.
The 1988 Act was designed to ensure that the education establishment
LEAs, teachers' unions and academics would never again dictate educa-
tional policy to central government.

Thus the apparent contradiction between a substantial increase in central-

government power in education and the ideal of a consumer-driven enterprise
culture becomes less contradictory when viewed from an historical perspec-
tive. It could be argued that, in the twentieth century, and certainly since

1944, the distinctive feature of English education, in comparison with many
other countries of a similar sin and nature, has been the absence of central-

government control in terms of ideology, ownership and personnel. Accord-
ing to this analysis central go eminent has re-assumed, rather than assumed,

several powers under the recent legislation, md the removal of schools and

institutions of further and higher education from local-government control

may, indeed, provide sin Ii schools and Institutions (notwithstanding current
financial restraint with a greater freedom both to manage their own afThirs and

to respond to the wishes of consumers).

One te.ittiie (11. this c-.Isstiniption control has been to show how in-
equipped, ill ICI-11h of personnel, the goser11111Clit has been to implement its
refOrms. The I hpariment of 1.(111( anon and Science (since 1992 the Department

for Education) has not had teams of curriculum experts in its employ. The
several quangos and working parties established to put flesh on to the bare

bones of legislation have necessarily included large numbers of professional
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educators, educators who have produced schemes for curriculum and assess-
ment which the government has often seen as a deliberate attempt to pervert
the course of its reforms, and to win back control of the system. There is
now a widespread belief that many key appointments to such bodies are being
made, and will continue to be made, from amongst the ranks of 'party
apparatchiks' (Graham and Tytler, 19)3, p. 134).

The historic controllers of the school educational system, the traditional
eyes and ears of the department, lier Majesty's Inspectors, have always en-
joyed a certain independence from central government. For example the 11M1
model of a national curriculum, both before and after the 198H Act, differed
considerably from that held by other Department of Education and Science
employees, and by ministers (Chitty, 1988). As Duncan Graham, chair and
chief executive of the National Curriculum Council from 1988 to 1991, has
recently revealed:

Council meetings and major committees were usually attended by
deputy secretary and Eric Bolton, the then Senior Chief IIMI, who
did not see himself as part of the Cis il Service and was fighting his
own battle to regain control for HMI, (Graham. 1993, p. 17)

Such independence came to an end in 1992, the numbers of HMI were
drastically reduced and the post of chief inspector became a part-time appoint-
ment. In future inspections of schools would be carried out by private teams
which would include a strong representation of the 'consumer' interest.

Curriculum

Flit curriculum of schools and other educational institutions may be iewed
in se% era! ways: for example, as a selection of knowledge and sallies from the
culture; as a battleground for contending pressure groups. How should the
national curriculum in England be interpreted%

(;eorge lonikins suggested that there ,ire three broad positions in iespcct
orcurriculuni: child-centred education which stresses individual de%elopment;

ocational education which focuses upon the demands of the workplace; sub-
ject-based education which favours cultural heritage and traditional hierarchies
of knowledge (Tonikins, 1979). Since 1976 the child-centred curriculum has
found little favour with governments which have believed that the education
system as a whole was too self-centred, and insufficiently aware of the real
world outside the playground walls or campus gates.

Keith Joseph's concern for the neglected 4 per cent of secondary-school
students who were not preparing for public examinations led him to take a
keen interest in vocational education, but the major thrust in this direction
came not from the Secretary of State and the Department of Education and
Science, but from David Young and the Manpower Services Commission.

/34
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The Manpower Services Commission (from 1988 the Training Commission)
was established in 1973 as an offshoot of the Department of Employment,
The principle of a separate agency for vocational training was nothing new in

English history. For example in 1853, following the success of the Great
Exhibition, a Science and Art Department was established at Kensington, and
pursued distinct policies from those of Whitehall until its demise in 1899.

Two major developments sponsored by the Manpower Services Com-
mission were the school-based Technical and Vocational Educational Initia-
tive for 14 to 16-year-olds, which was 'directed towards new technology,
business studies and teaching about particular, local industries', (Ainley, 1988,
p. 122) and the Youth Training Scheme, also begun in 1983, which provided
a year's training for all unemployed lb and 17-year-old school leavers. Under
this latter scheme it was proposed that three-quarters of the time would he
spent in work experience, the other quarter in off-the-lob training or further
education. Although David Young had strong hacking from Margaret Thatcher

'the only man who brings me solutions and not problems' (Ainley, 1988.

p. 1.2.11) there were widespread doubts about the somewhat haphazard way
in \Ouch funds fir the Technical and Vocational Initiative were being applied.
As to the Youth Training Schemes, which had replaced a pre% ions Youth
(1pportimities Frogrammesdthough, in the short-ter, such strategies sub-

stantially minced the numbers of young unemployed, the long-term effects

of them.' se twines were broadly questioned, both by employers' and trade-

union or 1'011n/dill nlsInd the trainees themselves. It 198') the Confederation
f lit itish Industry adopted a radical report on vocational education and train-

ing whii It posed serious questions as to government policy in this area and
declared unequivocally that 'the practice of employing 16-18-year-olds with-

out training leading to nationally recognised qualifications must stop' (Maclure,

19) 1, p. 4).
In spite of these, and other vocational initiatives it seems clear that the

urriculum reform promoted by Conservative governments since 1979 and

embodied in the national curriculum as set out under the Education Reform

/Nit may be categorized, in terms of Tompkins' analysis, as one which favours

Lultural heritage and traditional hierarchies of knowledge.
the curriculum is defined in terms of subjects: three core and seven

haintlation. Its traditional nature is indicated by the uncanny resemblance to

the list set down under the Secondary School Regulations of 1904 the

tutu of the publicly funded grammar schools established under the
ducation Act of 1902.
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1904 1988
English English
mathematics mathematics
science science
foreign language foreign language
history history
geography geography
physical exercise physical education
drawing art
mans al work/Inwsewilery technology

music

Music, though not in the original curriculum of 1904, was added subse-
quently. In 1904 I.atin would have been one of the foreign languages taught.
In the 1988 curriculum modern languages were to be introduced from age 11.
This list of subjects was not meant to comprise the whole curriculum. In
response to a wide range of criticisms the government acknowledged that
time should also he found for religious instruction and t'r other interests and
activities.

Why was this curriculum chosen? Several answers may be adduced. Such
a curriculum would preserve the traditional hierarchies of schools and know-
ledge, i grammar-school curriculum for all at both primary and secondary
levels. All children would have a sound training in the basics of mathematics,
English and science: all children would be equipped for the technological age
and yet would also have access to a broad range of cultural subjects. Early
specialization would be avoided. Children would not be able to give up study
of those subjects which they found difficult or boring.

Such a curriculum would also be easy to prescribe, to control, to test and
to resource. For a government seeking to produce nationwide test results by
which parents might measure the quality of schools, without itself incurring
any great increase in educational expenditure, a traditional, subject-based
curriculum had many advantages. National programmes of study and schemes
of assessment, to be followed by all children in state schools, could be swiftly
established. Most of the teachers were already in place, although in addition
to the traditional shortage in the subjects of mathematics and science, more
teachers of modern languages and technology would be required in secondary
schools. At primary level, teachers would need more training in science and
technology. The first programmes of study were introduced in 1989 and the
first assessment of 7-year-old children in the core subjects of mathematics,
English and science took place in 1991.

'Though the general principle of a national curriculum commanded wide-
spread support both among professional educators and the public, there was
considerable opposition to the actual curriculum as laid down under the 1988
Act. Some of this criticism proceeded from those who would have opposed
anything which stemmed from a Conservative government, but many of the

Lib
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government's own supporters were also highly doubtful of the wisdom of the

proposed scheme.
Thus those 'long-serving exponents of the application of market forces

to educational decision-making' (Maclure, 1988, p. 163), the economists and
political scientists of the Institute of Economic Affairs, argued that:

The most effective national curriculum is that set by the market,
by the consumers of the education service. This will be 1.1r more re-

sponsive to children's needs and society's demands than any centrally
Unposed curriculum, no matter how well meant. (Haviland, 1988,

p. 28)

The Confederation of British Industry, the employers' association, gave
approval to the principle of a broad-based curriculum for all which would
avoid the problems associated with premature specialization, but reaffirmed:

The concerns expressed by industry and commerce regarding the im-

portant need to inform these traditional subjects with cross-curricular
themes that relate to life after school and the world of work in par-
ticular. The CBI is concerned that the document does not contain any

specific reference relating to economic awareness and understanding,

or careers education. (Haviland, 1988, p. 2'))

Other critics were even nearer at home. In 1985 Keith Joseph, widely
regarded as Margaret Thatcher's ideological adviser, and himself' Secretary of

State for Education from 1981 to 1986, issued a document entitled Bruer

Schools, which declared that

... it would not in the view of the Government be right for the
Secretaries of State's policy for the range and pattern of the five to
sixteen curriculum to amount to the determination of national sylla-

buses for that period . The Government does not propose to intro-
duce legislation affecting the powers of the Secretaries of State in
relation to the curriculum. (Department of Education and Science,

1985, pp. 11-12)

1hiring the debates on the 1988 Bill, Joseph, now in the House of Lords,

opposed the national curriculum as being:

still too prescriptive ... 1 have to add that if all the foundation
subjects were tested, we would impose too large a testing industry
upon our schools and squeeze out some relatively widespread non
academic vocationally geared subjects. (Hansard, 495, pp. 1263-4)

In spite of some modifications both to the national curriculum and to
national testing, many of the questions raised in 1988 by the government's
own supporters have still not been solved.
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There is a widespread belief that to much has been prescribed and too
much has to be tested. In 1862, under the Revised Code, the government
began with the testing of three subjects and then proceeded to allow schools
to add 'specific' or 'class' subjects for grant-earning purposes. In the 1990s the
(widely predicted) difficulties of giving due weight to all ten national curric-
ulu subjects are now generally apparent. Retreats have already been made.
both in respect of curriculum and testing. For example some foundation (but
nut cure) subjects have been diluted for older students so that the national
curriculum for all now applies to the 5 -14 ..ge range rather than the 5-16 as
originally announced. One solution, currently being canvassed, is to increase
the length of the school day, but given that teachers already work well in
excess of fifty hours per week, with the bulk of that time spent in non-
teaching tasks, such a solution poses considerable problems of its own.

Conclusion

Political and economic rivalry are as old as history itself. For centuries 'west-
ern' nations have dominated the world in a political and economic sense, and
have enjoyed a disproportionate share' of the planet's goods and resources.
Such domination is bound to be tested in several ways, and the lessening of
the ideological and military challenge posed by the Soviet bloc in eastern
Europe has only brought into sharper relief the economic rivalry between the
'western' nations themselves, and the substantial challenge currently spear-
headed by the countries of Asia.

The educational refiwins introduced by the Conservative governments
led by Margaret Thatcher and jchn Major have been justified principally,
though not exclusively, in terms of enabling the country to reverse its relative
economic decline. It is difficult, as yet, to measure the effectiveness of these
reforms. particularly in the midst of a global recession, but an historical per-
spective can be of value here, and is worthy of further investigation. As
Martin Wiener wrote in 1981, 'The leading problem of modern British his-
tory is the explanation of economic decline' (Wiener, 1981, p. 3).

Three further concluding points can be made in respect of culture, con-
trol and curriculum.

First, in respect of English culture, the formal education system cannot
be divorced from its social, economic and political contexts. Notwithstanding
the undoubted capacity of teachers in state schools to transform the lives of
individuals, and of groups, it is also undeniable that 'education reflects and
transmits the values which are dominant in society and the values which have
dominated English life for more than a century have not been those of the
enterprise culture' (Maclure. 1991, pp. 9-10). Radical reform of one part of
the education system will have little effect lithe old social, economic, political
and educational hierarchies continue in an unreformed state.

Second, the assumption of so much control by central gosernment in
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education raises two issues. The first is that there is no guarantee that educa-
tional wisdom and responsibility rests predominantly with central govern-
ment. Indeed central government has frequently failed to do its educational
duty in the past, not least in respect of the enterprise culture. For example, the
1918 Act established part-time day continuation schools to age 16, the 1944
Act, county colleges to age 18. The failure of Conservative and Labour gov-
ernments in the post-war periods to implement these refOrms is the principal
cause of the current deficiencies with regard to vocational education and in-
dustrial training in England. The second issue is that now that so much power
in education has been concentrated at the centre, there may be iolent revers-
als of policy, should a different government conic to power. The Conservat-
ive government has sought to weaken (or abolish) I. EAs, I IMI and university
departments of education. A government of a different political persuasion
might instead target the power, influence and independence of the independ-
ent schools. Education must be a partnership, not a battleground. Now that
central government has so much control, it must seek to rebuild a partnership
that includes not only parents and employers, but also teachers and other
educational professionals and, for the foreseeable future at least, LEAs.

As for the national curriculum, certain benefits are now becoming appar-
ent: in terms of specifying objectives, of ensuring progression within and
between schools, of improving knowledge and standards in hitherto frequently
neglected areas, for example science and technology in primary schools. Hut
three problems remain. The first is that of continuing interference by govern-
ment ministers in curricular details, interference which places enormous strains
upon teachers, examiners, textbook publishers, and the children themselves.
The second, which is closely related to the themes of culture and control,
refers to the meaning of the word 'national'. If a national curriculum and
national testing are essential for the economic well-being of the nation, should
they not also be applied to independent schools? Finally, the fundamental
contradiction in the educational reform process must be highlighted once
again. Is a traditional, subject-based, centrally controlled national curriculum
consistent with a consumer-led approach to education?
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Chapter 9

National Curriculum Assessment in
England and Wales'

Caroline Gipps

The national-curriculum assessment programme is the largest assessment de-
velopment to be undertaken in recent years in the United Kingdom (UK),
requiring as it does detailed assessment across the core subjects of the national
curriculum at ages 7, 11, 14 and 16. The purpose of the assessment pro-
gramme is to measure performance of students against the national curric-
ulum; provide accountability data for schools and local education authorities
(school districts); to raise standards of performance; and to support the teaching
learning process. The original proposals for national assessment involved the
use of teachers' own assessments (usually known as school-based assessment
in Australia) and external tests on a performance-based model. There has,
however, been a considerable retreat from this model over the four years of
test development. In this chapter I will give a detailed account of develop-
ments and discuss the reasons for the shift in type of assessment,

First it is necessary to give an outline of the curriculum structure, al-
though a detailed discussion of the national curriculum is given by Lawton in
Chapter 3. In 1988 the Conservative government, under Margaret Thatcher,
brought in the Education Reform Act (ERA) which legislated wide-ranging
changes in education including the introduction of a national curriculum in
England and Wales and a related national assessment programme.

At the heart of these developments was a concern about educational stand-
ards in terms of the range of curriculum experiences offered to students in
different schools. the rigour of teaching in the basic skills, and low expecta-
tions for student performance. Both the first and last of these three had been
a regularly voiced criticism by the then independent Her Majesty's Inspector-
ate (HMI) in England and Wales. In reality there was less curricular variation
at secondary level than at primary level since the upper-secondary school
curriculum is to a great extent controlled by the public or school-leaving
exams at 16 and 18. The concerns at secondary level were more that students
were dropping subjects, in order to specialize, as young as 13 or 14 and that
the range of curricular provision for the bottom 40 per cent of the ability
range was inadequate. In addition, since there were no formal assessments in
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the system before the public examination at 16, there being no examination
on leaving primary school at 11. there was no 'hard' information on the
performance of primary schools.

A significant factor in the call for an improvement in educational stand-
ards was a report published in 1983 comparing performance in mathematics
standards in schools in England and West Germany. The authors reworked
data from the 1964 International Evaluation of Achievement Study and claimed
that German students in the bottom half of the ability range obtained levels
of performance comparable with the average for the whole ability range in
England (Prais and Wagner, 1983).

A number of other international comparisons also showed that English
schools were not top of the league tables. The previous national-assessment
programme, the Assessment of Performance Unit, which had carried out
anonymous testing of 'light' samples of students, had been unable to com-
ment satisfactorily (because of measurement problems) on whether national
standards were rising or falling. These other studies shifted the argument
away from comparisons over time to comparisons of English schools with
those of other countries: politically a more powerful argument within the
context of the discussions about economic decline.

The national curriculum was therefore to ensure that all students of
compulsory school age (5-16) would follow the same course with English,
mathematics, science and technology forming the core, and history, geogra-
phy, a modern foreign language, art, music and physical education forming
an extended core. These ten subjects together should make up 70 per cent of
curriculum time.

For each subject the curriculum is enshrined in law: statutory orders
describe the matters, skills and processes to be taught as 'programmes of
study' and the knowledge, skills and understanding as 'attainment targets'
within each subject which students are expected to have reached at certain
stages of schooling. The stages arc defined as Key Stage (KS) 1 (age 5-7), 2
(7-11), 3 (11-14) and 4 (14-16). The attainment targets are described in a
series of ten hierarchical levels; the series of levels is designed to enable pro-
gression: most students of 7+ would be at level 2 in the system while most
students of 11+ would be at level 4 and so on. The attainment targets are
articulated at each of the ten levels by a series of criteria or statements of
attainment which form the basic structure of a criterion-referenced assessment
system.

The national-assessment programme is a crucial accompaniment to the
national curriculum for it is through the assessment programme that perform-
ance is to be measured and standards are to be raised. The first stage of the
development of the national curriculum and assessment programme was the
setting up of the Task Group on Assessment and Testing (TGAT) with a
remit to design the assessment programme. The report of this group (Depart-
ment of Education and Science, 1988) put forward a blueprint for the struc-
ture of the curriculum to which all subjects had to adhere.
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The National Assessment Programme in England and Wales

The national-assessment programme, as outlined in the TGAT Report and the
statutory orders, required that students be assessed against all the attainment
targets (ATs) by their teachers and on some ATs by external tests (called
standard-assessment tasks) at the ages of 7, 11, and 14. At these ages the
results of teacher assessment (TA) and the external tests (SATs) were to be
combined and must be reported towards the end of that school year.' At age
16 the external test is to be the General Certificate of Secondary Education
(GCSE) the public examination which is currently taken by approximately 85
per cent of the age group, and the grading system of the GCSE was to be
merged with the ten-level national curriculum scale.

At the individual level, results must be reported to parents to allow
implementation of the Parents' Charter which requires all schools to report
annually on all children in relation to every NC subject, including comments
on general progress and a record of attendance (Circular 14/92). At the end of
Key Stages the student's performance is to be reported in terms of levels
(including at aged 7 years separate arithmetic, spelling and reading levels) and
comparative information is to be given about all the other students of the
same age/stage. This comparative information of course makes the produc-
tion of local league tables easy, even at age 7.

Indeed reporting on school performance (Circular 7/92) is now struc-
tured specifically to allow comparative tables of school performance in public
examination results at 16 and 18 (which are to be distributed by primary and
middle schools to parents of children about to transfer to secondary school
and published by the DIE in local newspapers). Full public-examination re-
sults at school level should he available at least two weeks before choice of
secondary school has to be made. Averaged figures for the whole of England
will be supplied to governors to go in school prospectuses. The same proce-
dures will eventually apply for national assessment results at the end of all Key
Stages.

The only additional feature of the national-assessment proposals for Wales
are that Welsh is assessed as a first language and as a second language. SATs
are therefore available in both English and Welsh. In Welsh medium schools,
students are assessed using SATs on maths, science and Welsh at age 7, and
these subjects together with English at the ages of 11 and 14 years.

The first run of assessment for 7-year-olds in English, maths and science
took place in 1991, the first statutory run for 14-year-olds will be in 1993, for
11-yea.r-olds in 1994 and in that year also GCSE will be reported in line with
attainment targets and national-curriculum levels. Subjects beyond the core
will come on stream and be assessed in later years, with technology being the
first (1992 fir 7-year-olds using a non-statutory SAT, 1993 for 14-year-olds,
1994 for 11 and 1995 for 16-year-olds). All subjects should he included in the
assessment programme at all ages by 1997, though teacher assessment is likely
to dominate beyond the core subjects, using non-statutory SATs.
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While the overall plan for national assessment is the same for all four
ages, there arc differences in articulation: national assessment at aged I() is
dominated by the demands of GCSE; the assessments for 11-year-olds are as
yet at the piloting stage; the 14-year-old assessments were trialled in MI,
piloted in 1992 and changed dramatically for PM.i. The assessment of 7-year-
olds is furthest along the path of development. First therefore I skill give a
detailed account of the national-assessment programme for 7-year-olds then I
shall give a (necessarily) brietil- account of the 14-year-old testing. The issues
which are raised arc, however, relevant to any criterion-referenced perform-
ance-based assessment programme used for accountability purposes.

Assessment at Age 7

!hiring the spring and early summer term of the year in which students reach
the age of 7 (Year 2) teachers make an assessment of eat It student's Ie el of
attainment of levels 1-4 of the scale 1-10 in relation to the attainment tar Nts
of the core subjects. Teachers may make these assessments in any 11,1y they
wish, but observation, regular informal assessment and keeping examples or
work, are all encouraged. In the first half of the summer term and the second
half of the spring term the students are given by their teacher, i series of
standard assessment tasks (SATs) covering a sample of the core attainment
targets.

Because of the reliance on teacher assessment, t NI report suggested
a complex process of group moderation through which teachers' assessments
could be brought into line around a common standard and any variation
between TA and SAT could be settled professionally. The combination of TA
and SAT results has been a contentious area; the ruling now is that where an
attainment target is assessed by both 'IA and SAT and the results differ the
SAT result is to be 'preferred'.

Since the proposals for the SATs in the TGAT Report were innovatory
and were a conscious attempt to move away from traditional standardizA
procedures they will be described in sonic detail. The TGAT report suggested
that a mixture of instruments including tests, practical tasks and observations
he tied in order to curriculum distortion and that a broad range of
assessment instruments sampling a broad range of attainment targets would
discourage the narrowing tendency to teach to the test. Thus the TGAT
model was one which emphasized a wide range of assessment tasks involving
.1 wide range of response modes in order to minimize the negative effects
normally associated with formal assessment and a range of assessments in
different contexts to ensure content and task validity. These SATs are, there-
tbre, in the mould of performance-based assessments which are currently
receiving considerable attention in the USA.

Early on in the development of the SATs for Key Stage 1 the require-
ment was that they should cover as many attainment targets (Al') as possible.
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This proved unwieldy since there are thirty -two ATs in the original curric-
ulum structure for the core and the mode of assessment was to be active rather
than paper and pencil tests of the traditional standardized type.

In the event, the SATs used with 7-year-olds in 1991 were a watered-
down version of the TGAT proposals. The style of assessment was, however,
active and similar to good infant-school practice: for example, the reading task
at level 2 involved reading aloud a short passage from a children's book cho-
sen from a list of popular titles, using dice to play maths 'games'. using
objects to sort, etc.

Despite the reduction in the number of ATs tested from thirty-two to
nine, the SAT administration in 1991 took a minimum of forty hours for a
class of twenty-five to thirty students and was rarely managed without sup-
port for the class teacher, since most of the SATs were done with groups of
four students. The SATs can thus he seen as matching good teaching practice.
providing teachers with detailed information about individual children, but
being time-consuming and as we shall see, offering limited standardization for
comparability purposes.

In response to the widespread publicity about the amount of time the 7-
year -old SATs were taking the Prime Minister announced in the summer of
1991 that for 1992 there would be shorter standardized paper and pencil tests.
(This announcement was made before formal evaluations of the SATs were
available). The 1992 SATs contained a reduced number of active tasks, and
offered for a number of SATs a 'whole-class' administrative procedure, which
in fact few teachers used. The reading SAT stayed as a reading aloud task with
the teachers making a running record and in addition an accuracy score. There
were also two standardized tests: a traditional group-reading comprehension
test with written response, and a group-spelling test. The reading test was
optional at level 2 and above and the spelling test was compulsory for level
3 and above. These two scores had to be reported separately alongside the
maths 'number' score, as well as the overall levels for English, maths and
science.

In 1993 there were further changes with spelling and reading comprehen
sion tests compulsory for all except level 1 as well as the reading and writing
SATs. Diffisrent ATs in maths and science are covered each year in addition
to 'number' so that in 1993 7-year olds were assessed on algebra and physics.
The testing package took around thirty hours of classroom time as it did in
1992. Thus at KS1 we have a system which is a mix of SATs (perfrmance-
type assessment), more traditional standardized tests and teacher assessment.

At K52. age 11, there are group tests (not tasks) in English (two hours)
maths (1-11/4) hours and science (1-1V4) hours. These tests are standardized
and differentiated i.e., the tests will be at three levels of difficulty covering
levels 1-2, 3-5, and 6 and students must he entered at the appropriate level.

As with KS1 in 1992 and 1993 the 'process' attainment targets in each subject
are not covered by the SAT, but assessed by TA. Whilst this is probably a
more satisfactory way of assessing these skills it does mean that we run the
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danger of this part of the curriculum becoming downgraded since it is not
included in the 'high stakes' testing.

Assessment at Age 14

The trialling of SATs for 14-year-olds which took place in 1991 involved
extended tasks taking many hours of classroom time and covering a range of
activities and response modes. The Secretary of State for Education deemed
this inappropriate and the pilot 'SATs' in 1992 were short written tests done
by whole classes at the same time under examination conditions. Practical

tests were only to be set where there was no alternative.
As with KSI the development agencies were first asked to assess each

attainment target through SATs. Not only did this make the test development
task enormous, the preferral of SAT result to TA result where both were
available meant that SAT results at the individual student level had to he

highly reliable: more so than the TGAT report had envisaged (Brown, 1992).

Furthermore, the SATs at age 14 have to cover all ten levels of the national
curriculum.

For the 1991 trial the Secretary of State for Education required an element
of written testing taken under controlled conditions. Again. as with KS1,
before the evaluations were complete the Secretary of State who referred
to the SATs as 'elaborate nonsense' announced changes to the SATs.
Contracts with the development agencies were terminated and new contracts
were put out to tender. The specifications for 1992 required three tests per
subject of 1-11/2 hours covering all attainment targets, except the process ones
which were assessed by teachers. Papers arc set at four levels each covering a
range of four NC levels: teachers select the level at which to enter a student.
although they will not see the examination papers beforehand. All the tests are
taken on the same dates in June in formal examination conditions.

One of the reasons put forward for changing the style of the assessments
was the amount of time the original SAL took, the same manageability issue
that dogged the KSI assessments. However, the evaluations showed that the
KS3 teachers did not find the task burdensome and felt that the active SATs
were a valid way of assessing performance (Brown. 1992; Stobart and Burgess.
1992; Jennings, 1992). It seems clear that the decision to alter the assessments
from active, extended performance-based SATs to timed written examinations
was essentially a political one: at KS3 the SAL did not present a manageability
problem, were widely felt to be valid and were demonstrated to be suffi-

ciently reliable.
There have been particular problems with the English tests at K S3. Thc

Government summarily withdrew the contract from the new test developer
in 1992, changed the specifications, put it out to tender and awarded it to a
third agency for developing the 1993 materials. There was considerable debate
in early 1993 therefore about the merits of these assessments, since it seemed
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that they could not hale been piloted. SEAL and government ministers,
however, insisted that the tests for 1993 were piloted (on a sample of I5-year-
olds) in 1992 despite the change in development team and that the 1993 assess-
ment would he a full, reported run. Interestingly, the chairman of SEA('
insisted that the pilot papers were modified in the light of comments from the
teaching profession, but a leak from SEAC indicated that papers with ques-
tions identical to the pilot ones were to be used in summer 1993 ('Muddling
through in English'. The Guardian 21.1.93, Melanie Phillips). Anxiety is such
that many independent schools, which are not obliged to follow the national
curriculum, decided not to do the KS3 tests in 1993. Eventually in February
1993 the Secretary of State agreed that the results of the English assessment
would not be reported, except to parents.

Changes Made in 1993 and 1994

As well as the retreat from the %cry open-ended SATs at KS1 from 1991 to
1992, there were 'minor* curriculum changes and finally, a full review of the
National cur,kulum and its Assessment, by Sir Ron Dearing, which is out for
consultation over summer, 1994.

The emphasis given to 'IA was reduced in 1992/3 with test results 'pre-
ferred' over TA results where both were available; subsequently TA was
restricted largely to the few attainment targets that were not being tested
(teachers still had to report TA in all the ATs at KSI, but not until after the
testing was done). The national curriculum itself was changed in 1992 when
the number of attainment targets in maths and science were reduced. The
curriculum is being changed again in 1994, with the I >caring review tOcusing
on slimming-down the curriculum. in order to make it manageable and real-
istic and to allow 20 per cent of teaching time to be used at schools' discretion
in KS1. 2 and 3. with 40 per centat KS4.

The reason for the whole-scale review by an outsider (Sir Ron Dearing
had been Chairman of the Post Office) was the teacher-union boycott of the
tests in 1993. KS3 English teachers initiated the boycott. but were joined by
their colleagues in other subjects and from KS I. The English curriculum had
been changed a number of times and was highly contentious. The 'last straw'
for English teachers was the formal tests to be given to 14-year-olds in June
1993, which they considered to be banal. The boycott argument was based on
the extra workload caused by the tests and marking; this claim (put forward
by one major, but not militant, union) was upheld in the courts and ::11 the
unions then mobilized a boycott at both Key Stages. Although a number of
schools did do the tests, and indeed much of the KS1 assessment had been
completed by April 1993, most did not send in their results. The Education
Secretary could not therefore publish the school and LEA league tables he had
planned in 1993, Sir Ron Dearing was appointed to carry out the review in
March one week (approximately) before the NASUWT voted to boycott the
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tests: in early April it was deemed to be a legitimate trade dispute; (approx-
imately) one week later Sir Ron was given his terms of reference. At the end
of April the Appeal Court unanimously ruled the boycott as legal (Lawton.
1994). The Education Secretary never quite believed the boycott would stick:
he suggested that refusal to test might result in cuts in resources: he reminded
school governors that it was their statutory duty to ensure that national-
curriculum assessment was implemented: he said he would be holding heads
and go%ernor.. to their legal duties: and he was under pressure to introduce
legislation to compel teachers to administer the test. In the end only 5 per cent
of KS3 schools sent in their results ( Nuttall and Stobart, 1994).

The constant change in the curriculum and assessment has been very
difficult fig teachers who understandably feel that no sooner do they get the
hang of the material than it is changed again. The Dearing review recom-
mends no further change at all fin. the next five years.

Teacher assessment is also back on the agenda, with the requirement that
TA and ST results be reported side-by-side, so that 'teacher assessment and test
results will ha% e equal status' (School l xammations and Assessment ( :ouncil.
1993). This is a welcome mo% but it is not yet clear how this will look when
it is reported, what weight TA will carry for high-stakes purposes e.g., second-

ary transfer, and what parents will make of different results for TA and tests.
Apparently, the Prime Minister himself insisted to the Dearing review that
IA should not replace tests. as sonic had been suggesting. The term moderation
has disappeared unfortunately. with 'audit' appearing instead. denoting a
fication or quality-control mechanism rather than professional de% clopment.

Teachers at primary loci arc being urged to move away from 'tick-lists'
which record every Standard of Achievement (SoA ) attained for each child in
fa% our ola noire holistic approach (ref. I enter to Heads 4/11/93 from Of.sted,
( )1 IMC1 (Wales) and S(:AA Recording Students' Achievement). Teachers should
look across the statements at a level and decide whether, on the whole, the
students' performance is closer to leel 2 or level 3 (Circular 11/93). The
multifarious SoAs (228 at KS1 in the three core subjects) are going to be
replaced, as part of the simplification process. by level descriptions (broader
descriptions of like the Western Australian student outcome state-
ments and the GCSE grade descriptors).

'Testing at KS I was reduced in 1994 (and KS2 tests piloted) with no tests
no science: in maths only nuniber is tested, and in English only reading and
writing tests (although spelling and handwriting will be assessed in these).
The testing time should be reduced by hall TA will he required for all the
AT,. The tests in 1994 for KS2 and 3 were restricted to the core (English.
maths and science) and were less demanding in terms of student time (6-7
hours) and marking (quicker and simpler). Results in terms of NC levels only
!ose to be reported to parents for English. maths and science now at ages 7,

11 and 14 (previously all the subjects of the national curriculum were to have
reported in levels). In the intervening years schools can continue to report
swine% einem in any way they choose.
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In 1994 at least one union is continuing with the boycott on the grounds
that testing should be suspended pending the curriculum changes. Many pri-
mary schools are, however, doing the KSI assessment although they may not
report the results and enough have volunteered to do the 11-year-old tests to
make up the 2 per cent pilot planned for 1994. When I visited one of our
research-project primary schools in the middle of May they were doing the
KS2 tests with their top class (11-year-olds) both teachers and children felt
it to be quite unproblematic. The school was also doing the KSI assessment
which the head described as 'routine now'.

Along with the slimming down of the NC and more recognition given
to TA, the government announced in December 1993 that league tables would
not be published at 7 and 14, only at 11 and 16 (these latter two being at the
end of primary school and the end of compulsory school respectively).

Assessment at Age 16

The General Certificate of Secondary Education (GCSE) is the public exam-
ination currently taken by students at 16+. This is. itself, a relatively new
examination with the first papers taken in 1988. The changes which were
brought in with GCSE were: it involved use of coursework assessment rather
than 1(30 per cent examination, thus oral, practical and extended project work
play an important part in the assessment: it was aimed at the whole ability
range; differentiated exam papers (pitched at different levels) were therefore
required for some subjects; it was intended to be criterion-referenced so that
candidates could be graded in relation to their own performance rather than
in relation to how others performed.

The GCSE has, it is generally acknowledged, brought about changes in
teaching style and content resulting in a broadening of students' curricular and
pedagogic experience. A higher proportion of the age group takes it than was
the case with the previous 16+ exams (over 85 per cent of the age group enters
at least one subject). Coursework assessment has had a powerful effect in
many schools; 100 per cent coursework-assessed syllabuses are popular in
English and arc available in a number of other subjects. The move towards
criterion-referencing has been problematic and students are graded on the
basis of rather loose grade descriptions, wh' the proportions achieving each
grade were held roughly constant in the first two years in line with the pre-
vious public examination. Since the announcement of the national assessment
proposals the search for better criterion referencing for GCSE has been halted.

Ironically. one of the justifications for making GCSE criterion-referenced
was that it would help to raise standards: since there would be no limit on the
number of students able to gain top grades this would encourage teachers and
students to aim, and achieve, higher. The percentage of the age group gaining
the top three grades has in fact risen, with the result that there are claims now
being made that the exam is too easy. When aligned with national-curriculum
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levels, level 10 is to be harder than the previous grade A. Coursework assess-
ment is also seen by the administration as being not sufficiently rigorous and
too dependent on teachers; as a result for most subjects a maximum of 20 per
cent of the marks will be awarded for coursework in future.

Since the introduction of the national curriculum into schools two changes
have been announced to it which have resulted directly from the difficulties
of aligning the GCSE with the national curriculum and assessment programme.
The government's intention is to retain GCSE as the standards flagship and
it is not prepared for a weakening or watering-down of its requirements.
Since each GCSE course requires 10 per cent of curriculum time (for the two
years from 14-16) it is clear that not all students could follow a GCSE course
in all ten national curriculum subjects (plus religious education) since this
would in theory leave no time for other non-statutory aspects of the curric-
ulum (for example, classics, a second foreign language, personal. social and
health education, etc.). At the beginning of 1991 the Secretary of State for
Education thus announced that the full national curriculum would only be
followed up to the age of 14. From 14-16 all students must follow a full
GCSE course in the core subjects (English, mathematics and science); all stu-
dents must study technology and a modern foreign language but not neces-
sarily to GCSE level; all students must follow a course of either history or
geography or half of each; only a full course will be examined by GCSE. Art
and music will be optional at this stage as will physical education, although
schools are expected to encourage all students to continue with some form of
the latter. Subjects which are not assessed via the GCSE (all except the core)
may be assessed via examinations developed by the vocational examining
bodies. The expectation is that more able students will take GCSEs while less

able students will go for the vocational qualifications. Thus the notion of a full
entitlement curriculum for all, offering a broad general education to 16, has
been watered down: the 'option' system at 14 will be similar to that already
operating in many schools, and an academic/vocational divide is built in.
(That said, all students must continue with a full course of science and sonic
technology to 16.)

The second major change to come about is a restructuring of the maths
and science curricula. The original national-curriculum structure gave maths
fourteen attainment targets and science seventeen. The examining bodies which
are responsible for producing, selling, marking and analysing the GCSE
announced that they could not report performance on the ten-level scale in
relation to this attainment-target structure. As a result both curricula have
been streamlined to five (broader) attainment targets with approximately half
the number of statements of attainment, while the programmes of study re-
main largely unchanged. This new structure should therefore not affect teach-

ing plans but will make the assessment simpler for both teachers and examining

bodies.
In December 1993 the government decided to leave the GCSE as it is,

still reporting in grades A to G the GCSE boards having found it difficult
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to switch front awarding grades to awarding levels (with a new starred A
grade in order to 'raise standards') and it will not be incorporated into the N(:
ten-level scale. This has compromised the existence of the ten-level scale,
which the Dearing review opted to retain, since it now effectively finishes at
14. The national curriculum itself, following the I )caring review, alters at 14,
leaving time for vocational options at 14 In. We then have three national
curricula at 16+: academic and genera! (assessed through A-level) vocational
(assessed through GNVQs) and occupational (assessed through NV(.2s).

It is a clear indication of the perceived importance of the G(:S!' that its
requirements were allowed to modify the national curriculum and assessment
programme in this way rather than vice versa. Furthermore, the return to-
wards the domination of the fOrnial written examination mirrors develop-
ments in relation to the SATs. This will be discussed further in the next
section.

Assessment Issues

1)evelopments in assessment in the UK os er the last 5-8 years have attempted
to embrace a range of new approaches: criterion referencing, teacher-based
assessment. active process-based assessment tasks, and coursework assess-
ment. This shift in assessment paradigm from a broadly psychometric. norm-
referenced, examination-based model towards an educational assessment model
is well illustrated by the philosophy outlined by the TGAT Report. Teacher
assessment. it said, should he a fundamental element of the system and the
inti,rmation should serve several purposes: formative. diagnostic, stimulative
(to record the overall achievement of a student in a systematic way) and
evaluative (so that aspects of the work of a school could be assessed). The
report was acknowledged as being far-sighted. prokssionally supportive and
likely to encourage good practice in assessment and teaching. There were,
however. criticisms front some educationists of the 10-level system, concerns
over the extent of external testing, the playing down of teacher assessment in
relation to SATs and the publication of unadjusted national assessment results
as a basis for school accountability.

The move towards criterion referencing. continuous assessment based on
teacher judgment. and active or extended assessment tasks are ct minion to
GCSE and national assessment. Tlw latter two elements are time-consuming
ti or teachers but are seen as contributing to their professional rolc. Where the
teacher-based assessments are linked with external assessment and/or reported
as part of a certification procedure. external moderation is involved. which is
also time and resource-consuming. but can again act to promote professional
develop Ment

Other des elipments in assessment practice in the UK include graded
assessment and R,..cords of Achievement (RoA). Graded assessment developed
from attempts to modularize the curriculum and to offer students shorter
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term goals and individual rates of progression through the curriculum. The
assessments themselves can be either classroom-based or examination-based,
although the latter is difficult to reconcile with the notion of readiness this
is. taking the assessment only when ready to pass which is a crucial element
in the argument for the motivating properties of graded assessment. Graded
assessment has been a popular development at secondary-school level, in maths
and modern languages in particular, and teachers have reported increased stu-
dent motivation, notably among the less able. There are, however. organiza-
tional problems relating to management and flexibility, and technical problems
relating to the hierarchical ordering of material and the grade descriptions on
the certificates awarded. Problems of developing statements which express
unambiguous hierarchies of attainment. the level of specificity of criteria and
the generalizability of performance beyond the context of the assessment are
the same as those raised by other forms of criterion-referenced assessment. A
number of graded assessment schemes have been made equivalent to GCSE,
but since the edict about the amount of terminal examination assessment re-
quired for GCSE, their future is in doubt. Graded assessment, then, is built
on a model of learning which requires learners to have clear information on
learning objectives and regular feedback: thus it is more interactive than the
traditional secondary-school examination and course.

The model underlying profiles and Records of Achievement (`toA) is
rather more interactive and dynamic. It also involves stating objectives, but
these should be discussed and negotiated with the student. Dialogue with the
students should include reflections on their attainment, and through dialogue,
students should come to accept more responsibility for their own learning.
The content of the RoA is also wider than the narrowly academic: it is an
attempt to provide more comprehensis e, constructive and meaningful records
of students' achievement in school, emanating front an era in which public
examinations were aimed only at the top 60 per cent of the ability range.
'Profiling' is the procedure in which students and teachers jointly construct an
assessment record over a wide range of academic and personal objectives. The
RoA is the stimulative document which results from the profiling process and
which students have when they lease school or college. This is sometimes
known as descriptive reporting or assessment, and the limitation on it as far
as accountability or evaluative procedures are concerned, is that the descrip-
tions are not amenable to numerical or grade-based summarizing. Indeed the
proponents of RDA would be against such a move since modifying the
stimulative document to produce quantitative descriptors would jeopardize
the nature of the profiling process and the centrality of the formative, teacher-
student interaction.

RoAs have been essentially a grass-roots development, mostly at second-
ary level. In 1984 the government said that it was committed to RoAs for all
school leavers by the end of that decade. In MD the DES regulations on
reporting student achievements were called Records of Achievement, but the
requirement was simply fiir a document of record, not for the profiling proces,,
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which leads up to it. This process is not forbidden: indeed the regulations
state that what is being legislated for is the minimum and that good practice
will suggest more. This good practice is, however, time-consuming and given
the range of legally required activities it is not clear to what extent the full
RoA process will survive. From 1993 all school leavers are required to be
given a national Record of Achievement which will include information on
qualifications, evidence of skills, attendance rate, success in non-academic
spheres and a personal statement by the student.

one problem raised by the introduction of SATs into the national-
assessment programme at age 7 was that of The administration
of SATs is quite different from that of standardized tests: in the SATs the
most important consideration is that students should understand what is ex-
pected of them. Thus there was no restriction on what was said, or on the use
of the skills of another adult who was normally present in the classroom.
There was no restriction on non-linguistic methods of presentation, there
was 110 'Milt on students working in whatever language or combination of
languages they normally use in mathematics or science. However, students
were not allowed to explain tasks to each other nor could children whose
mother tongue is not English have the English tasks explained to them in
their mother tongue.

Standardization of these assessments was therefore enormously problem-
atic ,iiid this raises problems of interpretation. Instructions to teachers were
not specific beyond making certain that the child understood the task. Whilst
this is, of course, entirely appropriate for assessing very young children the
lack of standardized introduction for the assessment tasks meant that there
was great variation across teachers and also between administrations by the
same teacher. In addition, the statements of attainment arc not sufficiently
clear to allow teachers to make unambiguous judgments about performance:
the criteria in this criterion-referenced assessment system were in many cases
not specific enough fur assessment purposes. This lack of reliability, in assess-
ment terms, means that any use of results for comparability or accountability
purposes is highly suspect.

A further issue was that of manageability, md this derives from the
enhanced validity of the tasks. The 1991 SATs for 7-year-olds were by the
large performance assessments. For example, multiplication, subtraction and
addition were assessed through children throwing dice as in a game and hav-
ing to add or multiply the numbers thrown on the dice; floating and sinking
in science was assessed through a practical task in which the children were
provided with a range of objects and a large tank of water. The children had
to predict which objects would float or sink and try and develop a hypothesis
(since it could take a week or more to assess a whole class of children on this
particular task at one point in the summer term every infant school classroom
could he seen to be full of water, waterlogged objects and rotting pieces of
fruit: all the children were reported to have enjoyed it!); at level 2 reading was
assessed by children reading aloud from a book chosen from a range of good
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children's story books (the list of twenty story books to be used at this level
was published first in a national newspaper; within a week all the books were
out of stock from bookshops); they were assessed by their teachers for fluency

as they read and then asked questions when they had finished reading in order
to test their comprehension. In addition there were some paper and pencil
tasks to be done in maths on an illustrated worksheet and a story to be written
in order to assess writing. In the majority of tasks, however, the children did
not have to write their answers. Teachers were allowed to help the children
produce the written answer e.g., in science, and were allowed to make their
own judgments about whether the child understood or was able to do the task
in hand. Bilingual children were allowed to have an interpreter for the maths
and the science tasks. The tasks were therefore time-consuming but matched
the real tasks and activities that we wish children to be able to do better than
standardized tests or written exams can.

There is clear evidence that the 1991 KSI SATs were not particularly
reliable (Gipps, 1993); in psychometric terms they sacrificed reliability for
content, even construct, validity. In assessment this is no bad thing unless one
wishes to use the results for comparability or accountability purposes. This is

exactly what the government's requirements for national assessment are: the
publication of results and the formation of league tables (a rank order of
schools) in order to implement a market model of school choice. For this
purpose tests which are highly reliable are needed so that comparisons can
be made with confidence. This is essentially the direction in which national
assessment (and GCSE) are moving.

Policy Issues

The GCSE with its certificating role is a classic example of a 'high stakes'
assessment, and it is clear that it has had an effect on curriculum and peda-
gogy. The national assessment SATs for England and Wales arc also 'high
stakes' (since students, schools and possibly teachers will be evaluated on the
basis of results) and there is preliminary evidence that the style and content of
the early SATs for 7-year-olds have influenced infant teachers' practice (Na-
tional Foundation for Educational Research, 1992). In both these cases many
of the moves are towards what educationists would regard in the main as
better practice: a move away from restrictive teaching and learning styles and,

at 7. towards more work with small groups of children (Gipps et al. , 1992).

In both cases also, the central role of the teacher in the assessment process has
contributed to their professional development and engagement.

Assessment trends, however, are in the process of reversal: the govern-
ment is not in favour of coursework assessment, time-consuming performance-
based SATs, or teacher assessment dominating at certificating or reporting

stages. The move is therefore back towards the domination of traditional
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examination procedures and paper and pencil exercises with all that this will
111C311 for classroom practice. That said, the traditional examination proce-
dures are not of the multiple-choice type but alit,w for assessment of extended
essay writing and higher-order thinking skills: thus they already involve some
performance, or authentic. assessments which the USA is seeking.

The feasibility, and effect, of working to a defined progression of teach-
ing and learning, with its underlying concept of linear progression which is
at odds with constructivist models of learning, has yet to be judged. The
effect of has ing high status external assessment in only the core can be pre-
dicted, yet the fact that the rest of the curriculum is legislated may soften the
effect. It is, however. a significant reversal of the move towards an educa-
tional model of assessment ind it is important to ask why this has happened.

Assessment is being used by this administration, as by many others, to
gear up the education system, to raise standards and to force accountability on
school.. In this climate teachers are not to he trusted as their own evaluators.
Neither are 'elaborate, time- consuming' assessment tasks considered appro-
priate. The formal, unseen examination has served the system well in the past,
so the argument goes, and will do so again. It is seen as more objective,
reliable and cheaper. It is also felt by many traditionalists that the more open
relationship between teacher and student, which is a strength of the RoA
movement, tOr example, is inappropriate.

There are two fundamental issues which, in the case of national assess-
ment, have contributed to this reversal of fortune. The first lies in the TGAT
model itself. In the TGAT report there was little mention of standards and
how these could be raised by testing, and limited emphasis on accountability
procedures. The tone of the report was thus at odds with the political climate
within which national curriculum and assessment was introduced. Small
wonder then that, as teachers complained of the workload involved in SATs
and the low level of standardization became clear. the Prime Minister said the
'SATs' for 1992 would be largely paper and pencil tests, standardized, and
capable of being taken by the whole class at once. In addition, the model of
assessment is essentially one that is not suited to surveying the performance
of every student of a particular age group at a certain point in time, particularly
given the complex structure of the national curriculum to which it is linked.
The national-assessment blueprint thus did not support the administration's
requirements. Add to that the apparent lowering of standards in GCSE and
the administration clearly felt that it was time to call a halt to these particular
educational developments.

The second issue is that the model as it was being articulated simply
(lid not work. Given a complex and detailed criterion-referenced assessment
system, it may be possible to require teachers to assess every child on every
criterion and to report this four times during their school career, but it is riot
possible to, link this with external, project-t ype assessment of every student on
a high proportion of the criteria, at a particular point in the school ye,n . It is
simply too time-consuming, and if both the IA and the SA Is have to he
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moderated externally in order t,; provide for comparability the task becomes
even more daunting.

lw problem is that the SAT as originally conceived is simply not appro-
priate for assessing literally hundreds of assessment points: in any case it
becomes too time consuming for testing whole age groups of students,
particularly at a certain point in time. It is on the other hand ideal to support

thrmative and diagnostic assessment by teachers for their own
purposes. Continuous assessment by teachers can be summed up at the end of
key stages to give summative inflirmation. In the UK, however, we tend to
take the view that summative assessment, particularly if it is also to be used
for evaluative purposes or for certification and selection, must be taken out of
the hands of teachers. Thus teacher assessment is not to be used at the end of
key stages because teacher assessment is liable to be unreliable and/or biased.
So goes the argument. It is of course true that teachers do need sonic form of
referencing if their standards arc to be comparable across the country, which

fairness and equity demand. At GCSE and A level, external markers and
moderation processes have been developed to deal with this issue and it is

widely accepted (though nut necessarily on a particularly good basis) that this
produces reliable judgments. I lowever, an assessment system which relied on
widespread moderation and extended marking when applied to four age groups
simultaneously would clearly be unmanageable. And in any case as Linn et al.

(191) put it '... if great weight is attached to the traditional criteria of effi-
ciency. reliability and comparability of .assessments from year to year, the more

complex and time-consuming performance-based measures will compare
untavourably with traditional standardised tests' (Linn et al.. 19911.

The authors of the (;AI' report maintain that their plan has been mis-
interpreted, hence the problems; but there are, nevertheless, major technical
problem, inherent in the blueprint (Gipps, 192). And to suggest that
stimulative assessment could wait until 16 when reporting was required at all

four ages was naive, to say the least. What is almost more surprising is why
the I'GAT report was accepted in the first place, given the political agenda.

Another problem with the original TGA model was that it suggested
that the same system of assessment could serve all required purposes: format-

iv e, diagnostic, stimulative and evaluative. The notion that one programme of
assessment could fulfil four functions was always questionable and has been
shown to be false; different purposes require different models of assessment
and different relationships between teacher and student. Assessment for forma-
tive purposes is essentially carried out by the teacher in an informal way, often
with no clear conclusions, but the repeated assessment at an informal level

allows the teacher to form valid assessments of the student's performance
particularly because he or she is able to assess the student in a number of
settings and contexts. External assessment for summative and evaluative pur-
poses tends to be one-off and external to the teacherstudent relationship.
Assessment information collected f(rmatively by teachers, when summarized

can he unreliable and if used tier the purposes of accountability or quality
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control is unsuitable; its use for this latter purpose in turn severely impairs its
formative role. We knew this already, we have simply had it confirmed by the
recent assessment events. It may be possible to design one assessment system
which measures performance at school level for accountability purposes and
at individual student level for selection purposes whilst at the same time sup-
porting the teachinglearning process but we have not yet done it.

The key must be teachers' own assessments across the full range of the
curriculum giving due weight to listening, speaking and higher-order process
skills. Teachers must be supported in this by the provision of proper training
in assessment techniques and materials rather like our original SATs
which they can take off the shelf and use at their own discretion to support
their judgment (see Haden et al., 1992). Any national or district programme,
if the results are to be published or used for comparability purposes. needs to
be standardized so that it can offer some reliability. It is likely to have limited
validity and will not offer the same scope for supporting teaching, and thus
needs to be kept to a minimum and if possible of low significance.

It is vital to resist the imposition of external assessment programmes
for accountability purposes which purport to offer high-quality information
when they do not md resist any move to high-stakes testing, particularly if
it involves an emphasis on narrow forms of testing, because of its effect on
teaching.

Conclusion

There arc three lessons to he learnt from recent developments in the UK:
good quality assessment is time-consuming and requires commitment; the
two general functions of assessment are difficult to reconcile; assessment frame-
works which do not support the aims of a powerful administration are un-
likely to survive.

The Scottish experience is particularly pertinent here: until 1992 the
government did not have a strong base in Scotland; teachers are better organ-
ized professionally than in England, and parents have stronger educational
rights. The result of teachers' and parents' anxieties over national assessment
is that the role of external tests has changed from overriding teachers' assess-
ments to supporting them, since they can be given when teachers decide
students are ready. Furthermore, the absence of any requirement to publish
school results to enable comparison shows that the Scottish mode; is weaker
on the accountability side and stronger on the professional side. This is in
direct contrast to the direction of developments in the rest of the UK.

The difference between the educational body and the political body is not
just one of ideology, but also of power. It is, however, the case that enforced
change does not always wipe out previous practice. There have been sufficient
developments in the UK involving good practice in assessment, with teachers
who have been involved in them convinced of their educational value, that it
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may be possible for these techniques, approaches and attitudes to survive the
return to narrow testing practice, with all that this will mean for teaching and
learning.

Notes

I 'Flus chapter is based on a review produced tier the OECI) entitled Pupil Assessment

in Ow I 'mired Kinplons (Gipps, 1993).
In Luc 1')92 the SATs sere returned standard tasks or tests (STs) to distinguish
them from the American Scholastic Aptitude Test. In this chapter they are referred
to as SAT, since that is what they were during the period described.



Chapter 10

Re-forming the Curriculum in
New Zealand

Ivan Snook

New Zealand was colonized from Britain and the settlers brought with them
the view of schooling current back 'home'. On their arrival, however, they
found the Maori, the tangata u'henua ('people of the land'), firmly in posses-
sion of the country (.4orearoa). For hundreds of years there had flourished a
lively society with a material culture, a subsistence economy, a social system.
an artistic traditic. and, of course, education in the sense of conscious and
successful attempts to hand on various aspects of the culture to the young
(Davidson, 1984). Conflicts between the Pakeha (non-Maori) and Maori
approaches to education seemed inevitable. Initially, however, the invader
triumphed and a school system based on the imported culture was established
for both Maori and settler.

In re:ent years, however, the dominance of the Pakeha in education has
been chal'enged and elements of Maori culture and language have been given
a more pcoininent place in the curriculum. In addition to the 'Lau Maori
(Maori aspects) taught in all schools there are bilingual schools, 'cultural
immersion' schools, Kohanga Reo and Kura Kaupapa Maori. These latter are
kindergam ns and schools organized and maintained by Maori, in which Maori
language is the medium of instruction and Maori culture a major focus of
study.

The other long-standing conflict relating to the curriculum was that of
religion in schools. In 1877, the Colony opted for a system olprimary education
which was 'free, secular and compulsory'. 'the Roman ( :atholic (:hurch found
this unacceptable and set up its own system of education which by the middle
of the twentieth century vv::s so complete that almost eery Catholic child
could gain a full primary and secondary education at CatInhc schools, staffed
almost entirely by members of religious orders. Following the 1975 Con-
ditional Integration Act, all Catholic schools became 'integrated' within the
state system while the Church authorities retained control over the curric-
ulum in relation to the schools' 'special character'.

Sonic Protestant schools were ako set up after 1877 but the Protestant
churches attacked the 'secular clause' directly and campaigned consistently to
have religion included in the schoo; curriculum. In this they were opposed by
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the Catholic Church (Just as the Catholic claim tiir 'state Md. was igorously
opposed by Protestant denominations). They were unsuccessful in securing a
place for religion in the official curriculum of the state school but, by the use

of legal 'loopholes' and minor legislative changes, a short period of religion
teaching each week is possible in state schools.

Apart from these two issues Maori language and culture and religious

education the curriculum of New Zealand schools has not been seriously

contested. In the latter part of the nineteenth century there was debate about

the proper education for girls and in the early years of this century attempts
were made to introduce technical subjects into the classical and scientific cur-
riculum of the secondary schools. In fact, the aims and curriculum of the
secondary schools remained basically unchanged and not until the 1940s was

there really substantial change in the clientele and the curriculum: for over
seventy years the secondary school remained as a 'preparatory' school through
which students would gain entry to the university.

Even the advent of the technical high schools did not have the desired
effect. They were founded in 19(15 to provide a more relevant education for
students nut preparing for university careers. Yet from the outset, their aim was

nut as vocational as the name suggests: 'In other countries a technical school
is typically a trade school serving the needs of a single industry or group of
industries. New Zealand conditions have always been hostile to the develop-

ment of this sort of institution' (Cumming and Gumming, 1978, p. 123).
Unlike the traditional secondary schools they were, however, co-educational

and from their tOundation until the 1930s they offered pre-vocational training

(in agricultural, industrial, commercial, and domestic skills). In addition, these

schools provided an academic course for those heading for university and so
became more and more similar to the ordinary secondary schools. The tech-

nical schools soon vanished in substance and, eventually, in name but the
secondary system as a whole was soon to undergo a massive reorganization

of aims and curriculum.
In 1936 the newly elected Labour Government abolished the proficiency

examination at the end of primary school and a few years later raised the
school-leaving age to 15. This ensured that, is Mcllraith put it at the time,
'the doors of every secondary school ... arc open' (Cumming and Cumming.

1978. p. 257). The influx of students required a substantial re-examination

of the curriculum, and the Thomas Committee (1942) achieved a major re-

organization involving a 'common core': physical education. English, social

studies, general science, mathematics, music, art and craft. Students who
completed a three-year course in these and certain optional studies could present

themselves for the School Certificate examination which became and remains

today (though not without much criticism) the main national examination

faced by secondary students.
The primary school curriculum had been quite broad all along. When

E. lieeby became I )irector General under the first Labour Government, lie

instituted a review of the primary-school curriculum, subject by subject. The
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review took ten years and involved widespread consultation with teachers at
all levels (Beeby, 1992, pp. 138-9). This became a prominent and important
part of syllabus development in New Zealand so that while the education
system was very centralized and the curriculum laid down, the profession in
the main identified with the content of the syllabus.

From time to time, however, the school curriculum became the symbolic
focus of wider political discontent. This manifested itself in the talk of 'declin-
ing standards', 'basics and frills' and 'social engineering'. During the period of
the third Labour Government (1972-5) a number of official reports advocated
more stress on 'social education', 'personal education', 'values education', 'health
education' and 'sex education'. These caused a great furore among the public
and the reports were strongly criticized by some church groups and the business
community.

Under the Muldoon government, the Minister of Education (Mr Mery
Wellington) conducted a strong personal campaign to use the school curricu-
lum to facilitate high 'standards' in the 'basics' and promote 'traditional val-
ues'. By 1984, he was ready to act and a new curriculum was produced for
implementation in 1985. The key elements of the new curriculum were:

A rigid time allocation to all the 'basic' subjects at all levels from new
entrants to Form 5.
A renewed stress on the socializing aspects of schooling ('social re-
sponsibility', 'national pride'. 'work habits', and so on) and a down-
playing of the themes of personal development, and individual

A cautious attitude concerning Maori culture, multi-cult iral educa-
non, social studies, economic studies, computer education and career
Mutation.

Untiwttinately for Mr Wellington's curriculum the government was
defeated at the 1984 election and Mr Russell Marshall became Minister of
Education in the fourth Labour Government. His educational philosophy was
a liberal-progressive one and he made significant changes to the examinations
and qualification system of the secondary school. He then turned his attention
to the school curriculum more directly and set up his own curriculum review
which, predictably, produced the sort of vaguely progressivist document typical
of Labour administrations. As a result of this, the Department produced a
draft National Curriculum Statement for New Zealand schools (1988). This
covered the whole system from new entrants (5-year-olds) to senior-second-
ary' classes. It was meant to be a 'draft curriculum framework within which
schools could plan their programmes. Like recent documents in other coun-
tries, it divided the curriculum into eight areas: culture and heritage; language;
creative and aesthetic development; mathematics; practical abilities; living in
society; science, technology and environment; health and well-being. But the
real 'reforms' of education were to come from quite a different direction.
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The first three years of Labour's time in office (1984-7) had been devoted
to major restructuring of the economy along monetarist lines. In this context,
Russell Marshall's educational programme seemed like a nostalgic rerun of
earlier Labour reforms of education. His Curriculum Review was strongly criti-
cized by Treasury, now exerting great power over the Minister of Finance
and the Government. In the opinion of Treasury the review:

holds unstated and narrow assumptions as to the nature and purpose
of education;
overlooks issues as to: community and education values and bene-
fits, the relationship between education and the economy and the
nature of government assistance;
does not tackle issues of management and consumer choice. (quoted
in Codd, 1990, pp. I94 -5)

It was clear that Russell Marshall, Minister of Education and the liberal
educators whom he represented were on a collision course with the powerful
Treasury and the business interests it spoke for. On the re-election of Labour
in 1987, the Prime Minister, I )avid Lange, relieved Marshall of the educational
portfolio and took it himself. Even before assuming the position, Lange had

been influential in encouraging the setting up of a Taskforce on Educational
Administration chaired by Brian Picot, a businessman. On 10 May 1988, its

report (The Picot Report) was released with proposals for a radical restructuring
of the education system. The report, virtually unchanged, became govern-
ment policy with the release of Tomorrow's Schools on 7 August 1988. In broad

terms, the Picot Report proposed that:

1 Each school would become a basic learning unit.
2 Each would be managed by an elected board of trustees to enable a

'partnership between teachers and community'.
3 Each unit would have a 'charter' to define the responsibilities of both

school and government. [This was subsequently modified so that the
charters became 'undertakings' of the school to the government.]

4 The regional education boards would be abolished.
5 The Department of Education with its wide-ranging responsibilities

would be replaced with a ministry charged with giving policy advice
through an eight-person policy council (four ministry officials; four
lay people). [The policy council did not survive into Tomorrow's

Schools.)
6 There would be a Parents' Advocacy Council (PAC) and compulsory

education forums in all local areas. [Both of these were abolished in
the National Government's first year of office.]

7 There would he a single authority to validate qualifications. (The
New Zealand Qualifications Authority)
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8 Resource groups would be private and free-standing they were sub-
sequently given the assets of the education board].

9 A Review and Audit Agency separate from the ministry would re-
place the inspectorate and report to the minister (in principle this
could have been a different minister but has in fact been the Minister
of Education).

Harvey McQueen, who worked closely w ith 1 tinge at that time, has
interpreted Lange's motivation for us. After the minister had received the
Picot Report:

Lange received contradictory ad\ ice . . . Sonic aides and officials re-
commended caution, it was too big a leap. Others were enthusiastic:
unless the change was big and swift it would enable a continuation of
the status ono ... The PM listened to the arguments and for a while
kept his cards close to his chest. Then one day he said We need more
democrat y not less. Picot's for democracy, so am I. Let's go.'
(McQueen. 1991, p. 37)

In retrospect. I tinge's position Was ser,, naive. Writing while Lange was
still the minister. Gary McCullough set out several reasons why the Picot
proposals were unlikely to achieve Lange's liberal aims. Among other points,
McCullough argued:

If past c\penence in Britain and the United States, and the recent
growth of a New Right in New Zealand. are any guide, the radical
right will eventually seek to pursue its own interpretation of Picot
into the dassrmnli, the curriculum, the teaching force, the NZCFR

( ouncil for Educational Research), the Ministry.... Picot has,
thus, the potential Ii ir being evploited for more radical and divi,ke
ends. (Mccullough, PPM, P,

And so It has turned (u to be. Ihe Picot Report and Tomoitou.'. Sdioo/\
can be read in tyk o ways (and from the outset have. been SO read). From one
P01111 of Iew, devolve decision-making to the local community, encour-
age partnership between parents and teachers. fav our democratic decision-
making. and promote equity. From another view point, they devolve
responsibility while retaining control. encourage divisiveness, make decision-
making less democratic and, by promoting choice. reduce equity. While many
educators favour the first interpretation. Treasury and the State Services
Commission constantly work to the second.

Lange and his Labour successor, Phil Goff, tried to implement Tomor..
IOW'S S(11001S in a manner most in line with the liberal interpretation:

school charters had obligatory sections on equity;
the (newly named) Education Review Office adopted a cooperative
professional stance; and

I(,2
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a committee on assessment was set up with a broad brief and its report

was a _judicious blend of proposals to encourage monitoring of per-
formance without encouraging 'league tables' of school-by-school

results.

Additionally, it must be noted, the Labour government backed away

from extreme monetarist philosophy and, in particular, refused to deregister

the labour market. This left teachers less concerned than they might have been

about their working conditions and the professional future. In November
1990, however, the Labour government was defeated and the National Party

came to office with vague social and economic policies and the slogan 'A

1kt:cut Society'.
Ruth Richardson became Minister of Finance. In l987 she had been the

party's spokesperson on education and had demanded that schools join the

market economy: she had advocated local control, teacher accountability'.
decentralized financing ('bulk funding'). national standards of attainment, and

parental choice. tier pret'erred mechanism was the voucher system. Now
Minister of Finance, Richardson had the full support of the business world

and Was conlpletely captive to the Treasury. Dr I ockwood Smith was ap-

pointed Minister of Education. I hs iews on education were less well known

but he soon showed that he seas more than sympathetic to the New-Right
agenda. Indeed the three social portfolios (health, Education, social Welfare)

went to 'true belies ers' in free-market
Recognizing their ads antage, groups such as the Treasury. State Sers ices

Commission and Business Round Fable intensified their demands for a totally

deregulated economy and for a 'user pay' system of education. The Business

Round Table set up an educational 'ginger group' called the Education Forum

to advocate its policies in education and this it has done most faithfully.
Under National. the w orkfiiree has been deregulated by the Employments

Contrati Act and, in effect. most w orkers have lost the protection they once

had. This is affecting teachers as well .is other workers. At the time of writing
the primary teachers have been granted a collectis e contract but all other
education-sector negotiators are deadlocked as the State Services Commission

refuses to allow collective agreements. For similar reasons, junior doctors in

one board area have been ( in a one -month strike. The proposal of the govern-

ment to bulk fund teachers' salaries has caused ructions amongst teachers and

hoards of trustees. Interestingly, the first meeting of the Education Forum

was given a Round Table report supportive of bulk funding which was for-
warded to the minister. This report saw bulk funding as part of a platform

including:

more monitoring of school performance:
more competition between public and private schools; and
de-zoning and voucher based funding. (Gordon, 1992b. p. 481
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Salaries bulk funding ... would provide the final mechanism tier the
production of a genuinely competitive schooling system. Schools
would compete with each other, both for students and for perform-
ance in terms of easily specifiable outcomes. (Gordon. 1992b, p. 49)

The present government has put out a new curriculum statement. it is
important and will be discussed below. The point to be made, however, is
that although the 1989 'reforms' were not about the curriculum the forces
behind them do have their eyes on the curriculum and they are likely to have
more effect through initiatives which seem tangential than through the official
curriculum itself.

The National Curriculum

In announcing the document The National Curriculum of Neu. Zealand at the
Post Primary Teachers' Association (PPTA) conference in May 1991, the
minister's rhetoric suggested a narrow 'basic curriculum' and his audience
reacted hostilely. The curriculum itself, howes er. is quite broad and nut all
that different from that produced by Russell Marshall. Phillip yapper,lvi-
sory officer of the PPTA, makes the very interesting comment that:

Lockwood Smith's curriculum is shaping up to h.le r a 't miser% aro."...
rhetoric and a 'liberal' structure: and indication perhaps that the labels
generate more heat in public debate than actual differences in curric-
ulum content. (Capper. 1992. p. 26)

This seems to roe to be correct but in terms of ill' analsis, it to some
extent misses the point. The curriculum a, a do 'cement of general policy

is one thing. flow it is interpreted, the en' ironment in which it is imple-
mented and assessed is another. Capper himself indicated that the minister
placed greater weight on the 'achie%ement initiatn e' than on the curriculum
on its own. Achievement-based syllabuses in mathematics, science, English
have been produced and, of course, the pedagogical and assessment aspects
rather than the content seem most significant. 'Phis view is supported by other
development which will be outlined in relation to the curriculum.

Education and 'Enterprise'

Tor many years the business Wodd wanted to get its hands more firmly on the
school curriculum. As far back .1, 197h, the I inployers Federation criticized
the Johnson Report for neglecting 'the real world of work'. The enormous
Ise in unemployment in recent years has enabled business spokespersons and

politicians to criticize workers fiu: their lack of 'skills' and schools for their
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lack of adaptation to the economy. Most of this talk is based on myths and
is self-serving (see Gordon and Snook, 1992) but its influence is pervasive. It
is fair to say that 'schoolindustry links' is now a major platform of the
government. Early this year, the Prime Minister himself convened a large
gathering of educators and industry people, at an 'Education for Enterprise'
Conference. An international conference on schoolbusiness links was held in
Auckland in March 1993, with the principal aim of having conference particip-
ants leave with an understanding of the different types of schoolbusiness
partnerships which they could consider in their own areas. The minister sel-
dom misses an opportunity to exhort schools to get closer to industry.

Educational Review Office

Picot advocated, and Tomorrow's Schools authorized, the setting up of an in-
dependent department called The Review and Audit Agency. Its function was
to 'review institutions through multi-disciplinary teams with expertise in
curriculum, financial and management support. equal employment oppor-
tunities and equal educational opportunity . .. The regular reviews will be a
co-operative endeavour, aimed at helping boards to meet their objectives
and review their own performance'. (Picot Report, 1987, p. 21) Professional
interests feared an outsider's audit and the Labour government placated them
by renaming the agency the Education Review Office (ERO) with personnel
from the former inspectorate and other professional agencies. Since 1990, it
has conducted reviews of schools which are based on a professional model.
Not surprisingly, it has been in the sights of New Right guns.

After leaving ER() untouched for a year after being elected, the National
government appointed a new chief executive, Dr Judith Aitken, widely re-
garded as a supporter of the New Right programme. '['his appointment was
highly significant, and clearly signalled a change of philosophy. ERO's annual

report to 30 June, 1992 states:

The Office . expects to see reflected in school-based curricular and
educational programmes clear awareness of New Zealand's increasing
exposure to global market influences and broad changes in our inter-
national relationships. (ERO, 1992, p. 7)

It also laments that 'The level of school knowledge about the achievement of
students is generally disappointing'. (ibid., p. 9)

From 1 July 1992, the ER() has two distinct functions which will involve
two separate reviews. (These may be carried out separately or in conjunction
with each other.) The first is the 'assurance audit'. 'Assurance audits report on
the extent to which a school or centre is meeting the terms of the contract it
has with the Crown to pro ide education .. . Areas of performance include
the institution's management and curriculum practices'. The second is the
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'effectiveness review'. 'The effectiveness review focuses on the students (as
opposed to the contract) and their achievement both standards and progress.
The review evaluates the range of factors in a school which contribute to. or
hinder students' educational achievements, including school management and
curriculum factors. It is therefore assessing the effectiveness of a school in
terms of the achievement of its students' (Mission Statement of ERO, August
1992).

Clearly, more rigorous assessment of students is on the agenda as the
New Right has always demanded. Indeed, there is legislation before Parlia-
ment to ensure this. The Public Finance No. 3 13111 requires the Minister of
Education to provide annually a report on the performance of the schools'
sector in the preceding financial year. This report must contain infOrmation
on:

(a) The performance of the school's sector in the supply of outputs:
(b) The management performance in the schools' sector .. .

(c) The effectiveness .!/- the schools' sector in terms of educational achieve-
ment'. [My emphasis]

This is all wry curious. After his initial enthusiasm for natiotial assess-
ment, the Minister seems in his public statements to have accepted the view
that national standards can be ensured and individual achievement monitored
without the check points and between school comparisons favoured by the
New Right. Yet, the Rill seems to cut across his position. That this clause
appears in a Public Finance Bill under the control of the Minister of Finance
and administered by Treasury makes the mystery deeper. Sinister interpreta-
tions suggest themselves. Will the Minister of Education and Ministry of
Education be sidelined While the Minister of Finance (she of voucher fame)
and the Treasury assume responsibility for the assessment of students?

New Zealand Qualifications Authority

The 1990 Education Amendment Act instituted a new statutory body which
is charged with des eloping a framework for national qualification in second-
ary schools std post-school 'education and training'. It can authorize degrees
outside of the universities (and in less than two years has validated some
twenty-eight new degrees) and it can grant the title of 'university' to an
institution not so designated. (It has done so in the case of a small business
school. This is the subject old court case brought by the Vice Chancellors'

ommittee which retains statutory rights oser 111111ersity degrees. In its turn
I lie New le.11,111d Qualifications Authority may seek a revision of the Act to

gise it more control user ersities.)
In March 1991, NIQA produced a discussion document entitled Hoi.01-

ink! the Fratheivoth. It proposed a system whercb)..
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qualifications would be developed around 'units of learning'; and
learners would he assessed against national standards.

The framework sets out eight levels of learning, devised from those

proposed by the National Training Board in Australia. (Unlike similar schemes

in UK or Europe the Ni. scheme includes both vocational and academic

education.) Typically levels l--4 will be completed at secondary school: levels

5-8 post-school (but the levels are intended to be flexible).
It is anticipated that:

levels will be defined in all subjects in standards-based terms:
units will be provided in modular form and will be 'interchangeable'
within and between institutions:
some existing qualifications will be phased out.

(The School Certificate will -- illogically remain because its retention as an

examination-based credential is government policy.)
While the NZQA is not directly involved below the senior secondary

school it is obvious that it will have an influence on the curriculum of the
senior school. As has been obvious in the past this will tend to feed down the
school, influencing curriculum at earlier stages. There will be strong pressure
for 'skills' to be stressed rather than abstract understanding and, once again,
business links will be pervasive since, of course, the major point of qualifica-
tions is to certify people as suitable for jobs. An express aim of the NZQA
is to blur or even deny distinction between education and training. This in

turn must affect curricula

Conclusion

New Zealand has not had a tradition of curriculum theorizing. A sturdy
pragmatism. liberal sentiment, and political slogans have served in its place.

It is, then, in irony that when some degree of theorizing began in the 1980s.

it was quickly submerged by a 'market' approach to education which may

has e rendered it nugatory.
In retrospect. Mr Wellington's 'conser atk e' curriculum, liberally inter-

preted, would has e served the system satisfactorily. Similarly, Mr Marshall's
'liberal' curriculum, given a bit of pedagogical backbone would have worked

quite well. And I )r Smith's curriculum might be 'all things to all people'
conservative rhetoric and liberal structure. But these abstract statements are

not where the action is any more if it es er was. Colin McGeorge. one of
New Zealand's leading scholars of Church-State relations in education in
New Zealand, once remarked that there is more religious education in NZ
schools, where it is forbidden. than in British schools where it is compulsory!
A profound educational truth may be buried here.
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Without overgeneralizing, however, it is plausible to suggest that the
school curriculum in New Zealand is shortly to face contestation as dramatic
as that which faced school administration in the late 19gOs and for the same
reason. There are those who wish schools to be places where the young learn
to develop themselves as persons and prepare to fulfil themselves as citizens.
There are others who see schools as serving the needs of the economy and
preparing workers for industry. For the past few years this battle has been
fought over the administration of schools; over the next few it may be fought
over the curriculum.

In her 1991 Budget speech, the Minister of Finance stated:

Tonight's announcements are not just about how much money the
government will spend this year and how much it will take in tax.
They are about the sort of society we will become a generation into
the future. (Richardson, 1991, p. 1)

With this agenda, it is not surprising that the New Zealand government
and the business interests it serves have targeted education as a way of achiev-
ing their goals. No doubt as in the past other interest groups will in due
course set up alternative visions of the nation's future. Inevitably schools will
play some part in creating that future. It would be pleasing, however, to
believe that above all else they will develop a generation of people who can
think critically and creatively about themselves and their world and be able to
sensitively transform both. This, after all, is what the curriculum should be
about.

11,8
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Chapter 11

Epilogue: Implementing Change
in the 1990s: Paradigms, Practices
and Possibilities

Gene E. Hall and David S.C. Carter

In spite oldie huge. and continuing, expenditure of resources in time, money
and human endcas our, recorded in an enormous body of literature on educa-
tional change, it has not been noteworthy :o date in bringing about changes..
d the order and scale required to have a systemic and durable impact on

school systems and classroom practice. Generally. the history of educational
reform is one in which, with a few notable exceptions, we have persisted with
the use of change models and strategies even when they have been shown at
best to be inetTectise (Cuban, 1990. This in spite of a steady accumulation of
knowledge about the change process over the course of the last forty years.
Cuban also notes the inherently intractable nature of schools and schooling,
and is at pains to point out how little of the extensive reforms have made it
past the classroom door ((:uban, 1988). In the current wave of educational
reform in the USA, Sarason (1990) argues that once again the reform efforts
are unlikely to succeed since they are reminiscent in form and substance of
their many predecessors.

There is an inherent danger in the current round of educational reform
that, if it becomes driven by the urge for scientific management, and from an
'over the shoulder' perspective, organizational and system structures may di ive
curriculum and instructional design when in fact the organization in which a
curriculum is to be implemented is part (if the desiv itself (Carter, I993a). At
this juncture it appears that a paradigm shift in thinking is needed.

In the following pages we return to the policy-to-practice continuum (see
Chapter 7) and make some normals e statements regarding what is needed in
order to fully operationaliye this paradig,tn. At source it is underpinned by a
systems perspective in which education is regarded as an open system, linked
to other systems through feedback liwps, ernoys different ways of functioning
and is amenable to analysis at different scales (irresolution ail of which are
interrelated. Flie ideal is to shorten the length of the continuum which occurs
when Al actors in the system clipy .1 more holistic view of its dynamics, and
participate in its operation in an Integral's, e fashion,
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Putting this into effect will, in large measure, allow for a more inclusive
framework for managing the change process than we have been able to apply
coherently to date. The linearity suggested by policy-into-practice, while it
takes us some distance, is overshadowed by a further shift. This is likely to
occur when a new generation of information technology interacts with in-
formed minds cooperating within an ecological paradigm to realize the ideal
of the learning community. The creation of information-rich environments
allowing all stakeholders in the change process to have equal access to informa-
tion which is both an empowering and power-equalizing phenomenon can
help us break the lock of inertia and tradition when implementing change.

Implicit to this view is a vision based on a web or network of interacting
relationships that exists between policy developers, designers and implemen-
tors, irrespective of their separate roles and functions in districts, schools and
classrooms linked by instant access to information and information flows
ordinarily lost or treated as 'noise' in the system. Thus, later in this chapter,
the implications of information management for the transformation of class-
rooms. schools and systems are spelled out and we then conclude with sonic
suggestions for redirecting the research effort and speculate on the need for
innovative practice that will foster the development of schools as learning
communities.

From Policy to Practice Once More into .

In Chapter 7 a number of implications for policy, development, and imple-
mentation in the 199ns are presented by Gene Hall and these are revisited in
the following section. The basic theme to be de' eloped here is that 'we all
have to work together'. All need to develop a holistic view of the system and
work with an approach that makes us interactie partners in the educational
change process. Policy makers, researchers, developers, teachers, and admin-
istrators all need to work on the same plane.

The 'Status' of Policy .\;eeds to be' lialatuA u,ith the 'Core'
Implementation

Darling-Hammond (1990) pointed out in a recent article, we have to start
reaching across the abyss. In her retrospective, Milbrey McLaughlin ( I990)
offered an olive branch too. We need to share a holistic perspective. We need
to view all of us as being partners in the same user system. The playing
surface needs to shift from images of verticalness, top-bottom, up-down ind
the innuendo of there being something elite about working with policy. and
something lowly about working with practitioners. The entire playing surfat e
needs to become I horizontal plane with all of us at the same les CI engaged
in ongoing cullegi.J exchange. Note that this is a challenge for researcho s
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too. Rather than limiting the focus of studies to the policy end, or the imple-
mentation end, studies need to be of the complete policypractice continuum
such as that discussed by Lowham in the companion volume.

Another Way of Saying this is: There Needs to be Trust

Policy persons have to start understanding the teacher's role, then they can trust
more, and perhaps then they will talk to each other and their contract re-
searchers a little less and to practitioners more. Teachers at the same time have
to develop a larger world view than their classroom. They need to begin to
understand and see their school and community as being part of the con-
tinuum, then they can begin to understand what the expressed concerns of
policy makers and others are about. Developers have to broaden their per-
spectives by spending more time in schools and listening more :o teachers and
principals. At some point we all have to develop understandings of the per-
spectives of the others. In this way the policypractice continuum will be-
come shorter and the degree of understanding of participants at all points
along the continuum will become greater.

There Needs to he a \lore Systemic View (ff Hon the Change
Process ll'orks

(unge happens in individual classrooms, schools change, so do school districts
and states. One of the failures of understanding about implementation twenty
years ago was that we did not accept the reality that a school does not change
until each individual teacher within the school successfully implements the
nm% ation. The only way that classroom effects can accumulate to be school
effects is it' there is use of the innovation in each classroom. To look at the
school as a whole, first one needs to look at the use of the innovation by each
teacher. f.ach teacher individually can have an effect. The accumulation of the
acts ities of teachers and their eftiNts aggregate and compound to become
school effects. Then, of course, as one looks at a district or a state the multiple
school and districts effects can accumulate. This is 'sown diagrammatically in
Figure 11.1.1 he key building block for all of this, however, is what happens in
each classroom. As far away as the individual classroom can be from the policy
maker and curriculum developer, it is essential for policy makers and curriculum
developers to do a much better job of understanding how important the other
ends of the continuum are and, especially, how the world is constru:ted from
the point of view of individual teachers. For example, the current trend of policy
makers to commission the development of more and 'better' tests of effects,
without doing anything to address directly classroom practice will continue to
yield poor results. Unless classroom and school practices change, the most
sensake tests i.ossible will Inea.qtre no positive changes in outcomes.
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So How Do We Do This in the 1990s?

A effects
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At this point an array of ideas have been touched on. some of which are more
segmented than .:aV be useful. It might be worthwhile. therefore, to list
some guiding principles and parameters set for those of us who are involved
in t :ing to bring about change processes in the 1990s. Hopefully, these arc
reflective of the horizontal plane perspective, the holistic systemic perspective,
and with the construction of meaning that is addressed in this chapter.

I it:011tif

There must be fewer regulations, rules and policy mandates. If we go back to
the metaphor of the tunnel and think of each vehicle travelling through that
tunnel as representing an innovation (see Chapter 7. p. 1(12), currently. the
chicle. are bumper to bumper. At this point the large number of cars.
iotori) cies. bicycles. hitchhikers. eighteen wheelers (i.e.. lorries) and other
types of vehicles, including a number of M-1 tanks, me clogging the tunnel.
Most of these initiatives are travelling from the policy end of the tunnel
towards the practitioner end. 1 he effect at this time is gridlock. There
is such a of policy initiatives, mandates, rules and regulations. that
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teachers iii slassrooms have become immune to, and isolated from. the out-
side realities. This traffic jam of innovations must be broken. Breaking the
jam can only be accomplished by reducing the number of policies, rules and
regulations, and adjusting others to be more responsive to school-based realities.

Shift the Porn, of Policy

currently. too many policies are written from the point of view of prescrib-
ing a particular practice or mechanism. Sonic of us have talked about this as
setting engineering design versus function specifications. Policy needs to shift
from setting some sort of implementation requirements, such as how many
minutes a subject will be taught. to stating goals or performance outcomes,
such as our students need to learn to be cooperative problem solvers. The
mechanism to achieve a desired policy goal is best determined by developers
and the professionals in schools, rather than through prescribing a specific
approach in law. Another alarming part of this issue. as well as a contributor
to our traffic jam, is that we .ire legislating more and more policies that
quickly become outdated. As experience and research lead to new under-
standings. the 'old' policies remain in place! They are still around two and
three decades later, although the) may no longer be appropriate frir practice.
The players are so constrained that it is impossible to move.

11: r, lop .11u na Apo oadio

e urientiv In huv Inman Cs deal with a single variable in isolation of the rest
of the system. We list.' Hi .1 multivariate world; when one thing is changed.
that has spiemi, elfet is on a number of other things. For example, the length-
ening of the t lass day affects co-curricular activities, the scheduling of buses.
the salary or teachers, the schedule for cleaning the classrooms. etc. As we
move further into the I 'Ms, we need to think more systemically and in
multkariate vv ays about our approaches to change. The plucking out of single-
ariable solutions in a multivariate world is naive at best, punitive to practi-
tioners. and most likely harmful to children.

Equal .tiuppmt for Implementation

historically the development phase of an iimosation received the bulk oldie
resources. time, ind attention. In order for implementation to he successful,
there must be a balance in the allocation of resources, time. md attention.
I )eselopment and implementation must he recogniied and supported in terms
of what they really require and cost. This will mean. of necessity, that we
cannot do as IMICIE i however, by now the track record is clear that trying to
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do everything at once has resulted in little being accomplished. If we shift in
the way we think about policy, and its importance by acknowledging the
criticality of implementation, then we will have to develop more systemic
ways of approaching change. When we do, we will be able to think more
dramatically and differently about what schools will need to be like for the
Twenty-first Century.

Imagine on a Large Scale

At the present time we tend to think in too limited ways about change and
improvement of schools. The last decade ended with a so-called 'reform move-
ment'. This decade began with a 'restructuring movement'. In neither case
have we really broken the structures and limitations of our traditional models
of schools, and, in the USA. we have kept the worst features of the one-room
school house. We have kept the self-contained classroom, with one teacher,
thirty children, a chalkboard, four walls, and rows of seats. We have let go
multi-age grouping, community involvement, children teaching children,
integrated curriculum, etc. An analysis of the various 'movements' in educa-
tion would indicate a clinging to the worst features of the one-room school
house. There is a difference between 'talking', 'tinkering', and 'transforming'.

Too much of the effort in the US emphasizes talking, we are doing very
little tinkering, and nearly no transforming. An emerging case of these differ-
ences in set breaking can be seen by contrasting the NSTA's chapter Scope,
Sequence, and Coordination of Secondary Sttwol Science drafts with that of Project
2061. In the Scope, Sequence and Coordination work there is an adherence to
traditional subjects (talking?). In Project 2061 there is a proposal for using
major themes or key ideas (tinkering?). Neither group ventures beyond the
contemporary boundaries of mathematics and science teaching, for example,
to suggest new and different configurations such as the integration of science
and matnematics with social studies, or to suggest that instead of reading tirr
reading, curriculum could be organized with reading in the disciplines (trans-
forming?). Exciting examples of transforming curriculum are described in the
telex ision series (e.g.. 'Connections') by James Burke. I )nring the 199s it is
going to he critical that we stop dabb1ing and start thinking seriously about
different ways of doing schooling. This will require a new le \ el of imagination,
an athenturesome ature and a willingness to think in multikariate ways. To
get transtiirming ideas implemented. we would be well ath 'sect to look closcly
at Van den Berg and Vandenberghe's (1(183) Concept of Late Stale Innovations.

These Needs to be Trust of All by All

This bi ings us back around to the \cry important point that has been brought
up in sneral ways. We have to shift from the vertical to the horizontal playing
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field. There is a gradual increase in awareness, as is reflected in some of the
authors cited here, that all of us are in it together. We must begin to trust in
each other. Practitioners have to trust policy makers and policy makers have
to trust practitioners. It would be nice if both could trust researchers. Cur-
riculum developers are a key bridge to both ends and play an integrative part
in the implementation of policy into practice.

In the next sectio.i. this is developed further at the interface between
social and technologic,;! change for implementation and school improvement.

The Transforming Role of Technology in Education

In a recent paper Henry Kelly of the Office of Technology Assessment in the
United States made the observation that we do not have even an adequate
vocabulary to describe the nature of the huge socio-economic and technologi-
cal transformation that is underway, the nature of which has been to sharply
increase the demand for education (Kelly, 199 l). He also notes, with respect
to the USA, that the nation's educational system has been slow to react to
changes unless they are forced upon it by external demand factors, and that
education seems to be isolated from the sources of innovation that have driven
productivity growth. Kelly (p. 11) argues that three things arc needed to
correct this which arc locate,d

a source of limos anon, in teaching and learning strategies;
an efficient way to communicate these innovations; and
and an incentise system that rewards productive innovations and
quickly eliminates bad ideas.

The significance of the latent power embodied in acce..sing and using
information in education has been des eloping and accelerating over the course
of the last two decades and is well recognized, if not universally addressed,
by schools and school systems. Following the shift from industrial-based to
technological-based economies, within a global information society, those
who can access information. transform information and create Mk )1-illation are
substantially advantaged by all the indices of success in the post-industrialized
state, while those w ho cannot create and transform infOrmation arc increas-
ingly dependent on those who can. Over a quarter old century ago Marshall
McCluhan pointed out that new technologies construct a totally new ens iron-
mem and that this radically alters the way we use our senses and thus the way
we act and react to things. On this basis, the restructuring that necessarily
occurs as a consequence of introducing new technology enters practically es cry
facet of our Ines. Changes come, therefore, because of the application of new
technologies and it does not matter so much about the details of the content.
'Hie medium is the message. The inch itable transition to a computer-based
classroom offers major challenges and new opportunities for teaching and
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learning, empowering us to break the lock of structures and the inertia of
tradition that has tended to constrain change managers to accept these as
givens in their efforts to reform schools and education systems.

Dekelopmcnts in technology provide the opportunity to improve exist-
ing services at the school and system level as well as providing special types
of services \\nch could exploit the special features of emergent
technologies for improv einem and change. These are becoming well recog-
nized but still operate in a piecemeal. disjointed and incremental way, rather
than functioning in a truly integrative fishion in supporting and managing
curriculum, pedagogy and assessment in an information-dependent env iron-
ment and thereby changing it to one that is information-rich. The lead time
between envisioning the transformation to information-rich environments and
their realization in practice. however. is pros ing to be inordinately long in the
Area of education which is naturally information-oriented and infi qination-
dependent.

The intellectual tools to support school administration and the operation
of the curriculum through the type of information management needed to
gu.de and inform data-based decision-making are already becoming available
at affordable prices. Sophisticated Instructional Management Systems (IMS.$)
which combine administrative functions with a range of-others that lie at the
heart of schooling, such as curriculum development. teaching. evaluation and
assessment. allow for the formation of the information-rich environments
with the sort of transformative potential mentio,led above (Carter. in press).

Infortnatioi Overload r, a Health Hazard

Creating a curriculum now and for the next century requires us to think about
the transformation of schools in seeking justifiable ends based on a kiSi011 of
the future or alternative futures that we currently hold. The potential use of
technology. to assist in realizing alternative futures in education seems to have
been addressed in a soIllest hat fragmentary manner in debates concerning
current educational reforms. While not wishing to underplay the complexities
involved in managing the change process, or to presume that informati
management is an exclusive consideration in school improv ement and charge.

11111111)CT of indicators suggest that information overload is like] \
health hazard to those sv ho manage and populate schools in the process of
their transformation. I )iagnosis and treatment hquoc., the application of new
information technology to bring the current Li\ erload bat k to manageable and
h. 11.111 proportions so that relevant and timely information. affecting a par-
ticular issue or problem of immediate practk al Concern. can he utilized in
arming at decisions on bell di of students (Carter and Burger. 1994).

I here ire t \\ '' Nays of using tee hnology ti ,ichieve 'informanon-riLIC
ens ironments. Onc Is ti the purpose of automatiN;: the other for Infoitniti.
While there arc some lulu clearly seek to use technology for the former
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purpose. it tends to become mechanistic and to isolate the human element
from the process itself. Automating then is not a satisfactory means for sup-
porting teachers and administrators and for educational problem-solving. To
infiirmate', however, is to empower educators as professionals. It is in this
context that instructional leaders can work with staff in order to resolve the
question of what information has to be readily available and easily accessible
for them to both understand and execute certain educational processes and

curricular esems.
I.rom the %iewpoint of the practitioner charged with the implementation

of change and innovation the swamping effects of extensive information pro-.
ision follow mg in the wake of centrally driven reform efforts, has, in fact,

resulted in a bottleneck, militating against the intentions of change planners,
rather than ak tmg in support of the change process. lhe latent power of
tedmology to assist in reducing information overload seems to be conspicu-
ously absent in much of the contemporary debit( about effecting the reform
and restructuring of schools and education systems. Where statements about
the nature and role of technology do feature in the management of teaching
and ;earning, dn.) tend to be focused on the outcomes of the educational
process rather than being conceived in terms of the process itself.

I be c.oputer series as a contemporary eolith in niagnifying human
capacities. and, through its intelligent use to aid thinking about their profes-
sional practice. teachers, curriculum des elopers and administrators may retain
more of a sense of control over the side effects of information overload which
seemingly envelop them in order to concentrate on managing and facilitat-
ing the clung( process itself. At the school level. for example, information-
management systems facilitate the design, deselopment, evolution and align-
ment of curriemla. They pros ide the means ftir monitoring which curriculum
clement are included in daily lesson plans: student-grouping practices: 'at
risk students: the des elopment of teacher-nude learning materials: the man-
agement of material resources: the configuration of assessment programmes
across different time spans and subject areas, ind curriculum alignment to
external references. benchmarks and .tandards on .1 041(11111(111s. routine and

subst.ffithith ullobtrUsis e basis,
hrough the total integration of all school fundions the\ tcple,ent .1

marked departure from those mana..ement inform,mon Ss stem, (m1,0
tenth used essentially for adnumstiatise regulation and Accssible onh, to a
estricted range otadministrati%e staff. In this regard. 1. t is useful

between tedtholog specifically designed for edu, animal tasks, slid] ( one

putter Assisted Instruction i(.AI) pat kagesind the us, .iftetliniiliips to mak(
education possible. Information-management technology rein 1(1 lit lc is .1

case lit' the latter.
I )esigning and developing t tutu ula in tontempoian and flume ol a tiro d

educational ells miiiments it:quires not onl thinkinti about how to do thini,s
better. but also how to do them diffei end \ tit realume, alternative Intim., I his

implies .1 recomeptualuatum oft intent Ina, like III tit,: light oil past t
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and accumulated understanding about the change process itself, but in so
doing, the complexity and difficulties attendant to realizing this end should
not be underestimated. Fullan notes:

The process of educational change in modern society is so complex
that the greatest initial need is to comprehend its dynamics. Paradoxi-
cally, the road to understanding complex social phenomena is through
simple and concrete explanations since the main criterion for under-
stood complexity is the extent to which it is meaningful. (Fullan. 1991,
p. 16)

This is of fundamental importance in seeking educationally justifiable
ends based on a ision of the future or alternative futures that we now hold.
Many of the recent reforms have spawned an immense amount of informa-
tion. codified in policy documents, reports, guidelines syllabuses. texts and
multi-media formats, which, in sum, has fir exceeded human capacities to
read, let alone implement on the sort of time scale that change managers have
sought. Bringing information attendant to the change process within the ambit
of human capacities has been elusive to date with much of it being regarded
as 'noise' and simply ignored at the level of the school and classroom (Carter.
1986; Carter and Hacker. 1988). Where and when this has occurred the basic
criterion of 'understood complexity' has not been met.

Suggestions for Research on Implementation in the 1990s

Without am <lalnis for comprehensiveness a number of trends and themes,
des eloped elsew here in this book. suggest areas where more research is needed
in the light of our current understanding of the change process, providing
both potential insights and promising lines of inquiry.

.liptcatilud Onr 134: .11,111), (,Ii antes

Although there is a great deal of strongly held opinion, we have little system-
atic data about the rim% e merits if launching one major change versus a
steady stream of little changes. Sonic w ill argue that little changes are less
disrupting and gradually accumulate in effects. Others will argue that nothing
gets accomplished. or little really changes. when you approach change in
small steps and that the only way to succeed is to have large upheavals.
Schiblars and ad v ocates can be filund ()I1 both sides of this issue; however. we
ha. e no systematic analyses and study of the comparison. As with most
questions this one will probably not have a dichotomous answer, once again
the answer w ill probably depend on the local context.
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Epilogue: Implementing Change in the 1990s

Analysis of Implementation Success: European versus LS Educational

Policy Initiatives

Reference has been made, in Chapter 7. to the differences in policy approach

to educational change in some European countries, notably The Netherlands
and Belgium. To push this a little further, it appears that these European
countries not only approach their change efforts with a different time perspec-
tive (i.e., eight to ten years versus the US one to two years). the design and
architecture of the policy initiatives are different. In the US. educational-
policy initiatives tend to be undefined sloganized processes, such as 'career
ladder', 'longer school year', 'mainstreaming', 'testing'. 'choice', 'reform'.
'alternative certification'. 'standards'. 'restructuring'. .and 'systemic reform'.

Each of these initiatives offers few clear descriptions of what would go on in

schools, and there is little explanation of the causal linkage between the la-
belled innovation(s) and the desired effx-ts. Many US policy initiatives rep-

resent open-ended exclamations with little follow-airough or grounding in

practice. Many do not provide tangible mechanisms or structures for doing
something at the school and classroom sites.

The European-policy initiatives provide more of an architecture or struc-

ture for doing something different in schools. For example, in the Renewed

Primary School initiative in Belgium. the change effort entails merging the
kindergarten classroom with the primary-grade classrooms and the develop-

ment of a smoother transition from the child's point of view. In this initiative,
the schools has e had to shift their expectations in curriculum, roles of adults,

and children. A set of outside change facilitators have been hired and trained

to support schools in accomplishing this structural shift. A similar set of

policy statements, support mechanisms. and architecture has been put into
place ?round the MAVO project and the Rehm ely Autonomous Secondary
Schools in The Netherlands. In each of these mitiativ es the change architecture

is described in policy and supports. There is a multi-year time line. External-
change facilitators are prepared and put into place to help school staffs in
implementing the new approach. Researchers are contracted to analyse and

inform the ongoing process. There is contracted evaluation of the policy and

its implementation during the life of the initiative with the study findings
being used by policy and proactive participants.

In contrast. US policies tend to proclaim a more open-ended and sloganized

change, without local site operational definition. and without putting into
place specialized implementation support for all sites. The change itself is not
clear, implementation is not supported, and the systemic connections are not
addressed. Factors such as external-change facilitators. multi-year perspectis e,

and shifts in other policies, rules and r gulations to accommodate the new
initiatives ate not made. Rather there is the single sariable pronouncement,
the setting of a deadline and the assumption that all is done. In addition, there

are few if any in-proc,, studies to int; win policy makers and practitioners.

Instead there may be a pool ho, 'polity study', such as the earlier rand Change
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Agent Study. In general, there are not ongoing instructive exchanges amongst
all the players as the process untblds. One developing exception in the US is
the work of Marsh and Odden (199 1) who have been conducting implement-
ation studies of various initiatives in California. For this case there is an emerg-
ing partnership between the researchers, policy makers, and implementors.

At any rate, the proposal here is that there is an important area of research
that could be initiated to examine and contrast the architecture and design of
large-scale change educational policy in such countries as The Netherlands
and Belgium. In contrast to the nominal policy initiatives here in the US. The
form, perspective, intent and process or the policies are strikingly different.
and these lead to major differences in implementation processes and outcomes.

The Educational Sr tem Dor., not Change in Lock-step Progression

We need to abandon the implicit assumption/expectation that all teachers.
classrooms, and schools will develop as one. We behave as if our expectation
is that all the schools in this country. will suave in a controlled flow, just as
spectators do in making the human wave around a football stadium. We
should keep in mind, that even with enthusiastic fans. there is an unevenness
to the human wave in the football stadium, and often the wave motion is
washed out! The same is true with our schools. There are indiv idual differ-
ences and intik idual rates of change. whether we are talking about individual
teachers or individual schools. Our change efforts need to take into considera-
tion the indiv iduality of the sy stem. There is no such thing as one uniform
massive MO% CMCIlt to our schools. There are no indications in history of
tidal wave of change in schools. A combination of policy and implementation
research initiatives could be launched to examine more closely how it is that
the motion of change in our system of schooling in tact does unfold. This
work would be of great help in the shaping of policy. as well as f If great
assistance to schools as they are involved in the details of implementation.

Some Concluding Thoughts on Innovative Practice

The various chapters in this book and its companion v olume hay e assembled
sufficient material to illustrate and pros ide further insight into the change
process at many different levels and from multiplicity of perspectives. There
is an inherent tendency in human nature and agency to seek homeostasis and
to resist or otherw ise he pessimistic about change. An optimistic s iew of
human nature. recognizes that there i something called the change process.
which we can discern. anticipate. . as its phases unfold, facilitate. In so
doing, it at knowledge. that .hinge. in spite of it increasing workload, and
states of Jinn 15 also pros ides us v.ith Ilew opportunities for growth and
regcneration. 1 o avail ourselv ot the opportunities which it affords. howev Cr.
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Epilogue: Implementing Change in the 1990s

it must be fully recognized, and acted upon accordingly. that change is a process

which takes time and effort and necessarily makes demands on human and material

resources. Change does not come cheaply!
Generally speaking. there is little argument among professionals that

helping people learn. grow, and develop in order to realize their full potential

lies at the heart of schooling and is what a good education (and school
improvement) is about. How well this is achieved in the context of national

goals depends on how well teachers are motivated to work for constant im-
provement. and are themselves provided with the resources and incentives to

grow and develop as learners concerning their own professional practice.
Sarason (199)) makes an observation to the effect that if teachers as learners do

not perceive that the appropriate conditions for their own growth obtain, they
cannot create and sustain them for their students. From this point of view.
student learning is also a function of teacher learning. development and growth.
The exercise of high-quality leadership at all levels in structuring eriviron-

nhmts in support of schools as learning communities is of paramount im-
,,ortance in achieving this set tit-conditions viewed dynamically (Carter. Glass

and Hord, 1993).
As already asserted in this epilogue, and des eloped as one of its main

themes, the latent power of a new generation of information technology.
when allied to human capacities and a 51sion of the future that we hold, has
great transformatise potential. Its treatise utilization by all concerned with
implementation and school impro.ement may help us break the lock of those

constraints that pre. iclusly inhibited us in making a significant difference

on a scale that is noticeable in its cumulati.e effects. Itealizing this sill also
require the exercise of high-quality leadership as w ell as political courage.

In addition to establishing and communicating 5 hit in and cleating a climate

for change. leaders also need to undersiand w hat Is going oil in their organ-

mon ms, how current practices le. erage inhibit the organization's mission
(Carter, Glass and Hord and, from an into mud base. w hat changes
are most likely to produce the results they are seeking.

As students of their own professional practice. rf teachers and other edu-

cators in general do not access, interpret and use mit wination requisite and/or
related to their own practice; if they do not understand the intimacies and

complexities of data they and their clients generate as a matter of course.

and if they fail to de. elop and use professional skills because their actions do

not. germinate, emanate and mature in informed ens ironments. it is unlike].
that ieforms will engage the deep structures of the school in es en the most

dynamic of school systems. If this dimension of education .1 reform is eot

addressed at the le. el of the practitioner. and backward-mapped where it can

be shared on an equal footing with policy makers and des dopers, the type

of reform to which we MC% it.ibly gra.itate will be that of 'endlessly trying

new things'.
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